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I. Introduction and Background
Increased traffic at the East Hampton airport in recent years has created growing concerns about noise
pollution, public health, safety, environmental and climate change impacts. These impacts are not wellaligned with East Hampton’s identity as a resort community, and its commitment to sustaining the
quality of life and the quiet enjoyment of its rich natural, cultural, and scenic resources. The airport also
provides positive values to the community including employment, economic and recreation
opportunities as well as access for emergency, medical and civilian services. Expiration of FAA grant
assurances provides opportunity to re-envision the future of the airport. Extensive public participation is
a key part of the re -envisioning process and will inform the Town Board’s decision -making process and
evaluation of alternatives.
Through a combination of fact -finding presentations, listening sessions, workshops with breakout
groups and other outreach, the public engagement process has focused on sharing and discussing the
essential facts regarding the airport and gathering ideas and opinions from stakeholders, including the
public at large. The purpose of the public engagement process is to identify the range of opinions and
positions regarding the future of the airport, as well as the interests and considerations that underlie
each position. For example, on one end of the spectrum, residents urged the Town Board to close the
airport. The public engagement process revealed that this position was rooted in a range of concerns
about quality of life, public health, and environmental protection. On the other end of the spectrum,
many participants think the airport should remain open, for reasons that range from maintaining the
convenience of local jet and helicopter service to a concern that closure would simply divert aircraft
traffic to Montauk and other airports in the region. As described below, the process revealed a range of
positions between these two ends of the spectrum, including many ideas for balancing the needs of
airport users with the needs of those affected by noise and other impacts.
It is important to note that the purpose of the public engagement process is not to identify the “right
answer” or to merely quantify the number of individuals in favor of each potential future disposition for
the airport. Rather, it is designed to identify the range of positions regarding the airport and clarify the
underlying interests of each stakeholder group so they can be viewed more objectively. As described
below, this provides an opportunity to seek an alignment of interests that represents the optimal
outcome for all citizens of East Hampton.
The goals of the airport re-envisioning project are to:
• Gather and disseminate information to the public so that there is a shared and accepted
understanding of the essential facts related to the conditions at the airport.
• Facilitate discussion and consensus building on future plans for the airport.
• Solicit and compile public input on key issues surrounding the airport and preference for
the future; and
• Develop alternatives for the future to assist the Town Board decision-making.
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Opportunities for public engagementA multi-pronged public engagement process was conducted, providing multiple opportunities for
meaningful participation. More than 1,000 people submitted emails, letters, oral comments and/or
participated in workshops. These participants represent a broad range of residents from East Hampton
and the larger geographic region, user groups, business organizations, and stakeholders. Many
participated in multiple forums provided i.e., a person may have spoken at a public meeting, written a
letter and/or participated in a workshop. In addition to the considerable number of participants, the
quality and depth of the public participation was extremely high. Approximately 302 people participated
in 2-hour workshops. Over six hundred (600) people submitted emails or letters, some quite lengthy.
More than one hundred (100) speakers submitted thoughtful, high-quality comments orally during
public Town Board work session meetings. In sum, applying the metrics of quantity and quality, the
public engagement process was among the most successful of any East Hampton Town Board project
review conducted in recent years.1
There were three main opportunities for public participation: oral comments, written comments, or
participation in public workshops.
a. Oral comments- Over the seven-month period of time from May through November 20212, the
Town Board conducted eight public work session meetings with presentations by professional
consultants regarding various aspects of the airport including environmental resources,
economic analyses, land use and zoning, operations, noise, and diversion. The presentations and
other airport related documents have been posted on the Town website:
https://ehamptonny.gov/748/Documents-and-Presentations
Oral comments from any member of the public were accepted during these meeting. One hundred and
two people spoke, some more than once in the same meeting or during distinct meetings. These
comments have been reviewed and summarized in Appendix II.
b. Written Comments-The Town Board established ReEnvisionHTO@ehamptonny.gov as a
dedicated email address for written public comments regarding the presentations or any airport
re-envisioning matter. The Town Board also accepted written comments mailed to the Town
Clerk, the Supervisor, or individual Town Board members. A total of 617 individual pieces of
correspondence were submitted. Emails and written letters were reviewed, summarized, and
analyzed together. 3

1

Lisa Liquori, one of the organizers of the public engagement process served as East Hampton Town Planning
Director for 15 years and helped to develop the Comprehensive Plan and many zoning amendments for the Town.
The public processes for these other major efforts did not exceed the quantity or quality of participation of this
airport re-envisioning process.
2
Presentations were made to the Town Board regarding the airport on the following dates: May 11, 2021, July 6,
2021, August 3, 2021, August 17, 2021, September 7, 2021, October 12, 2021, October 19, 2021, and November 9,
2021.
3
See Appendix I for summary of written comments
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c. Public Workshops- During a two-week period of time between September 9 and September 20,
four public workshops were conducted. Each workshop had the same format, with the
understanding that participants were not expected to attend more than once. There were 302
participants across the four nights, amounting to 271 separate individuals after subtracting
those who attended more than one meeting.

II. Public Workshops
Four 2-hour evening public workshops were conducted in September 2021. Two of the four meetings
were originally scheduled for in-person forums in Wainscott and Montauk, but due to health concerns
over the spread of the Delta variant of COVID-19, all meetings were conducted virtually using the zoom
platform4. The meetings were convened at 7PM and were held on: Thursday September 9, Friday
September 10, Monday September 12, and Monday September 20. Ads informing the public about
these workshops ran for two consecutive weeks in the local weekly newspapers on August 26, 2021, and
September 2, 2021. The Town website posted notices about the workshops in Spanish and English. Press
release notices about the meeting were emailed to local and regional media groups, key stakeholder
groups and individuals. 5
Outreach materials included a link to an EventBrite page where participants could register for the
workshop of their choice. For the in-person meetings, registrations were capped at 150 individuals in
order to limit the number of attendees to what could safely be accommodated within the indoor
venues. When the in-person meetings were changed to all Zoom meetings, the limit on registrations was
removed. Five hundred thirty-four (534) registrations were recorded on EventBrite for all four
workshops, including duplicates and repeat-customers. Participants were also welcomed to log into the
Zoom workshops without first registering, though most people seemed to do so. In the end there were
302 (302) total participants across the four nights, amounting to two hundred seventy-one (271)
separate individuals after subtracting those who attended more than once. This total does not include
15-20 consulting team facilitators, town board members, town staff, press and other observers who
attended each meeting. Of the 271 (271) participants, about two hundred thirty-eight (238) were
residents of East Hampton or the surrounding towns:

4

The global pandemic upended the way many organizations around the world, including the East Hampton Town
Board, conducted their work. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the East Hampton Town Offices suspended
in-person meetings from March 2020 through June 2021. With the spread of the Delta variant, the Town Board
returned to virtual meetings on September 7, 2021. Some citizens, from Montauk especially, requested that the
Town Board postpone the workshops until a time when they could be conducted in-person. However, as the grant
assurances were set to expire on September 26, 2021, the Town Board wished to obtain public input before
pandemic conditions would safely allow in-person meetings. Despite the change to all virtual workshops, signup
and participation in the workshops were robust.
5
See Appendix V for copy of ad, mailing lists, Town Website materials, and press release in English and Spanish.
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182 East Hampton Residents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Montauk 105
East Hampton 29
Wainscott 23
Springs 12
Amagansett 5
East Hampton Village 8

29 Southampton Residents
• Sagaponack 9
• Noyac 9
• Bridgehampton 8
• Watermill 3
Other Nearby Communities
•
•
•
•

Sag Harbor 16
Southold 6
Riverhead 4
Village of North Haven 1

Among the other participants in the workshops, five (5) listed New York City as their residence, and one
(1) listed Bridgeport, CT. The additional attendees primarily were associated with the professional
aviation industry.
Attendance at the four workshops varied. Initial registrations were strongest for the scheduled inperson workshops in Wainscott and Montauk. When these were cancelled, they retained many of the
participants from those respective hamlets:
Workshop 1, Thursday, Sept. 9th, 2001 – 67 participants – many from Wainscott and Springs
Workshop 2, Friday, Sept.10, 2001 – 29 participants
Workshop 3, Monday, Sept. 12th, 2001 – 129 participants – with 100 from Montauk
Workshop 1, Monday, Sept. 20th, 2001 – 77 participants
The workshops were designed to provide multiple opportunities for East Hampton residents and other
stakeholders to participate in the re-envisioning process, both to express their individual hopes and
dreams for the future of the airport and to hear from others in the community. Among the stated
purposes of the public workshops were:
• To advance a shared understanding of the facts surrounding the airport.
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•
•

•
•
•

To allow many opportunities for all stakeholders to be heard before the Board makes any
decisions about the future of the airport.
To identify key issues of concern and to gather input from the public as to:
o whether the status quo is acceptable
o whether a modified or closed airport would be preferable, and
o if some modification is desired, what would need to change.
To identify frequently asked questions and clarify any further studies that may be needed.
To expand on the list of key issues and opportunities to be addressed as part of further reenvisioning efforts.
To clarify the range of positions held by key constituencies and work to understand the
underlying reasons for those positions.

Workshop Format and Content
To advance these objectives, the workshops were designed with a common agenda tailored to a twohour evening workshop. First, the consulting team presented an overview of the status of the airport,
followed by a review of maps and other basic information focused on existing conditions and operations
at the airport. This included a discussion of land use within the airport property and surrounding
context; patterns of private, public, and institutional ownership; status of the thirty-three leased
properties within the airport industrial park (12 of which are currently vacant); and a description of
conservation values, including drinking water supply, plant and animal communities, and recreational
uses. The presentation also reviewed several reports prepared by consultants over the spring and
summer of 2021, including an analysis of airport operations and noise complaints; an assessment of the
airport’s impact on the town’s economy; an air quality analysis; and a diversion study estimating the
number and type of aircraft that could be expected to divert to one of the four airfields closest to East
Hampton. All of these reports are available on the town’s website:
https://ehamptonny.gov/745/Airport-Re-envisioning-Documents.
Following about 30 minutes of presentations, participants were divided into groups of 6-8 people. Each
group was led through a series of questions by a trained facilitator from the consulting team, with each
participant having an opportunity to respond to each question and engage in conversation with other
members of the group. The benefit of the small group approach is evident in the detail and nuance of
the comments and conversations that were recorded by the facilitators and summarized below. With a
total of forty small groups across the four workshops, and each conversation lasting some 90 minutes,
the result was some 60 hours of material (see Appendix III for summaries of each individual
contribution).
To prompt the conversation, the consulting team developed a series of four questions that were the
focus of the session:
1. Expand on your connection to the airport, and how operations there affect your life? This
question was designed to let each participant introduce themselves and provide some
straightforward fact about how the airport impacts them, whether positively or negatively.
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2. Is the status quo acceptable? Why or why not? This question was designed to elicit information
about each participant’s values and opinions regarding the airport and current airport
operations.
3. What needs to change or stay the same? Would you prefer to modify operations or close the
airport entirely? If some modification is desired, what would need to change? These related
questions sought to get at potential solutions and explore the nature of various solutions and
their intended and unintended consequence.
4. How do we best balance the needs of individuals, the community and airport users and
operators? This question asked participants to evaluate solutions and reflect on where to draw
the line between maintaining the status quo and closing the airport entirely.
After discussing these questions in the small groups, all participants were reassembled into a single
group to hear a brief report from each group. Facilitators highlighted the key takeaways from each
group’s discussion, and group members were invited to verify the list and add any additional
information they thought had been missed.

Summary of Workshop Comments and Key Themes
Following the final workshop, the consulting team transcribed the notes from all of the small-group
sessions and compiled a spreadsheet summarizing the answers given to the prompting questions by
each participant (see Appendix III for the full record). The spreadsheet records the following for each
participant: Town (and hamlet) of residence; Affiliation, if any, other than resident; How they are
affected by the airport; Whether the status quo is acceptable; what needs to change or stay the same,
including “do you favor full closure?” and Ideas for balancing divergent needs. Based on individual
comments recorded in the small groups, the consulting team also added columns stating the general
theme expressed by each individual and their state position, if any, regarding the future of the airport.
As described below and in the following sections of this report, the spreadsheet allows for comments to
be sorted by place of residence and affiliation, allowing us to see whether various constituencies share
the same positions regarding the future of the airport as well as the extent to which residents and other
stakeholders in different areas share the same ideas for mitigating airport impacts.
Connections to the airport and impact on the community
Close to 90% of workshop participants were residents of East Hampton and neighboring towns, and few
of them identified as airport users. Other than the Montauk cohort, most residents participating in the
workshops are concerned about the airport’s impacts on their health and quality of life. Major themes
included the tangible and potentially dangerous effects of increasing noise, traffic and air pollution, and
ongoing worries about water quality and other less-visible impacts. Many people reflected on how much
quieter the airport was when they first moved to the area and pointed to a dramatic increase in jet and
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helicopter traffic over the last decade. There were many anecdotes about noise and vibration shaking
houses and bringing conversation to an end, even within homes and businesses.
Residents of Montauk and other outlying areas less affected by airport operations and flight paths were
generally sympathetic to the plight of those living closer to the Airport, but most were very concerned
that closing the East Hampton airport or restricting traffic would result in diversion of traffic to the
Montauk airport. Many spoke of the need for careful study of potential unintended consequences and
offered ideas for reducing air traffic to the East End generally and finding a comprehensive and
simultaneous solution to managing traffic and related impacts at both airports.
A smaller group of workshop participants identified as airport users, including airport staff, professional
pilots, and hobbyists. Many are also residents of East Hampton and surrounding towns and understand
how the growth in jet and helicopter traffic impacts their fellow citizens. Several described how the
increased noise and pollution affects them directly, and voiced agreement with the need for changes.
Airport users pointed to the importance of the airport as an economic driver generating tax revenue,
jobs and bringing wealth into the community that supports the larger economy. Many mentioned the
value of the airport to maintaining medivac capabilities and other public safety functions, especially
after a hurricane or other emergency. They pointed out the airport’s role in providing an alternative
mode of transportation that takes cars off the road.
It should be noted that within each group there were those with a more nuanced view: residents that
see the airport as a necessary part of the town’s life and infrastructure, and therefore willing to live with
some noise and other impacts; and pilots and business owners who recognize that changes must be
made, even if it affects their bottom line. An idea of the range of opinions within each group can be
gained by scanning through the individual comments in Appendix III.
Acceptance of the Status Quo
As stated previously, the intent of the Public Engagement Process is not to count the number of people
voicing any one opinion. Rather, it is designed to identify a range of positions and the underlying
interests of each stakeholder group. The following percentages should not be misconstrued to reflect a
vote or a poll, but merely reflect the viewpoint expressed by the participants in the 4 workshops.
Fully 80% of workshop participants said that the status quo is unacceptable, and that changes need to
be made. About 5% said they were comfortable with the status quo and preferred if current conditions
continue. Most of the remaining 15% agree that the status quo is bad but are so concerned about the
unintended consequences of closing the airport – particularly diversion of traffic to Montauk and other
airports – that they would prefer the status quo to continue unless there can be clear and durable
measures to prevent impacts to Montauk.
About 20% of those for whom the status quo is unacceptable support closing the airport entirely. Many
of them point to years of fruitless negotiation, failed legal and legislative efforts, and voluntary
agreements that failed to achieve the desired ends. Many questioned the ability of the town to maintain
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restrictions over the long term in the event of future changes in leadership or policy. Others point to the
importance of larger environmental issues, such as protecting unique habitats and reducing greenhouse
gas emissions.
Around 80% of people who think the status quo needs to change would like to keep the airport open,
but with restrictions to eliminate some or all of the impacts that have proven most troublesome in
recent years. As described below, this includes a broad spectrum of ideas ranging from enhance control
and monitoring of flight operations and routes to reduce the impact of jets and helicopters, to
eliminating them entirely and returning the airport to a private facility catering to smaller prop planes.
Things that need to change, or stay the same
The primary cohorts or constituencies participating in the workshops include airport neighbors,
Montauk residents, aviation advocates and businesses, and local pilots. Each group shared ideas for
what needs to change and what should be preserved. For Airport Neighbors, noise and environmental
impacts are the leading problems that need to be solved. As mentioned, 20% have concluded that there
are better uses of the airport property – housing, open space, alternative energy, etc. – and that
restrictions will not be obeyed in the short term and could change or be eliminated at some point in the
future. Most other residents would be comfortable with the airport remaining open, but only with major
changes: starting with strong curfews and restrictions on flight paths, and continuing with a ban on
helicopters first, and jets, second.
For Montauk residents, the primary thing that needs to stay the same is the current level of operations
at the Montauk airport. Any changes at HTO that would result in diversion of traffic to Montauk are
unacceptable. Montauk itself should remain open to serve local needs, including the fishing industry. If
restrictions are put in place, such as banning commercial aircraft, they need to be applied to both
airports. Plans need to be made and policies put in place for the entire aviation system on the East End,
not for any one airport. This could include rationing the number of landings across the region and
balancing impacts between airports.
For the Professional aviation community, the airport needs to be preserved as an important community
resource and economic driver. They point to the advent of quieter planes, new engines and fuels that
are more efficient and create less pollution, and the imminent arrival of electric aircraft, which are much
quieter and have zero emissions. In the meantime, there are many potential improvements that could
reduce the impact of helicopters and jets. The tower could be open more, with upgrades to radar and
control systems that would enhance the ability to direct traffic away from neighborhoods and reduce
low overflights. Routes can continue to be adjusted and modified, with mandatory procedures to keep
flights over the water for as long as possible. Finally, there is support for rationing of landings, especially
for the commercial shuttle flights.
Local Pilots support modification of operations to reduce helicopter and jet traffic, starting with largest
aircraft, possibly extending to a ban of all turbine engines. Many would be happy to eliminate all
commercial flights and/or restrict landings to smaller prop planes. A common theme is to raise landing
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fees, based on size and/or noise levels, to place more of the onus on users that tend to create the
largest impacts. Many of the participating pilots volunteered ideas for adjusting routes and technical
requirements and suggested that pilots must be involved in designing and implementing controls.
Ideas for balancing the needs of residents, businesses, airport users and operators
Workshop participants raised numerous ideas for making changes to the airport and related operations
that would promote a better balance between the needs of local stakeholders and airport users. One
suggestion was to pursue physical changes to the airport that would reduce jet and helicopter service
by limiting its physical capacity. This could include eliminating one or more runways or reducing the
length of runway 10-28 to limit access by large jets. Another idea is to reduce or eliminate fueling
capacity.
Placing restrictions on the type of aircraft allowed at the airport was another common theme. This
could start with banning the noisiest helicopter type, which is generating the greatest number of
complaints, then continuing down the line as appropriate to the next-noisiest aircraft. For many
participants it makes sense to ban all helicopters, jets, and sea planes outright. Others suggest the
problem would be solved most effectively by limiting East Hampton airport to non-commercial aircraft,
focused on recreational and emergency use. For many this means returning the airport to what it was
once – a small local facility primarily used by prop planes – by limiting access to only local pilots, and/or
only local residents and business owners.
Another tool for balancing the needs of stakeholders revolved around restrictions on activities rather
than aircraft type. This could include the imposition of curfews that would restrict overnight use, and/or
limits on the number of aircraft per hour/per day/per year, etc. Control of flight routes and operations
could be enhanced by expanding the hours of operation of the control tower, coupled with changes to
the classification of the airport to gain more control of airspace. Heightened control would enable
enhanced regulation and adjustment of routes, as well as maintenance of minimum altitude on flights to
reduce low overflights of surrounding neighborhoods. It was pointed out that restrictions will only work
if regulations are enforced in a meaningful and lasting way.
Many participants promoted the application of an enhanced Fee System and/or Rationing Program as a
way to apply economic leverage and overall limits in order to reduce airport use, especially by jets and
helicopter shuttle services. This could include a fee structure based on noise, with incentives for quieter
aircraft, and separate lower fees for local residents and businesses. A program of rationing could include
a system of chits to allocate the number and type of acceptable flights per hour based on total
acceptable noise limits. To incentivize compliance, a point system would track violations and mete out
penalties calibrated according to community impacts, including time of day, altitude, noise level and so
on. This could include incentives to reduce ramp idling and lower the number of touch and go flights.
Balancing Needs Across Geographic, Social and Economic Divides
An undercurrent of many of the small group discussions revolved around the changing socio-economic
character of East Hampton, and how that change has paralleled the growth of KHTO from a small local
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airport to one dominated by wealthy commuters and summer visitors. It was pointed out by some that
trying to balance the needs of the 1% of the population that uses the airport, if it is indeed that high a
percentage, with the needs of the rest of the citizens of East Hampton is the wrong question, and that
such a balance could never be equitable. The good of the whole community— defined by the greatest
number of residents– should take precedence over that of a relatively small number of individuals. For
some this extends to the good of the whole planet, especially with the impacts of climate change likely
to fall most heavily upon those who do not have the option of jumping on a helicopter or jet to get out
of harm’s way. These opinions were perhaps most common among those whose position is to close the
airport outright. For them, no compromise is possible, and keeping the airport open only creates a
slippery slope that will lead to continued problems in the future. Many others recognize that the airport
serves a relatively small population but are not ready to conclude that airport’s economic impact
doesn’t benefit the town as a whole.
In terms of balancing needs across geographic divides, as already noted the greatest concern is with
potential impacts on Montauk from potential diversion of flights to the Montauk airport. Ideas for
moving forward focused on a process that would be comprehensive, involving stakeholders affected by
the current and future use of all four regional airports, and targeted towards solutions for the entire
region. This could include negotiating with the owners of the Montauk airport to maintain desired levels
of service or pursuing Town purchase of the airport in order to ensure control. A number of participants
recommended this comprehensive approach look at enhancements to other forms of transportation to
reduce demand for air service. This could include improving bus and train service, including high-speed
rail, and looking more intentionally at the future of electric vehicles, self-driving cars and other
innovations who impacts are just starting to be understood.
Questions Raised During Airport Re-Envisioning Workshops
To identify frequently asked questions and additional avenues of research that may be necessary,
facilitators recorded any questions participants raised about airport facilities and operations. Many of
these revolved around the extent to which town control over the future of the airport is restricted by
FAA regulations, contractual obligations, outstanding legal restrictions, or other factors. These will be
addressed as appropriate as the town considers its options, but are included here for reference:
•

•
•
•
•

After grant assurances expire, how much control will the Town of East Hampton have over the
future of the airport - i.e., will FAA control over airspace affect the operation of the East
Hampton airport? What FAA rules will apply? Can the FAA impose other conditions?
Under what conditions will operations at the East Hampton Airport be subject to ANCA? [1990
Airport Noise and Capacity Act]
What would it mean for the Town to close the airport for a period of time after the FAA grant
assurances expire and re-open as a private airport?
What type of restrictions can the Town impose on a newly re-opened airport?
What can East Hampton legally do? Town has lost lawsuits in past.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What assurances will the public have that whatever is agreed to by the Town Board now (20212022) will remain in force in perpetuity? Can the FAA or a future Town Board reverse or override
what the current Town Board decides?
A few years ago, the Town Board adopted a local law requiring a public referendum be held
before any future Town Board accepts FAA money with grant assurances. Can this local law be
repealed with a simple Town Board majority, 3 to 2, vote?
Can the Town reduce the length of the longest runway, thereby making landings by large jets
impossible or impracticable?
Can the Town eliminate one or two runways entirely?
Can the Town eliminate the fueling station?
What are the likely impacts of airport closure on Montauk, including potential increase in
vehicular traffic? Can Montauk Airport handle increase demand, and can it be expanded?
Montauk Airport is privately owned. Does this mean that the Airport owners/proprietors have
more controls over the operation of their airport than a publicly owned airport? Can they raise
landing fees? Can they limit the type of aircraft or number of flights?
Montauk airport has accepted FAA funding. Does that mean the airport is subject to grant
assurances and limited control for some period of time?
Will changes at the airport require an environmental review/EIS?
What are the unintended consequences of closing or modifying the airport? Will modified
routes just shift traffic to other neighborhoods?
Do we know exactly who uses the East Hampton and Montauk airports, and their ultimate
destinations?
What other economically advantageous uses are there for the airport? Are there other town
needs that could be met on the property?
How will electrification and other technological advances change aviation in the next
years/decades? What is the appropriate response in planning for the future of the airport?
Is the airport critical to local hospitals and emergency response? What is the history of medivac
and related use of the airport?

III. Written comments (emailed and mailed)
The Town Board established ReEnvisionHTO@ehamptonny.gov as a dedicated email address for public
comments. Emails were reviewed, summarized, and analyzed together with written comments
submitted to the Town Clerk, the Supervisor, or individual Town Board members. A total of 617
individual pieces of correspondence were submitted. Approximately thirty-seven individuals or
organizations wrote more than once, some more than twice, three times or more. Some of the emails
and letters were form letters, some were petitions with numerous signatures, some represented groups,
and organizations with many members. But many were original letters providing thoughtful input. To
the extent the Consultant Team could identify, duplicates of the same letter were not included in the
compilation. Some emails did not include a date, name of sender, place of residence or affiliation.
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In order to help organize and compile the various viewpoints, each comment has been summarized in a
spreadsheet that includes the commenters affiliation or place of residence, the general themes
expressed and their stated position - i.e. – Close the airport; retain the airport; If can’t close, severely
restrict; retain with conditions, etc. Sometimes, the writer did not state a position in so many words, but
the content of the letter was used to make this classification. Finally, it should be noted that compiling
these comments is intended to help provide the Town Board with the range of positions and rough
computations as to who said what. It is not intended to provide a “vote” as to how many people favor
closing the airport compared to retaining it in some fashion or another.
Residence or affiliation summary
Of the 617 correspondents6, 169 identified themselves as Airport Users, the largest of any one group
who submitted written comments. A sizable percentage of these were identical emails and appeared to
be based on a form letter. A number of those identifying themselves as Airport Users also stated they
were East Hampton residents, but most of these emails did not provide an address.
Two hundred (200) correspondents identified themselves as East Hampton residents. Many did not
identify the specific hamlet in which they resided, therefore the number listed as East Hampton also
includes people residing in other hamlets. Second to East Hampton, the highest number of
correspondents were from Montauk.
200 East Hampton Residents
•
•
•
•
•
•

East Hampton 125
Montauk 40
Wainscott 20
Amagansett 6
Springs 1
East Hampton Village 8

Another one hundred and twelve (112) correspondents were from Southampton Town, east of the
canal, and Sag Harbor. The largest number of residents from this group, were from Sagaponack (36),
Bridgehampton (28) and Sag Harbor (26).

6

Every single piece of correspondence was summarized in Appendix I. It is noted that in order to make the charts
usable, some judgements were made. For example, a writer may have identified themselves as an Airport User and
an East Hampton resident. That piece of correspondence was classified as an Airport User in the residence or
affiliation column. Some writers did not specifically state their position, but their letter made their position clear.
For example, a letter may have stated the airport property should be re-envisioned for community uses for the
benefit of all and not the 1%. Although such letter did not specifically state close the airport, the spreadsheet listed
their position as close the airport. As stated throughout this document, the public engagement process has not
been conducted to reach a number or an absolute right answer. Instead, it is intended to express the viewpoints
and positions of the public and user groups.
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Approximately twenty-eight (28) correspondents were from the Nork Fork, and one was from Shelter
Island.
Many of the correspondence from Southampton and the North Fork were identical emails which
appeared to be based on form letters.
Other correspondents were identified by affiliation. Some may also be East Hampton residents. These
groups and numbers of written correspondence included:
•
•
•

Aviation Industry 9
Pilots 11
East Hampton Business Owner 3

Approximately thirty-six (36) people did not provide residence or affiliation identification, a few others
identified themselves as year-round visitors (1), local residents (4) East Hampton vacationer (1).
In addition to those people enumerated above, thirty-three (33) people speaking for nineteen (19)
distinct groups, elected officials or organizations representing more than one person, submitted
correspondence.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concerned Citizens of Montauk 1
Coalition to Transform the East Hampton Airport 5
Say No to HTO 3
East Hampton Energy Subcommittee 1
East Hampton Helicopter Noise Coalition, Citizens for Airport Safety, Equity, Quiet Skies
Coalition 1
East Hampton Aviation Association 1
East Hampton Community Alliance 1
Friends of Long Pond Greenbelt 1
Montauk CAC 2
Montauk United 1
Deputy Mayor of North Haven 1
NYSDEC 1
Northwest Alliance 1
Noyac Civic Association 1
Sag Harbor Hills Association 1
Settlement at Northwest Property Owners Association 1
Stop the Chop 5
US Congressmen 2
Wainscott CAC 1
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A summary each correspondent’s comments and input can be found on the spreadsheets provided in
Appendix I. The table in Appendix IV summarizes the viewpoints by residence or affiliation and general
position.

V. Oral Comments- Over the seven-month period of time from May through December 1, 2021, the
Town Board conducted eight public work session meetings with presentations by professional
consultants regarding various aspects of the airport including environmental resources, economic
analyses, land use and zoning, operations, noise, and diversion. Oral comments from any member of the
public were accepted during these meeting. One hundred and two (102) people spoke, some more than
one time and some representing organizations. These comments have been reviewed and summarized
in Appendix II.
Of the one hundred and two (102) people who submitted oral comments during a public Town Board
work session, twenty-seven (27) identified themselves as East Hampton residents. A detailed breakdown
follows:
27 from East Hampton Hamlets
• 4 Amagansett
• 6 East Hampton
• 7 Montauk
• 2 Springs
• 8 Wainscott
34 Organizations or Affiliations
• 3 AMAC
• 4 Aviation Industry Representatives Consultants
• 4 Commercial Pilots
• 1 Coalition to Transform East Hampton Airport
• 3 East Hampton Community Alliance
• 1 East Hampton Aviation Association
• 3 East Hampton Energy Sustainability Committee
• 2 East Hampton Business Owners (one an aviation related business)
• 1 Montauk United
• 1 National Business Aviation Association
• 1 Northwest Alliance
• 3 Noyac Civic
• 2 Say No to KHTO
• 1 Student- Pierson HS
• 2 Elected Officials (US Congressman, SH Town)
• 2 Southold Aircraft & Noise Committee

28 Other Places Residence: North Fork, North Sea, NYC, Orient,
Riverhead, Sag Harbor, Southampton, Out of State, close to airport
13 Not given
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VI. Key positions and underlying issues and interests regarding the future of the airport.
As described in the previous sections of this report, there is a broad range of opinions regarding the
future of the airport and diverse reasons stated in support of those opinions. In order to clarify areas of
agreement and disagreement, we have sorted all of the comments, whether submitted in writing,
through oral testimony, or during the four workshops, and distilled the results into the following list of
positions, ranging from maintaining the status quo at the airport to closing it entirely. For each of these
positions we have listed the underlying issues and concerns raised by stakeholders as the reason they
support a given position.
Finally, we provide an assessment of the interests of the various stakeholder groups that, while not
always stated outright, are most likely to underlie the positions that they have taken in regard to the
future of the airport. These include economic interests, such as ensuring the viability of airport
businesses, maintaining residential property values, or avoiding impacts on the town’s tourist or second
home economy. There are also quality of life interests, ranging from the lifestyle advantages supported
by jets and helicopters to the peace and quiet valued by residents and visitors. Environmental interests
include protecting the town’s water and air, mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, and maintaining
native plant and animal communities. Not least of all, socio-economic and political interests play a role
in generating certain positions, especially among those affected by growing disparities in wealth,
neighborhood gentrification and related differences in lifestyle and expectations.
In the end, it will be possible neither to maintain nor change the status quo at the airport in a way that
satisfies every stakeholder – and certainly the stated positions seem to offer little room for compromise.
By looking for an alignment of underlying interests, however, the town may be able to build a consensus
in support of that approach which can best balance the needs of all stakeholders.
Please Note: the following pages records statements and positions offered by participants – this report
does not attempt to fact-check them. They are included to help illustrate the reasons people gave for
supporting a particular position.

1- Position: Maintain the status quo –Some participants, particularly some residents of Montauk,
would rather have the status quo continue rather than risk any increase of air traffic in Montauk –
but most also said they understand and empathize with negative impacts affecting those living
closer to HTO. In addition, while not precisely stating their positions as supporting the status quo,
many people who identified themselves as airport users, local pilots and those associated with the
aviation industry, advocated to keep the airport open with select mitigation measures.
Reasons Given for Maintaining the status quo or retaining the airport with slight mitigation or
changes:
A. Economic Engine for Town
• Airport generates >$72 million dollars for the local economy.
• KHTO provides >800 jobs in the aviation industry.
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•

Visitors to East Hampton flying into KHTO provide a large beneficial impact to the economy
from their spending [Town economic consultant report estimated $26 Million; East
Hampton Alliance Report estimated $77 Million).
• KHTO provides flight instruction for school aged children and important career opportunities
for East Hampton’s youth.
• East Hampton will lose many seasonal visitors if KHTO closes- fewer high spending visitors
will come.
• Airport necessary to prevent economic stagnation.
• Town has contractual obligations to airport tenants; if close airport, the value of hangars,
properties and businesses will be diminished or completely eliminated.
B. Well-being of the community
• KHTO provides support for recreational aviation and hobbyists.
• KHTO was originally intended to serve commuters from NYC.
• KHTO is part of East Hampton’s history.
• Airport maintenance, including the clearing and mowing, helps to maintain the rare grassland
community.
• Clearing and use of the 610-acre property is limited by airport usage much more than zoning or
other uses might allow/incur.
• Airport itself is critical infrastructure:
• Provides important transportation infrastructure for a resort community.
• Provides important transportation infrastructure for a community located at the end of
a 100-mile-long island.
• Provides essential transportation infrastructure for the east end population who
commute to work in NYC and elsewhere.
• Provides essential transportation infrastructure for the east end of Long Island, regularly
experiencing gridlock and traffic delays.
C. Medical Emergency Resource
• KHTO supports critical lifesaving and medivac services.
• KHTO serves as a critical mission base of services during search and rescue emergencies,
both land and sea.
• The runways, lights, and infrastructure at KHTO are essential for emergency airlifts and
other emergency flights. Poor weather conditions often restrict medivac landings,
prohibiting beach, field, and other landing opportunities.
• KHTO served as easternmost operating airport for information gathering and recovery post
Superstorm Sandy.
• KHTO serves as critical mobilization point and base in event of natural disasters.
D. Enhanced regulation & emerging technologies can provide mitigation without closing airport
• Big advances- quiet sky technology- are underway in the aviation industry to reduce noise
and pollution associated with aircraft.
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•

The technology and development of electric powered helicopters and other aircraft is
approximately 2 years away. Noise, air pollution, fueling and other climate change impacts
from existing technology will be eliminated or substantially reduced.
• Federal mandates banning leaded fuels are imminent. This would reduce the emissions from
small aircraft currently using leaded fuels.
• FAA provides a plethora of controls that would address the concerns with KHTO such as
converting airspace to Class C which would provide protections including:
o No aircraft operations within designated terminal area without clearance from air
traffic control tower.
o Minimum altitudes would materially increase- typically 1500 feet within 5 miles of
airport, 4500 feet within 10-mile radius, no low flying aircraft over homes.
o Airspace would be permanently protected from big tech companies facilitating
drone deliveries &vertical takeoff and landing operations.
• Conduct a Part 161 Study in conformance with FAA regulations for Stage 2 & 3 aircraft and
impose use-restrictions and improvements accordingly including:
o curfews for busiest times based on traffic data & Town input.
o deploy professional weather observers.
o implement new route system to minimize noise over homes.
o introduce a slot system to reduce volume during most high-density times.
o prohibit SVFR during departures, severely restrict SVFR landings.
o promote environmentally friendly operations at airport.
• Raise landing fees for non KHTO aircraft.
• Implement/construct improvements to enforce restrictions.
• Town gives up right to private companies to control what happens in the air above the Town
if KHTO closes.
• The Pilot’s Pledge and voluntary curfews are already working to reduce noise impacts.
• Community will get more mitigation and better solution by working cooperatively with the
pilots and aviation industry.
• Vertical approach can reduce noise.
E. Opinions put forward by proponents of maintaining the status quo and keeping KHTO open
Please note that many of these statements are contradicted by consultant reports
commissioned by the Town.
Air quality
• Town commissioned Air Quality report is flawed:
o Failed to reference EPA National Emission Inventory (NEI) used by EISs.
o Overstated KHTO CO2 emissions by an order of magnitude- or at least 3
tons.
o Report ignores greenhouse gases in the area.
o 100% CO2 transportation emissions in Suffolk Co. are from on road vehicles;
less than 1% are from aircraft.
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o

Top down and down up comparisons were with communities and airports
with little or no resemblance to EH town or KHTO.

•

Economics
o Town economic study is flawed; fails to consider value of medical and emergency
relief.
o Initial Town economic study did not have good metric on where people landing
passengers were going and how much they were likely to spend.

•

Noise Complaints
o Despite the numbers of complaints filed, only a few families have made the noise
complaints.
Environmental Impacts
o Closing KHTO will not eliminate C02 or greenhouse gas emissions, it will merely
relocate the impacts associated with aircraft operations to surrounding airports,
including Montauk.
o Maintaining KHTO has preserved the rare Grassland Habitat and the surrounding
undisturbed Pine Barrens woodland better than other uses or zoning would allow.
o KHTO could be operated as a “Green Energy Leader” and become a model for other
airports nationwide.
Diversion Impacts (see responses to item # 4)

•

•

Assessment of Interests Underlying the Position of Maintaining the Status Quo:
• Commuters and other frequent users have an interest in avoiding any changes to airport
operations that might restrict the number or timing of flights.
• Some Montauk residents, while sympathetic with the plight of those living closer to the
airport, would rather see operations continue unchanged than risk diversion of flights to the
Montauk Airport (see positions #4)
• Aviation businesses are concerned that closure or conversion to a recreational airport will
lead to large amount of job and economic losses.
• Local pilots are concerned they will lose access to recreational and business opportunities.
2- Position: Close the airport: Some participants, particularly those within aircraft flight paths, have
found the impacts from the airport and aircraft operations intolerable. They favor closing the airport
and re-using the large town-owned property for environmentally and socially beneficial uses such as
renewable energy production, preserved open space, parkland, and affordable housing. In addition
to favoring re-use of the property, some participants opined that the airport should be closed,
rather than merely restricted, because of the risk that retaining the airport would allow the FAA or a
future Town Board to reverse or relax any restrictions imposed. Others were concerned that the
aircraft industry will find an avenue to negate whatever restrictions are imposed through legal
action or practice if any airport configuration of the airport remains open.
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Reasons given for closure:
A. Increased volume and frequency of Aircraft traffic
• The KHTO has experienced an increase in frequency of noisy aircraft operations including
jets and helicopters.
• Disturbances from aircraft associated with airport get worse every year.
• Disturbances include vibrations as well as noise.
• The explosion of jet traffic, helicopters, and other aircraft flights every week from Thursday
through Monday renders enjoyment and use of outdoor property, decks, and yards
impossible.
• Air traffic has a higher volume than LaGuardia during summer Sundays
• Frequency of aircraft interrupts sleep during normal hours.
B. Noise Pollution
• Loud noise associated with KHTO aircraft traffic degrades quality of life by interfering with
common daily activities, sleep, eating, conversation, gardening, etc.
• Noise reduces property values; many residents don’t live near the airport and couldn’t
predict the noise associated with airport when they purchased homes; others purchased
homes near the airport when it was relatively quiet compared with today.
• Noise negatively impacts wildlife including endangered species.
• Noise complaints filed don’t capture the extent of human torment and disturbance; people
suffer from complaint fatigue or don’t file complaints at all.
C. Health Impacts
• Noise impacts affect physical and psychological health and well-being; increases stress
levels, lowers immune response.
• Aircraft use leaded fuel which pollutes the air, soil and is a health hazard.
• Lead levels associated with East Hampton airport are 35th highest in NY State in a list of 900
sites.
• Fire retardant foam used during crashes and drills has contaminated the land and has led to
42 acres being designated a superfund site.
D. Drinking Water
• Airport located over prime drinking water supplies; any pollution of soil or groundwater will
affect hundreds of individual wells and possibly the Suffolk County Water Authority well
field on the west side of the airport.
• Airport located over deepest part of aquifer in East Hampton.
• Drinking water is an irreplaceable resource, essential for all of life.
E. Safety Concerns• The low flying planes coming into the airport are a safety risk to the community.
• Planes fly below the cloud layer and in low visibility conditions which is unsafe.
• Helicopters pass each other in unsafe fashion. Conditions are an accident waiting to happen.
• Town citizens live under a constant threat of a crash that could kill people in their homes.
• Helicopters fly at altitude of 500 to 600 feet above elementary and high schools.
F. Erosion of Quality of Life and Historic Nature of Communities
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Aircraft noise destroys the high quality and peaceful enjoyment of quiet life that attracted
people to this area in the first place.
• Aircraft noise interrupts and destroys family life.
• Frequency and volume of noise from aircraft make conditions unlivable.
• Airport and noise are inconsistent with extensive efforts and money spent to protect land in
East Hampton.
• Area is characterized by low key lifestyle, bucolic landscapes, protected beaches and
woodlands. Active airport inconsistent and at odds with the character of the community.
G. Disproportionate Impacts Borne by Residents
• Airport serves a select few to the detriment of many in East Hampton, surrounding five
towns, Long Island, NYC, and NJ residents.
• Airport only serves the 1%.
• The November Route used by helicopters disproportionately affects hamlets in
Southampton Town, North Fork and other locations which gain no economic, tax or other
benefits.
• KHTO bound aircraft negatively affects Shakespeare in the Park in Manhattan.
H. Inconsistent with East Hampton’s Position as a Leader in Energy Sustainability
• 19,000 megatons of greenhouse gas CO2 emitted by aircraft in 2019; comprising 6% of total
town emissions serving 1% of Town population is unnecessary.
• Greenhouse gas emissions from aircraft is contrary to East Hampton’s articulated
Renewable Energy Goals.
• Emissions and operation of an airport are contrary to Town’s declared “Climate Emergency.”
• Closing the airport will help address/stop the climate crises.
I. Impact on Property Values
• The airport and aircraft noise are damaging to property values of homes in the community.
• Some homeowners have decided to sell homes to escape noise.
• Some homeowners are not located near the airport- did not ignore the location of the
airport, but are extremely impacted by aircraft using airport
• Some homeowners purchased home when airport and noise was minor.
J. Not a major driver of the economy
• East Hampton Town’s economy is based on clean environment, peace, and tranquility – not
on the revenues generated by the airport or even their multiplier effect.
• Both the Town-commissioned economics report and the Aviation Industry sponsored
analyses show that the airport is a minor contributor to the overall Town economy.
• New jobs and sustainable industries could be created by converting KHTO to other uses.
K. Alternative transportation needed
• Focus efforts on better mass transportation including high speed rail.
• Conversion to electric cars supplied by renewable energy more sustainable.
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Assessment of Interests Underlying the Position of Closing the Airport:
• East Hampton residents, particularly those living near the airport or beneath flight routes,
(including residents in Wainscott, East Hampton Village, Northwest, and other parts of East
Hampton), have an interest in closing the airport in order to reduce or eliminate
unacceptable noise, vibrations, air pollution and other quality of life, health and safety
issues associated with the operation of the airport. Doing so would likely increase property
values negatively affected by noise and other airport impacts.
• East Hampton residents, affected by the airport and some not directly affected have an
interest in converting the 610 acres of Town-owned land to other uses to help meet East
Hampton’s environmental and sustainability goals including affordable housing, renewable
energy and parkland and eliminating a large generator of greenhouse gases.
• Residents from neighboring east end communities (Southampton, Southold, Shelter Island,
Riverhead) living or working beneath flight paths have an interest in closing the airport in
order to reduce or eliminate unacceptable noise, vibrations, quality of life and safety issues
associated with the operation of the airport, especially helicopters, seaplanes, and jets.
• Several East Hampton based and regionally based organizations, formed to control aircraft
noise, are interested in closing the airport as past measures to control the airport have
failed and they have now concluded that closing the airport is the only solution.
3- Position: Convert the airport to a small recreational facility; or one with limited or no commercial
aircraft; or one with limited or no helicopters, seaplanes, or jets.
A large number of participants found some value in retaining the airport, particularly for maintaining
medivac and other public safety functions. Some favored retaining the airport for recreational users.
Others supported retaining the airport not only for recreational users but more broadly for local pilots
and local property owners. Some who strongly endorsed closing the airport offered support, as a
fallback position if closure could not be accomplished, for maintaining a smaller, less intense airport,
provided controls could be enforced. Although no specific date, size or capacity was offered, many
offered a return to “the way it was” as an acceptable alternative. The range of alternatives for a scaled
down airport or operations included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ban helicopters except for emergency use
Ban jets
Ban sea planes
Ban commercial services
Allow only recreational aircraft
Allow only owners of property in East Hampton who own their own aircraft to use airport
Modify the flight paths
Significantly reduce aircraft activities
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Reasons Given for Converting the airport to a small recreational facility or one banning all
commercial flights, helicopters, jets, and sea planes, or changing flight routes Virtually all the
reasons given for closing the airport were given in support of converting the airport to a recreational
airport or one without commercial traffic or one with limited or no helicopter, jet, or seaplane
aircraft; or changing routes:
A. Increased volume and frequency of Aircraft traffic
• The HTO has experienced an increase in frequency of noisy aircraft operations including jets
and helicopters.
• Disturbances from aircraft associated with airport get worse every year.
• Disturbances include vibrations as well as noise.
• The explosion of jet traffic, helicopters, and other aircraft flights every week from Thursday
through Monday renders enjoyment and use of outdoor property, decks, yard impossible.
• Air traffic higher volume than LaGuardia during summer Sundays.
• Frequency of aircraft interrupts sleep during normal hours.
B. Noise Pollution
• Loud noise associated with KHTO aircraft traffic interferes with common daily activities,
quality of life, sleep, eating, conversation, gardening.
• Noise reduces property values; many residents don’t live near the airport and couldn’t
predict the noise associated with airport when purchased homes; others purchased homes
when the airport was relatively quiet compared with today.
• Noise negatively impacts wildlife including endangered species.
• Noise complaints filed don’t capture the extent of human torment and disturbance; people
suffer from complaint fatigue or don’t file complaints at all.
C. Health Impacts
• Noise impacts affect physical and psychological health and well-being; increases stress
levels, lowers immune response.
• Aircraft use leaded fuel which pollutes the air, soil and is a health hazard.
• Lead levels associated with East Hampton airport are 35th highest in NY State in a list of 900
sites.
• Fire retardant foam used during crashes and drills has contaminated the land and has led to
a 42-acre superfund site.
D. Drinking Water
• Airport located over prime drinking water supplies; any pollution of soil or groundwater will
affect hundreds of individual wells; possibly public well field in the area.
• Airport located over deepest part of aquifer in East Hampton.
• Drinking water is an irreplaceable resource, essential for all of life.
E. Safety Concerns• The low flying planes coming into the airport are a safety risk to the community.
• Planes fly below the cloud layer and in low visibility conditions which is unsafe.
• Helicopters pass each other creating unsafe conditions; aircraft practices area an accident
waiting to happen.
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F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

• Town citizens live under a constant threat of a crash that could kill people in their homes.
• Helicopters fly at altitude of 500 to 600 feet above elementary and high schools.
Erosion of Quality of Life and Historic Nature of Communities
• Aircraft noise destroys the high quality and peaceful enjoyment of quiet life that attracted
people to this area in the first place.
• Aircraft noise interrupts and destroys family life.
• Frequency and volume of noise from aircraft make conditions unlivable.
• Airport and noise are inconsistent with extensive efforts and money spent to protect land in
East Hampton.
• Area is characterized by low key lifestyle, bucolic landscapes, protected beaches and
woodlands. Active airport inconsistent and at odds with the character of the community.
Disproportionate Impacts Borne by Residents
• Airport serves a select few to the detriment of many in East Hampton, surrounding five
towns, Long Island, NYC, and NJ residents.
• Airport only serves the 1%.
• The good of the whole community- defined as the greatest number of residents- should take
precedence over that of a relatively small number of airport users.
• The November Route used by helicopters disproportionately affects hamlets in
Southampton Town., North Fork and other locations which gain no economic, tax or other
benefits.
• Negatively effects impact Shakespeare in the Park in Manhattan.
Inconsistent with East Hampton’s Position as a Leader in Energy Sustainability
• 19,000 megatons of greenhouse gas CO2 emitted by aircraft in 2019, comprising 6% of total
town emissions to serve 1% of Town population. is unnecessary.
• Greenhouse gas emissions from aircraft is contrary to East Hampton’s articulated
Renewable Energy Goals.
• Emissions and operation of an airport are contrary to Town’s declared “Climate Emergency.”
• Closing the airport will help address/stop the climate crises.
Impact on Property Values
• The airport and aircraft noise are damaging to property values of homes in the community.
• Some homeowners have decided to sell homes to escape noise.
• Some homeowners are not located near the airport- did not ignore the location of the
airport, but are extremely impacted by aircraft using airport
• Some homeowners purchased home when airport and noise was minor.
Not a major driver of the economy
• East Hampton Town economy is based on clean environment; peace and tranquility not on
the revenues generated by the airport or the multiplier effect.
• New jobs and sustainable industries could be created by converting KHTO to other uses.
Alternative transportation can reduce the need for the airport
• Focus efforts on better mass transportation including high speed rail.
• Conversion to electric cars supplied by renewable energy more sustainable.
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L. Mitigation measures can help a recreational airport fit in better
• Require aircraft using airport to use new, quieter, less polluting technology.
• Ban helicopters, jets, seaplanes, drones.
• Eliminate sale of aircraft fuel at airport (avgas).
• Adjust flight routes to limit or reduce noise impacts on the most-affected neighborhoods –
emphasize routes over water.
• Adjust routes to minimize impacts to wildlife and protected open space.
• Rotate or find alternative flight routes to “spread out the impacts” over multiple
communities rather than same ones.
• Close public airport and reopen as a private airport.
• After imposing controls, require that any future changes to airport operations and size be
subject to a public referendum.
• Impose curfews restricting overnight use; limits on number of permissible aircraft per
hour/per day/per month/per year.
• Shorten Runway 10-28.
• Eliminate one or more runways.
• Develop a fee system to discourage airport usage especially by commercial services and/or
empty one-way flights.
• Create a rationing program including a system of chits with incentives for quieter aircraft
and separate lower fees for local residents and pilots.
• Expand aircraft tracking to help assess activity and enforcement.
• Incentivize and enforce compliance of regulations with penalties including banning noncompliant aircraft.
Assessment of Interests Underlying the Position of Modifying Airport Operations:
• Similar to those favoring complete closure of the airport, East Hampton residents,
particularly those living near the airport or beneath flight routes, including residents in
Wainscott, East Hampton Village, Northwest and other parts of East Hampton, have an
interest in converting the airport to a recreational one, banning or reducing helicopter,
seaplane and jets , or changing the flight patterns, in order to reduce or eliminate
unacceptable noise, vibrations, quality of life and safety issues.
• East Hampton residents, affected by the airport and some not directly affected have an
interest in reducing the environmental and carbon footprint of KHTO.
• Residents from neighboring east end communities including Southampton, Southold,
Shelter Island and Riverhead, living, or working beneath flight paths have an interest in
modifying flight routes and/or eliminating helicopter, jet, and sea plane use in order to
reduce unacceptable impacts.
• A smaller, private and/or recreational airport would retain the use of the airport for medivac
and other emergencies and maintain its social and economic value for local pilots, hobbyists
and visitors flying smaller prop aircraft.
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4. Position: Prevent Diversion to Montauk
Residents of Montauk were generally sympathetic to the plight of those living closer to the KHTO
but were mostly very concerned that closing the East Hampton airport or restricting traffic would
result in diversion of traffic to the Montauk airport. Many participants called for the Town to
conduct traffic, environmental and other detailed studies before undertaking changes to East
Hampton airport operations that could affect Montauk airport. Many urged the Town to find a
comprehensive solution to manage traffic and traffic-related impacts at both airports.
A. Reasons Given for Concerns about Diversion Impacts
• Montauk is already suffering from too many visitors; infrastructure can’t manage any more
visitors or traffic associated with KHTO airport diversion impacts.
• Transferring the problems associated with the airport from Wainscott to Montauk won’t
accomplish Town goals; Montauk is part of Town.
• Air quality impacts and CO2 emissions associated with KHTO will remain in East Hampton Town
as aircraft will divert to Montauk, a longer distance, and will require more vehicular traffic with
associated greenhouse gas emissions, to drive west to their ultimate destinations.
• Diverted aircraft will not fly over water but will take shortest route over land and therefore
noise impacts to East Hampton will not be reduced.
• Montauk airport is small, already overused.
• Montauk airport was not designed for jets and helicopters, yet these aircraft are using airport
now.
• Aircraft parking is already encroaching onto public roadways adjacent to airport.
• There will be few alternative aircraft and vehicular routes to the Montauk airport because the
strip of land where airport is located is so thin.
• East Lake Drive can’t manage any additional traffic- its already dangerous- one lane in each
direction & already supports mixed uses -, marinas, residential property, beach & parkland- and
mixed users- bicyclists, baby strollers, rollerbladers, walkers, cars, trucks.
• Montauk can’t manage additional traffic- there’s not enough traffic control now, mayhem exists
during summers.
• Montauk emergency services, EMT volunteers cannot manage additional people coming to
Montauk.
• All of Montauk is environmentally fragile, but the location of the Montauk airport is particularly
sensitive, adjacent to beaches, wetlands, critical natural areas and more.
B. Potential mitigation for problems associated with potential diversion
• Negotiate controls with owners of Montauk airport before taking action on East Hampton
airport.
• Buy Montauk airport to establish Town control over its future.
• Work with FAA for solution to controlling air space in all of East Hampton.
• Limit the number of flights into all of East Hampton airspace, including Montauk regarding
the type of flights, and the time of day – establish some kind of rationing system.
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•
•

Use power of taxation or fees to limit number of unwanted flights- i.e., charge $50,000 per
helicopter flight.
Improve other modes of mass transit as good alternative to air traffic.

Assessment of Interests Associated with Preventing Diversion to Montauk:
• Montauk residents are concerned that closure of KHTO or major changes to operations
will transfer the issues of noise, vibration, pollution, and vehicular traffic associated with
East Hampton airport to Montauk, an airport that is located in a particularly
environmentally sensitive location.
• Like residents in the Town’s other hamlets, Montauk residents have an interest in
protecting the peace & quiet and quality of life that brought them to the community.
The perception is that Montauk is being overrun with visitors, while roads, water
supplies, wastewater systems, emergency services and other infrastructure and services
are already overloaded.
• Montauk residents have an interest in protecting their water, air, and land, which could
be directly affected by increased activity at the airport, which is surrounded by
protected land in a sensitive coastal habitat.
• Increasing jet and/or helicopter traffic to Montauk airport could increase the desirability
of the hamlet for visitors and second home-owners – raising property values but
increasing gentrification pressure.
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Appendices
I.

East Hampton Airport Written Public Comments Summary
This appendix includes public comments submitted by mail and email to the East Hampton
Town Board between June 1, 2021 and December 1, 2021. The summaries are organized by
date. Names have been removed from these records.

II.

East Hampton Town Work Session Public Comments Summary
This appendix includes oral comments made during East Hampton Town Work Sessions
overseen by the East Hampton Town Board between May 11, 2021 and October 19, 2021.
The summaries are organized by date. Names have been removed from these records.

III.

East Hampton Airport Workshops Summary
This appendix includes summaries of the East Hampton Airport Workshops conducted on
Thursday September 9, Friday September 10, Monday September 12 and Monday
September 20. The summaries are organized by date. Names have been removed from
these records.

IV.

Position by Residence or Affiliation Summary of Written Comments
This appendix is a summary of the various positions according to residence or affiliation.
This summary was created using East Hampton Airport Written Public Comments summary.

V.

East Hampton Airport Re-envisioning Workshops Advertisements
This appendix includes advertisements and mailing lists relevant to the East Hampton
Airport Re-envisioning Workshops.
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Comment Summary

243

6/1

East Hampton

Impacts on noise, quality of
life, CO2 emissions, climate
change

Reduce /eliminate jet
traffic

Gulfstream G500 produces 5 metric tons of carbon per hour flight time;
typical house produces 6- 8.2 metric tons per year; huge discrepancy to
serve 1%; supports env. Initiatives of Town to improve quality of life

241

6/10

East Hampton

Impacts on noise, quality of
life, climate change

Questions Town Bd.
Position

Explosion of jet traffic, helicopters & other aircraft deteriorates quality of
life; no longer possible to eat outdoors; noise interrupts sleep during
normal hours; adverse impacts on climate change; Airport always intended
for local hobbyists not commuter airport for super rich

200

7/2

East Hampton

Noise pollution, vibration
impacts, air pollution

Close airport

Unacceptable noise & vibrations from helicopters & jets; fly extremely low
over her house, Village of EH, Wiborg beach, Northwest Harbor; many reuses for property including Nature Preserve

201

7/2

East Hampton

Close airport

320

7/4

East Hampton Village

233

7/5

East Hampton

Impacts on quality of life,
safety
Noise pollution, quality of life
impacts, property value
impacts
Opportunities for re-use

Planes fly at unacceptably low altitudes, high frequency of flights
unacceptable: 4 per half hour
Size, frequency & disturbances from planes getting worse every year.
Suggests: shut airport; limit it to prop planes, limit time of day; enforce
quota
Re-use of airport as a well-planned, orderly, attractive commercial
industrial park taking environmental and traffic concerns into account.
Would be good for tax base, help to reduce truck traffic traveling thru
village and Springs, would mitigate impacts with overdevelopment of
Springs Fireplace Rd. ,supplement limited areas available to meet needs for
local contractors & town businesses, would mitigate some impacts to
Springs Fireplace Rd. corridor

411

7/5

Uses airport frequently

Retain airport

Opposes closing airport.

510

7/5

North Haven/airport
user
Sagaponack

Retain airport

149

7/6

Aviation Industry

Provides critical access to
conduct business
Economic value of airport

151

7/6

Aviation industry; hangar Benefits: labor, service
owner
industry, aviation

Opposed to closing airport; would rethink value of being a homeowner if
closed.
Owns a hangar; airport essential for his economic well-being. Pilots are
making huge efforts to reduce excess noise; complaints from people moved
close to airport are disingenuous
Noise abatement not unique to East Hampton. Great progress has been
made in reducing aircraft noise; many FAA materials are available to reduce
aircraft noise exposure. General aviation community must be consulted
and involved in process. Community pressure is not sound legal basis to
close airport or significantly reduce operations.

close airport; reopen
with limited access
Close or reduce size

Retain airport

Retain airport
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Comment Summary

179

7/6

Bridgehampton

Retain airport

Residents should have taken location of airport into consideration when
deciding where to live.

193

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: Essential for
commuters; key staple of
community
Impacts on noise, quality of
life, environment

198

7/6

East Hampton

245

7/6

East Hampton

Retain airport

Airport essential to many people who commute to out of town work.

246

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: convenience &
safety
Benefits: important part of
any community

Retain airport

247

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: helps define diverse Retain airport
community & sense of place,
economy

Airport important part of any community; it pre-exists people who have
built homes around it; pursue reasonable regulations around flight patterns
& hours of operation.
Vocal minority is well organized. Airport provides economic benefits,
contributes to beautiful patchwork quilt that comprises the community,
helps define the Town, makes it wonderful to work, live and visit.

248

7/6

East Hampton

Retain airport

Pursue reasonable regulation around hours of operation and flight paths

249

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: important part of
any community
Benefits: emergency access,
economic asset

Retain airport

250

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: important to area;
medical emergencies

Retain airport

As a physician, airport is an reassurance that airport is essential for
emergency needs; valuable for economy. Conduct a study & develop a
plan.
Pursue alternative schedule of flights

251

7/6

East Hampton

Benefits: critical to his
business,

Retain airport

6 major changes or
closure of airport

Ban helicopters; Impose time of day curfews, Limit no. of takeoffs &
landings per hour; One landing & takeoff per day for tail numbers of any
aircraft larger than single propeller engine; Ban commercial operations; ban
all jet services and FBO facilities
Impacts on community health Close airport 1 year;
Need diversion study; concern about FAA undermining Town's rules; Air
& safely; sole source aquifer; reopen with very limited quality impact on health & safely of public; increase in jet traffic on daily
property values, noise;
access
basis; small contribution of airport to community
increased aircraft flights

2 of 89

Airport critical to operating his company; contributes and donates to
numerous organizations ; preserved over 200 acres of land. Aircraft
demonstrated 95% compliance with routing over water; voluntary curfews
adhered to, committeemen to electric, noise & emission free electric
helicopters. If close airport, helicopters will use Montauk, Springs
Fireplace Rd. helipad, & won't use water route. Need a stakeholders
meeting.
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308

7/6

East Hampton

345

7/6

EH Energy Sustainability Impacts on quality of life, env. Close airport to all nonCommittee
health, gw, petroleum
emergency travel
leakage, fire retardant
contamination; carbon
emissions

412

7/6

North Haven/airport
user

Benefits: emergency access & Retain airport
employees who commute

Family has health concerns & uses airport for emergences. Airport
invaluable for thousands who commute each week.

413

7/6

North Haven/airport
user

Benefit: emergencies,
commute to work

Retain airport

414

7/6
7/6

Benefits: commuters &
emergencies
Noise impacts

Retain airport

417

North Haven/Airport
user
Noyac

511
512

7/6
7/6

Sagaponack
Sagaponack

Benefits: jobs & business
Benefits: commute to work

Retain airport
Retain airport

513

7/6

Sagaponack

Benefits: convenience &
economic value

Retain airport

Airport provides peace of mind in case of emergencies; provides option to
commute to NYC for work each week. Property values would depreciate if
airport closed.
Flies commuter seaplane weekly; airport is a necessity; essential for
emergencies
I need to sleep with earplugs in & windows shut. Helicopters fly over at
6AM
Opposes closing airport.
Serves as Chairman of Temple University with 37,000 students & he
depends on the airport.
Uses plane, helicopter, seaplane services to commute from Philadelphia to
home in Sagaponack. Closure will have economic repercussions including
housing values, commerce, local employments

514
517

7/6
7/6

Sagaponack
Sagaponack/ pilot, local

Benefits: service to Town
Noise complaints, economic
study biased

Retain airport
Retain airport

Further study

Close airport

3 of 89

Requests breakdown of : noise complaints by unique EH residents, total EH
residents, percent of town affected; number of homes under flight path;
commission diversion study before Sept.; records of aircraft accidents
related to airport or low flying aircraft reports; who does the Town Board
serve- the 1%?
19,000 megatons of C02 emitted by aircraft in 2019 comprising 6% of
Town's carbon emissions ; serves only 1% of residents; unnecessary
emissions; contrary to EH goal of 100% renewable energy for
transportation sector by 2030; may loose some jobs & inconvenience some
people but environmental benefits will outweigh economic impacts. Clean,
healthy env. is the single most essential economic driver of east end
economy for over a century

Airport is a service to the Town.
Noise complaints made by only a few people; economic value of airport
significant; Town etc. study flawed and biased, fails to consider medical &
emergency relief; noise mitigation technologies should be evaluated;
impacts of alternative uses for airport need to be evaluated; Town has
contractual obligations to airport tenants; Town referendum required to
accept FAA funds, referendum should be used to decide future of airport.
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530

7/6

Southampton

Benefits: commuters and
economic multiplier effect

Retain airport

Regular commuter; aggressive consumer of restaurants, goods & services in
East End; would be eliminated without airport

540

7/6

US Congress

Benefits: serves as critical
Consider benefits of
transportation infrastructure; airport
alleviates traffic emergency
medical, disaster relief.
Closing would shift impact

554

7/6

Wainscott

Impacts on noise, pollution

Impose limits on airport Volume of jets, helicopters, seaplanes grew exponentially last year;
believes its from ride-sharing services such as Blade, Netjets. Favors
sensible limits on volume of flights for private & ride sharing services.

559

7/6

Wainscott

Misleading Aviation lobby

Town to Work together

237

7/7

East Hampton

322

7/7

East Hampton Village

Exponential & drastic
Implement 6 major
increases in type, size of
changes or close airport
aircraft; compromise quality
of life
Objectionable jet, helicopter, Control impacts
seaplane noise & traffic;
adverse impacts on economic,
environmental, real estate,
scenic values

Ban helicopters; Impose time of day curfews, Limit no. of takeoffs &
landings per hour; One landing & takeoff per day for tail numbers of any
aircraft larger than single propeller engine; Ban commercial operations; ban
all jet services and FBO facilities
Impacts are insufferable, increasing while benefiting only a few;
experienced lost real estate sales

199

7/8

East Hampton

492

7/8

Sagaponack

Impacts to Community
Health, Welfare
Impacts to quality of life

Consider heath and community welfare; return airport to people who live
here
Accepting FAA money in the past prevented Town from enforcing
regulations to control basic operations. Only way to redress complaints is
to close airport. Anything short of closing would be an abdication of
political responsibility to protect a larger constituency rather than a few
wealthy.

Close airport
Close airport
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As Congressman, has worked to address noise impacts, improve altitude
enforcement, & consideration of other routes. Good progress made
without imposing harsh measure such as closing airport. Unique geography
of East End and popular tourist destination makes critical infrastructure
and transportation critical. Airport alleviates vehicular traffic in summer
months, provides emergency medical services, disaster relief, search &
rescue operations. Closing airport would not eliminate impacts but would
shift to someplace else

Evaluate the evidence- don't be mislead by helicopter lobby claiming that
closing HTO will divert all impacts to Montauk airport. Questions promise
from lobby that clean, quiet, battery operated helicopters are imminent
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318

7/12

East Hampton Village

Impacts from low flying,
Close airport
massive size, frequent jets &
helicopters on quality of life &
livability

Frequency & deafening noise from jets & helicopters for past 15 years
prevents enjoyment & use of outdoor property & makes property
unlivable; contrary to historic town featuring beaches, trails, family living.
Non-stop from Thursday - Monday. Gas emissions pollute air

448

8/4

Recreational Pilot

Air pollution de-minimus;
Pilot pledge;

Retain airport

90% of air pollution in Town is from vehicular traffic. Less than 6% from
aircraft. Reduce pollution by reducing vehicular traffic. Leaded gasoline will
soon be phased out, further reducing impacts. Consider: Installation of
solar arrays at airport & on hangars; build an education center & offer
aviation curriculum for HS; Add a restaurant & museum to the terminal;.
Local pilots are committed to being respectful, good neighbors. Adopted
Pilots pledge. Transport abandoned animals for ARF. Town has used
inaccurate data to close airport.

543

8/16

Wainscott

Noise, climate, pollution &
quality of life impacts

Close airport

164

8/17

Bridgehampton

High frequency of traffic
impacts, noise, pollution

Close airport

202

8/19

East Hampton

Noise & environmental
pollution

Close airport

544

8/19

Wainscott

Noise & quality of life impacts Close airport

195

8/20

East Hampton

Noise pollution

Airport for emergency
use only

Increasing noise & pollution impacts quality of life, beaches, bays,
woodlands, peace, safety & health. WE have the opportunity to do
something great for generations to come. Close the airport & use the land
for the public good.
There's no air traffic control- the frequency of flights this year is the worst
ever. RE-use as parkland or affordable housing. The noise & pollution of
current use is unbearable. If can't close temporarily, seriously restrict while
decisions are made
I moved to East Hampton for peace. Aircraft noise is deafening. Most jets
are loud and fly low. Compared leaf blower noise to vibration & noise from
aircraft.
Noise impact concerns; airport & users have broken contract with town
that the airport remain a recreational. Economic benefits negligible.
Positive indirect impacts from closing airport due to improvement of
neighborhoods & fabric of community.
Noise pollution, helicopters particularly, is horrible. Keep some sort of air
transport available for medical evacuations.

203

8/20

East Hampton

Close & repurpose

Close airport

235

8/20

East Hampton

Pollution

Close to large planes

5 of 89

Fervently hoping you close KHTO & repurpose for clean, sustainable, quiet
uses.
Close the airport to all large planes. Allow small planes having 4-6
passenger capacity maximum. Large jets are polluting our skies.
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596

8/20

204

8/21

East Hampton

Noise & pollution impacts

Close or ban helicopters Airport situation is out of control for East Hampton & residents across LI.
& jets
Due to the damage to quality of life, sound, water, no choice but to close or
ban jets & helicopters. Make sure legal instruments for action taken are
ironclad.
Close airport
Close the airport for the sake of the environment & ear splitting noise.

205

8/21

East Hampton

Noise & pollution impacts

Close airport

Airport no longer serves the community. Private jest fly low over & spew
noise & pollution. Monetary value dwarfed by health risk & annoyance.

206

8/21

East Hampton

Noise & pollution impacts

Close airport

306

8/21

East Hampton

Noise pollution, quality of life, Small planes only
real estate values

The planes create too much noise & pollution to warrant further
continuation.
Airport should be allowed for small planes only, as originally built for. Noisy
planes & helicopters are ruining quality of life, real estate values.

2

8/22

Airport industry

Tools exist to reduce noise.

Retain airport

Noise needs to be addressed in a meaningful way to suit the needs of all,
not driven by small group of vocal opponents. Existing tools if work with
FAA. 1) Upgrade surrounding airspace to Class E or with other facilities to D
or C. Change would require higher weather minimums. and higher
minimum altitudes to prevent planes from flying under the weather. 20
Upgrade will require all aircraft to obtain a clearance. 3)Don't need to
reinvent the wheel- the FAA has many tools available. 4) Upgrade enables
Town to control VTOL & drone deliveries. 5) Town should adhere to stricter
enforcement of noise abatement controls with warnings & possible fines.
6) Expand use of control tower to May1- Oct. 31. Businesses rely on
existence of airport. Homeowners knew it existed when they bought.
Shutting airport will merely relocate the traffic.

141

8/22

Amagansett

Air pollution, climate change
& environmental impacts

Close airport

532

8/22

Springs

Quality of life, pollution
impacts

Close airport

403

8/23

Montauk & NYC

Don't close airport

Retain airport

Negatives of airport outweigh the positives. 76% increase in flights, 30,000
non-essential in 2019. Closing airport will reduce carbon emissions by 6%,
an outstanding amount. WE must o everything to protect our planet and
protect our environment.
Airport is one of the largest threats to the quality of life in EH. Close the
airport & recapture the beauty & serenity of this magnificent stretch of
earth.
I don't support closing the airport and I donated to political campaigns.

Quality of life, noise , water
impacts

Position

Comment Summary
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493

8/23

Sagaponack

Noise & safety concerns;
Close airport
water quality impacts; air
pollution & carbon footprint;
quality of life

232

8/24

East Hampton

Excessive flights, vibration &
noise impacts

Close airport or severely Airport creates a burden on residents; too many flights; Unacceptable noise
limit.
&vibration. Limit to those who own property here or close entirely.
Charter flights & nonresident can land in Westhampton.

604

8/25

Burden on community

Small planes only or
close

207

8/26

578

East Hampton

Position

Comment Summary
We're losing the appeal of the area. Summary of concerns: 1) air traffic
continues to get worse, large jets & aircraft fly at low altitudes- accident
waiting to happen, ear splitting noise. 2)Ground water contamination
already occurred and potential for more. 3) negative impact on pollution &
carbon footprint jeopardizing environment. 4) Significant impact on quality
of life. This is an opportunity to do something positive. We can find ways to
replace revenue generated by airport. If Board finds it needs a phased
approach to closing, ban commuter helicopter & jet traffic.

Airport only serves the 1%. Would only support an airport for small planes,
like before runway expansion. Need more public transportation

8/26

Impacts on noise & property Close airport
values
Noise, air, drinking water
Close airport
pollution, safety & quality of
life concerns

Can't hear yourself think Fridays through weekends. Value of property has
been negatively affected.
Erosion of quality of life by increase in noise, air & drinking water pollution
by non-essential jet & helicopter flights. Some pilots fly dangerously low
over homes, schools, beaches. Imperiling future for all.

590

8/26

Air and water quality impacts Close airport

Suffolk County has worst air quality in NYS, airport shouldn't add to fumes
and pollute water with PFOAs. Land would make a great solar farm.

78

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

79

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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80

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

81

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

82

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

83

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

84

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

85

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

86

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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87

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

88

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

89

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

90

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

91

8/27

Airport user

Medical need to fly in doctors Keep airport open:
for ALS condition
mitigate noise

92

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

93

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

94

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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95

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

96

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

97

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

98

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

99

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

100

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

101

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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102

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

103

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

104

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

105

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

106

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

115

8/27

Airport user

Many benefits of airport

138

8/27

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Lives under flight path, bough home 5 years ago. Airplanes are noisy, but if
close it down, there will be complaints about something else- LIRR,
Montauk Hwy. Advises whiny neighbors to buy a Bluetooth speaker &
Spotify subscription or move.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

182

8/27

Bridgehampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Retain airport
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Comment Summary

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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333

8/27

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

334

8/27

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

335

8/27

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

336

8/27

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

337

8/27

East Hampton/airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

351

8/27

EH Village/Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

358

8/27

local resident

Economic contributor, safety, Retain airport
transp. Infrastructure

Don't let the voice of a few outweigh the needs of the many. The loss of
the airport will lead wealthy homeowners to consider other towns. Airport
is needed for economic well-being, transportation infrastructure, safety.
Airport drives economic engine for all.
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451

8/27

Resident/Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

518

8/27

Sagaponack/Airport user Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

533

8/27

Springs/Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

556

8/27

Wainscott

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

606

8/27

Aircraft makes people sick

Aircraft have made so many people sick.

57

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

58

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

59

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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60

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

61

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

62

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

63

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

64

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

65

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

66

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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67

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

68

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

69

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

70

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

71

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

72

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

73

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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74

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

75

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

76

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

77

8/28

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

147

8/28

Amagansett/Airport user Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

332

8/28

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

349

8/28

EH Village/Airport user

Preserve peace & quiet

Close airport

449

8/28

Resident

Economic benefits &
transportation

Retain airport

owns a plane, has flown into EH airport. But the enjoyment of the peace
and beauty takes precedent in EH. Close the airport or at a minimum
eliminate jets.
Airport is needed to transport the elderly, otherwise unable to visit.
Important for local economy. Compromise with noise abatement routes.
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591

8/28

48

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

49

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

50

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

51

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

52

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

53

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

Safety, noise, pollution and
economic harm

Position

Comment Summary

Close airport

Two years ago, 2 aircraft nearly collided over their house. Incident was
reported to authorities and FAA. Nothing has been done to address the
issue- no traffic has been re-routed, no new guidance issued to pilots. No
FAA report. No action taken to protect our safety. Failure to address
airport's noise, pollution and economic harm is unacceptable. Take the
necessary steps to close airport. Commercial traffic poses clear danger. Jim
Brundige said at time of incident his opinion was there should be no
commercial traffic.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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54

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

55

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

56

8/29

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

181

8/29

Bridgehampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

331

8/29

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

350

8/29

EH Village/Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

352

8/29

EH/Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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573

8/29

Watermill

595

8/29

45

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

46

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

47

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

Noise impacts, quality of life, Close or significantly
benefits so few
reduce by jets &
helicopters

Adverse noise, water,
environmental impact
benefiting so few

Comment Summary
If there are as many as 500 people flying to EH, they are disrupting the lives
of 300,000+ people considering summer population in the Hamptons and
surrounding communities. Not a fair burden, doesn't help the community.
Noise pollution can ruin the beauty of the area & the quiet time of its
residents. Close airport or stop jets & helicopters.

Close airport or explore Town needs affordable housing- 600 acres could make a material positive
reasonable regulations impact on addressing needs. If airport isn't closed, reasonable regulations
would consist of: Helicopter ban for landing & takeoff; ban on commercial
flights only private planes permitted; no aircraft above a appropriate (to be
established) decibel level; limit of number of flights per day; restrict
takeoffs & landings to 9am to 5PM daily; require all flights to follow all
safety standards, legal flight paths, approaches and altitude regulations; EH
to remediate existing water pollution & adverse environmental impacts to
best practices within short time frame; no expansion of any kind including
parking, runways, paved surfaces; appropriate supervision & management
of airport including use of fines and loss of privileges to use airport for
violators of regulations.
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Comment Summary

135

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

136

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

137

8/30

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

522

8/30

SH Village

592

8/30

422

8/31

Noyac Civic Council

Noise, home values, safety
concerns
Noise, pollution, volume
offensive
Noise impacts; threat to
aquifer

423

8/31

Noyac Civic Council

Impacts from leaded gasoline
fumes

43

9/1

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

323

9/1

East Hampton Village

Noise restrictions

324

9/1

East Hampton Village

Form letter

Close airport

Close airport- if compromise, eliminate short-haul flights & helicopter
traffic.
Close airport
Airport is disruptive, disturbing, horrible and economic benefits minimal.
Close or at a minimum regulate.
Quieter, more
Helicopters, seaplanes, prop planes , jets fly over homes all hours. Promises
environmentally friendly to "fly friendly" and use all water routes haven't worked or improved the
alt.
situation. Pandemic hasn't even improved the situation. November Rte.is
unfair and inappropriate- halt it immediately. Threat to sole source aquifer.
Use opportunity to make significant & sustainable for a quieter, more
environmentally future.

Retain airport
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Leaded fuel for cars has been eradicated in every country in the world.
Leaded fuel used for aircraft spews toxic leaded fumes over our homes,
schools, parks.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
Closing airport will have a negative effect on the vibrancy of the community
and will be a huge inconvenience to residents. Closing not the answer.
Favors noise restrictions.
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328

9/1

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

329

9/1

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

330

9/1

East Hampton/Airport
user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

393

9/1

Montauk

Impacts on Montauk

446

9/1

Pilot

Use by local pilots

Retain airport

459

9/1

Sag Harbor

Noise impacts

Close airport

509

9/1

Sagaponack

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

What the Town does with the airport can have a significant impact on
Montauk. Attend meetings.
Local pilots use the airport. Used airport to fly his grandmother to Vermont
to visit son & saved a 9-10 hour trip.
We're part of EH economy and we're severely impacted by KHTO noise.
Close airport.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

133

9/2

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

134

9/2

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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427

9/2

NYC

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

1

9/3

Agency

Superfund site cleanup

41

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Announcement of commencement of detailed environmental study at
airport to define nature and extent of contamination.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

42

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

125

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

126

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

127

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

128

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

N/A
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Comment Summary
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No.

Date

Affiliation or Residence General Themes

Position

129

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

130

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

131

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

132

9/3

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

567

9/3

Watermill

Noise, environmental. quality Close airport
of life impacts

Shop & dine in EH. Noise, environmental and quality of life impacts
continue to get worse. Airport used by only a small fraction of community.
Permanently close & re-envision for use by broader community.

579
21

9/3
9/4

Airport user

23

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

24

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Blade helicopter noise
Close airport
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
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Comment Summary

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
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No.

Date

Affiliation or Residence General Themes

Position

25

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

26

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

27

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

28

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

29

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

30

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

31

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

32

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

33

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
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Comment Summary
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
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34

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

35

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

36

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

37

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

38

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

39

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

40

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

110

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
Infrastructure

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
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Comment Summary
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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No.

Date

Affiliation or Residence General Themes

Position

111

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
Infrastructure

112

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
Infrastructure

113

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
Infrastructure

120

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

121

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

122

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

123

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

124

9/4

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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Comment Summary
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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140

9/4

Airport user/East
Hampton resident

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

353

9/4

First responder/ user of Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
airport
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.

424

9/4

NW Woods/East
Hampton

3

9/5

Airport user

4

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

5

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

6

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

7

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

8

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Enforcing leaf blower laws but jets & helicopters are far worse. Employs
local people, but has become a symbol of excess. Limit to helipad for
emergency use and convert rest to affordable housing, medical facility,
necessity retail.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.

Noise impacts, status quo
unfair to 99%

retain airport for
helipad, use rest of land
for SH hospital &
affordable housing
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
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Comment Summary
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9

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

10

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

11

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

12

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

13

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

14

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

15

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

16

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

17

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
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Comment Summary
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
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No.

Date

Affiliation or Residence General Themes
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18

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

19

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

20

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

22

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

107

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open;
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

109

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open;
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

119

9/5

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

139

9/5

Airport user Almond
Restaurant

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

242

9/5

East Hampton

Airport value for economic
Health of community &
medical evacuations

309

9/5

East Hampton

Timing of Diversion Study

Reasonable solutions
other than closing
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Comment Summary
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
The airport is needed for the health & welfare of the community. Closing is
not an option. Needed for medical evacuations. Reasonable solutions to
satisfy all opposing parties exist; solutions to noise problems exist. Lets' sit
down and talk.
Questioned timing of release of diversion study in order to inform the
other studies & challenge myths about impacts to Montauk. ( submitted
copy of mailing sent by Tom Bogdan).
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317

9/5

East Hampton
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Sagaponack /Airport user Infrastructure
mitigate noise

326

9/5

East Hampton/Airport
user

327

9/5

East Hampton/Airport
user

405

9/5

Montauk United

186

9/7

Coalition to transform
East Hampton Airport

313

9/7

428

9/7

East Hampton (NW
Woods)
Orient

545

9/7

Wainscott

Comment Summary

Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
Infrastructure
mitigate noise
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Impacts to Montauk from
Don't close EH airport
IF EH airport closes, over 11,500 commercial aircraft will be diverted to
Diversion
Montauk airport; commercial flights will cover 80% of Montauk airspace;
will cause an increase of 35,000 vehicles on E. Lake Dr., Main St., Old
Montauk Hwy; will cause irreparable pollution & ecological damage to
Montauk's lakes, forests, shorelines; huge quality of life and economic
consequences to Montauk; sign decreases in res. & commercial property
values.
Recommended protocol for Close airport
Limit speaking time of each person to once for the entire process; require
workshops
cameras are on; ask for participants hamlet or town of residence; ask who
speaking for- org. corp. or individual.
Better uses for the airport
Close airport
Consider improving LIRR service, ad a station for buses and train with
property
parking at airport site.
Noise & disruption by
Change route away from Air traffic has become intolerable. Orient doesn't even have US mail
helicopters
Orient
delivery- air traffic completely at odds with character of area. Change route
away from Orient once you regain control of airport.
Noise impacts, PFOAs/ PFAS
contamination

Close airport
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Noise & jet exhaust pollution affect quality of life. PFOA/PFAS pollution
may impact longevity of residents in area. Close airport. Only compromiseclose temporarily then reopen as a small airport for hobbyists. Clean
up/remediate the PFOAs/PFAS contamination before rededicating airport
property to another use. Repurpose for renewable energy once clean.
Economic benefit of airport very small by comparison to harm. Superfund
site at airport diminishes surrounding property values.
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Comment Summary

153

9/8

Bridgehampton

Attempts to control have
failed

Close airport

165

9/8

Bridgehampton

Noise, disturbance, pollution Close airport
& danger

Over past 30 years, since built home, constant barrage of air traffic all day
and night- this year was the worse ever. Benefit is too few to warrant this
intense amount of commercial activity. Close airport & use for affordable
housing.
Disturbance worst ever this year. Changed from an occasional flight
overhead 30 years ago to constant barrage of helicopters, prop planes &
jets. Past attempts to control have failed. Benefits are too small to too few
to warrant this intense amount of commercial activity. Affordable housing a
beneficial reuse of land.

240

9/8

East Hampton

Noise, quality of life,
pollution, health hazard
impacts

Objects to Stats Quo

Objections to current situation: airport has transformed from when he
moved in 30 yrs. Ago with jets & helicopters and it will only get worse;
regulations are regularly ignored; favors medivac and rescue flights; no
private jets; financial benefits of small minority at expense of larger
community; pollution is a health hazard.

369

9/8

Montauk

Concerned with diversion to
Montauk

Keep airport open

376

9/8

Montauk

Concerned with diversion to
Montauk

Regulate; don't lose
custody to FAA

Vehemently opposed to any action that would result in increased traffic at
Montauk airport. Airport can't handle more nor can roadways to Montauk
airport.
Concern that closure will increase traffic to Montauk. Kee EH open, take
control from FAA and regulate frequency, size, hours of operation, paths of
approach, and seek revenue opportunities for whole town.

574
208

9/8
9/9

Watermill
East Hampton

Limit hours
Limit hours
Noise and pollution concerns Close airport
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Limit hours
KHTO used by only small minority of EH residents & visitors- don't reflect
the a larger pressing needs of community. KHTO should benefit much
larger portion of population. Should be closed: reuse disturbed areas for
affordable & senior housing with remaining areas developed to meeting
Town's sustainability goals and solar farm. Protect all undisturbed areas for
habitat and water protection areas. Town's population subject to
intolerable noise and pollution for benefit of tiny few.
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Comment Summary

314

9/9

East Hampton Aviation
Association

Town Diversion Study
inaccurate

Keep airport open

Study biased because from beginning it refers to closing airport. Mattituck
is included rather than Bistrian & inclusion of Mattituck in study helps
reduce flights diverted to Gabreski & Montauk airports; use an incorrect
estimate rather than actual nos. for 2019; misrepresent 2015 had fewer
than 2019 due to restrictions- 2011 had fewer but had no restrictions- just
experienced a dip in operations; only used MTOW to determine what
aircraft could use which airport- real world conditions are more flexible;
misstated minimum requirements for minimum runway length for aircraft
<12,500 pounds. Nothing can be believed in this report. Going to Montauk
preferable than Gabreski because of the road traffic. 60% of HTO users who
stay in EH will go to Montauk. Need for "last mile helicopters" from other
airports to EH area will actually increase the number of helicopter flights.

355

9/9

Hamptons vacationer

Intolerable no. & frequency of Ban helicopters
low flying copters; safety

Vast increase in no. & frequency of helicopters has become intolerable; the
flights are safety hazards, noise pollution and mere indulgences of super
rich who undermine the tranquility we are seeking in the Hamptons. They
provide no benefit to local communities. Ban helicopters.

359

9/9

Manhattan

Noise pollution

Close airport

360

9/9

Manhattan

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

394

9/9

Montauk

Diversion Concern

KHTO is a major source of noise pollution in Manhattan & central park.
Protect the mental health of hundreds of thousands, maybe millions of
residents in flight path that land at Kho. Close airport.
Upper West side of Manhattan has been inundated with countless
helicopter overflights 6 AM- 11PM. Noise, pollution & safety concerns.
Close KHTO. Residents can't open windows due to disturbance- creates
anxiety, affects daily life.
Lives under flight path of Montauk airport. Increase in volume will affect
property values. Additional study required before decision is made. 1. EH
airport is needed for emergency management to receive supplies when
roads are closed. 2. Infrastructure impacts to Montauk must be evaluated.
Increased traffic will create problems for first respondents. One road in and
out of Montauk. 3. East Lake Dr. is one land and serves Gin Beach with RV
traffic, bike and pedestrians- increased traffic will make this unsafe. Study
needed to determine where EH Airport users go and where Montauk
Airport users go. Is it feasible to have all airport traffic going to eastern tipat a choke point? Meetings should take place in-person- there's more
interest than participation in virtual meetings show.
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Position

Comment Summary

416

9/9

Northwest Alliance (19
signatures)

Impact on preserved open
space; endangered species
breeding

Close airport

Since 1980's NW Alliance ( 80+ members) has participated in preservation
and protection of environment in NW Creek, Woods and Harbor. Helicopter
route over this wildlife sanctuary is atrocious violation of public
commitment to preservation of environment. Piping Plovers, ground
nesting endangered species dropped from 12 areas to none or one over
past few years. Repurpose space to something that will benefit natural
endowment of the Town.

535

9/9

Stop the Chop NY/NJ

Close airport

Close airport

Submitted press release issued by Coalition to Transform East Hampton
Airport. Town has been powerless to stop the noise of low-flying
helicopters; local environmental & watershed threats; less than 1% East
Hampton residents use KHTO; Airport just 1% - 3% of EH total taxable sales;
intolerable noise; air quality & contamination to Magothy aquifer concerns;
PFOA & PFAS contamination; forever chemicals used in aeronautics; 51.5
million pounds of carbon emissions; use of leaded gas.

538

9/9

Stop the Chop NY/NJ

Inquired where to email comments.

555

9/9

Wainscott

Stop chopper traffic & 24/7
Stop chopper traffic &
operations
24/7 operations
Low-flying helicopter problem Keep airport open
has been corrected

563

9/9

Wainscott/NYC

Protect env. , create
greenspace

close airport

607
189

9/9
9/10

Cutchogue

Relentless noise

Close airport

209

9/10

East Hampton

Noise, & aquifer
contamination concerns

Close airport

215

9/10

East Hampton

Too many helicopters

Close airport

395

9/10

Montauk

Inaccuracies in meeting
report-outs

The beauty of the Town- the beaches, bays, fields, woods make East
Hampton what it is and a desirable place to visit. Do what the Bonackers
would do- close the airport & use it for green space with running rails and
protect the environment.
No comments- questioned whether message received.
Relentless noise is spoiling both Forks- need to work together. Regulations
don't work- close airport.
Noise continues to get worse. Lives under jet pathway. Negative impacts
on quiet area. Concern over contamination of aquifer. Closing airport will
make EH healthier.
Ads at US Open tennis offered helicopter service to the Hamptons. Its too
much already. Only solution is to close airport.
Attended 9/9/work session. Do no use facilitator's summary - it's
completely wrong & overly summarized. Many people who wanted to
participate got snafued by technology. 3. Feedback from each hamlet
should be weighed equally regardless of number of participants- it
shouldn't be a numbers game.
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Knew there was an airport when moved to the neighborhood- some noise
should be expected. Problem with low-flying helicopters has been
corrected. We see no reason to close airport.
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Affiliation or Residence General Themes

Position

Comment Summary

420

9/10

Noyac

Noise concerns

Close airport

536

9/10

Stop the Chop NY/NJ

Air pollution from airport

Close airport

Sleeps with windows shut & earplugs to block noise from helicopters. It’s a
noise fiasco. 600 complaints daily- can use 600 acres for affordable
housing.
Provided link to EPA website documenting lead pollution from KHTOranked 35 out of 965 sites in NYS- emits more than LaGuardia, Santa Clara
is being shut down in part because of air pollution.

557

9/10

Wainscott

Revenue generator

Retain airport

577

9/10

145

9/11

Amagansett

185

9/11

Chairman, Coalition to
Transform EH airport

Adverse impacts on noise,
water & air

Close airport

363

9/11

Montauk

Quality of life impacts of
diversion

Close airport

Question about what controls Clarification
are possible
Ban commercial traffic
Keep airport open but
ban commercial traffic
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Airport generates revenue, handle the noise by opening later in the
morning.
What can the Town do once the grant assurances expire? This needs to be
clarified .
Agrees with recent EH Star editorial- ban commercial traffic including Net
Jets and Lift rights of many shouldn't be damaged by few who benefit from
airport.
Almost 100% of constituency gain no benefit from airport unlike nearly
very other piece owned by Town. Enormous population of Town &
thousands beyond border are pro-actively damaged. Intolerable noise,
impacts on water resources & air. Accommodation & reducing activities not
tenable. A future Town Board , FAA could undue. Closing will make you
civic ad environmental heroes. Alt uses for undisturbed areas: forever wild
habitat & aquifer protection; nature walks for pleasure & education. Where
there is already asphalt & disturbance: allow local functions such as LVIS
fair, rehab hangars as art galleries; expanded playing fields, summer drivein; income producing cell tower; maintain discrete amt of paved area for
medivac emergencies & natural disaster aid- create another stand-by
medivac behind Town Hall adjacent to existing medical facilities. For
industrial park, write new leases mandating income go to general town not
just airport uses; encourage new uses and incubator training for people in
transition. Use eminent domain to purchase Montauk airport. Best
transportation to EH rail service- improve it. Town Board has a golden
opportunity.

Consider closing EH airport for all but emergency use and provide shuttle
buses or trains from McArthur airport to bring people the rest of the way.
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Comment Summary

429

9/11

Orient

Close airport

EH airport egregious carbon emitter (38 million metric tons annually). Not
fair to North Fork and east end; natural resources being polluted for a small
cohort of wealthy. Be fair t your neighbors.

603

9/11

192

9/12

576

9/12

601
143

9/12
9/13

Amagansett

Quality of life; quietude
concerns

319

9/13

East Hampton Village

impacts of low flying planes

Director, Coalition to
transform EH airport

Pollution, aircraft
superhighway, fairness

Returning to small plane
airport concerns

Helicopters impact
environment, spew toxic
fumes

Shorten runway or close Milwaukee airport has similar problems - solved by shortening runway; put
solar panels where runway was. Or close airport.
Close airport
9 reasons to close airport rather than modify & keep openly 1. Public land
should be for public good not 1%. Aircraft pollution unacceptable. 2.If
remains open, can return to its current state with another Town Bd. &
acceptance of FAA money. 3. Returning to good old days can't happen.
Regulating types, curfews & restrictions will be constant problem. Rogue
operations; pilots turn off their responders. 4. Small planes are invasive, fly
too low and pollute with leaded fuel5. Small plane operators never
supported restrictions or community. 6. Will see more operations of small
planes if only allow them- will be unacceptable for noise, pollution, etc.7.
As long as land is an airport, can't generated money for the Town, only
airport. 8. Severe safety hazard to community as long as it remains an
airport. 9. Common sense to close it if don't want endless problems.

Ban nonessential
helicopters

Desires of the few should not outweigh the many

Retain airport
Close airport

loves aviation, great to watch flights. Retain heliports and airport
Despite growth in population & land, area hasn't become suburban
because of incredible efforts to preserve land, wetlands, special areas.
Counterintuitive to ignore assault from airport on airspace and hearing. The
space above us is needed for its quiet enjoyment. Its a right of every
resident. There's a reason the highway wasn't expanded in width from SH
to Montauk. Same reason invested millions in preserving land. Only way to
preserve quietude is to close airport.

Close airport

Lives in EH Village in flight path of jets coming from the ocean to the
airport. Impossible to use backyard Thurs - Tuesday. Formerly believed
there could be changes made to make it acceptable. Now - only solution is
to close it. Protect aquifer; consider affordable housing.
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396

9/13

Montauk

Diversion impacts on
Montauk

425

9/13

NYC

Noise impacts; inequity

Close airport

Effects communities in NYC & NJ. Oppressive noise. Constant assault trips
by 1% an assault on 99%. Big inequity & symbolism issue.

371

9/14

Montauk

Diversion problems

Oppose closing

Closing won't solve the problem. In favor of increased restrictions for all
airports. Montauk airport located in residential neighborhood on a single
lane roadway, no sidewalks- can't handle any more traffic. Most complaints
about HTO from helicopters- Montauk doesn't want this either.

373

9/14

Montauk

Diversion concerns

Protect Montauk

EH airport pre-dates the residential area. People built knowing what
existed. On-line meetings not the same as in-person- 9/11 ceremonies
occurred in Manhattan safely- just an excuse. EH officials can't control
summer chaos in Montauk & won't be able to prevent bedlam by dumping
more air traffic on Montauk. Your plan is to dump the plane on Montauk.

453

9/14

Roosevelt Island, NYC

Noise from low-flying loud
helicopters

Close airport

Aircraft benefit only handful of people, pollution impacts hundreds of
thousands. Sad to see.

Questions and concerns with Diversion Study: 1. 21% growth from 20152019 but didn't project forward. Likely to continue to be increases,
therefore projections of future volume diverted to Montauk understated.
2. Last row of data in Table 15 is misleading- should depict current and
projected volume at Montauk rather than average historical data. 3. Table
9 shows aircraft carrying 10 or more people prohibited from Montauk
airport but doesn't account for operators likely to substitute for smaller
aircraft eligible to land at Montauk. Several elements in report may
substantially under estimate potential impacts to Montauk. Do not transfer
problems generated by EH airport to Montauk.
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516

9/14

Sagaponack

Beneficial ; important for
commuters

Retain airport

Lives in Maryland and needs airport to get back & forth- would use
Montauk or Westhampton airports if close. EH. Attended 1st workshop very respectful & encouraging. Supports Sierra route for helicopters even
though it would impact her home- it would be more acceptable to many
more people. Closing will not solve pollution or other problems- will merely
relocate. Pilot pledge including voluntary curfews mostly working ( a few
scofflaws). If close airport, will lose control. Retaining airport is needed for
medivac- helicopters can't use any field. Quiet sky technology on the
horizon. Noise & pollution will not longer be a problem- East Hampton
could be a green energy leader. Closing airport will lead to unintended
consequences- should be viewed as last resort after all else exhausted.

534

9/14

539

9/14

Stop chopper traffic &
24/7 operations
Upper West Side,
Manhattan

Stop chopper traffic & 24/7
operations
Helicopters disturbancenoise & carbon footprint

210

9/15

East Hampton

impacts on noise, peace,
serenity

Close airport

374

9/15

Montauk

Diversion concerns

Protect Montauk

116

9/16

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
infrastructure

117

9/16

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Retain airport
infrastructure

Close airport
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Is there somewhere to email support of ending chopper traffic 24/7 since
FAA won't?
Commuter helicopters fly day & night- very disturbing. Suffering PTSD,
sleeping disorders. Fly very low in violation of the regulations. Nobody
knows regulations, nobody follows and nobody enforces. Carbon footprint
unacceptable. Close airport.
This is one of the last places where you don't need earbuds to block out
noise. No regulations will work. Close the airport so we can be proud saved
not just farmland& open space but quiet, rural life.
1) Closure of EH airport is not a solution but a transfer of the problem to
Montauk, a densely populated area which helps drive the economy 2)a
temporary closure of the EH airport transfers the problem to Montauk.
3)The people of Montauk are legitimate citizens of EH Town and deserve
the same amount of protection as other citizens of the Town. 4) Every
argument about ecological issues pollution and ill affects of EH airport
apply to closing airport and having traffic transfer to Montauk. The people
of Montauk don't want to take over the problems of the EH airport.
Closing is a drastic step; urge compromise. Closing will not stop flights to
Montauk & Westhampton, affecting East Hampton. Consider noise
abatement routes.
Closing is a drastic step; urge compromise. Closing will not stop flights to
Montauk & Westhampton, affecting East Hampton. Consider noise
abatement routes.
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118

9/16

Airport user

Find compromise

Retain airport

Will continue to fly to area even if EH airport closes. Find a compromise.

346

9/16

EH Helicopter Noise
Coalition, Citizens for
Airport Safety & Equity,
Quiet Skies Coalition.

Carbon footprint. Contrary to Modify airportnumerous Town Board
recreational craft,
resolutions on energy &
private fixed wing only
climate change

Torture & torment of helicopters must stop at all costs. Town Board
adopted Comprehensive Energy Vision, Community-wide goal of 100%
renewable energy by 2030, Climate Action Plan, and Climate Emergency.
Helicopters & seaplanes most inefficient form of transportation. Carbon
footprint has been calculated. Its low hanging fruit to reduce green house
gas by elimination of helicopters & seaplanes. Action is not discriminatorybased on carbon emissions.

365

9/16

Montauk

DEIS required before action;
diversion impacts

Taking action regarding EH airport is a discretionary action requiring
compliance with SEQR which requires coordination with County & NYSDEC
and extensive analyses. Among the concerns to analyze: larger number of
homes closer to Montauk airport than EH; noise impacts would violate
OSHA standards; traffic impacts to East Lake Dr.; water & air pollution
impacts; increased potential mass casualty from accidents; cumulative
impacts with other proposed developments in area; traffic on Montauk
roads already at breaking point; underestimate of diversion impacts by
report; impacts on beautiful Gin Beach. Town Board shouldn't hide behind
COVID-should have an in-person meeting. Don't need facilitators to speak
to our elected officials.

546

9/16

Wainscott

432

9/17

Orient

443

9/17

Orient

Severe noise & vibration from Close airport
helicopter traffic
Noise, pollution, quality of life Close if can't run without
concerns
negatively impacting
Orient
Noise, pollution, quality of life Stop impacts or close
concerns

444

9/17

Orient

347

9/18

EH portion of Sag Harbor Quality of life, environmental Close airport
Blight

Conduct EIS

Noise, pollution, quality of life Stop impacts or close
concerns
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Tremendously affected by helicopter traffic- this year impossible to sit
outside. Close or severely limit to a few a day.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Air traffic has been a quality of life and environmental blight for decades.
For the 1st time, EH has the authority to shut airport. Do it for the 99%.
Reuse for a nature preserve, safe hiking trails, athletic fields, outdoor grass
amphitheater, biking trails, running trails, art galleries instead of hangars.
Something that adds value to rather than damaging it.
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348

9/18

EH Village

426

9/18

NYC

580

9/18

Noise, gw, pollution, use of
public land for only a few
concerns

581

9/18

Quality of life, environmental Close airport
Blight

Air traffic has been a quality of life and environmental blight for decades.
For the 1st time, EH has the authority to shut airport. Do it for the 99%.
Reuse for a nature preserve, safe hiking trails, athletic fields, outdoor grass
amphitheater, biking trails, running trails, art galleries instead of hangars.
Something that adds value to rather than damaging it.

183

9/19

Brooklyn

Helicopter flights
unsustainable

Close airport

Stopping non-essential private and commercial flights will have far reaching
beneficial effects. Industry moves quickly to skirt regulations- haven't
adhered to flight pattern regs. Citizens looking for peaceful place to live
have no recourse against big wallets. Officials should be committed to
preserving peace & quiet for majority of community. If don't act to close
now- when will it ever happen?

211
212

9/19
9/19

East Hampton
East Hampton

Close airport
Environmental & quality of
life

Close airport
Close airport

Close airport now.
Listen to us- we live here- reject those here only to make a profit at
expense of environment. Don't subsidize destruction of our environment.
Protect the air we breathe, water we drink. Close airport.

213

9/19

East Hampton

Quality of life, environmental close airport
blight

Quality of life, environmental Close airport
blight
Carbon footprint, oppressive Close airport
& obnoxious noise
close airport
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Comment Summary
transform EH airport form letter
Airport serves no purpose other than for 1%. It disturbs the peace.
Helicopters have larger carbon footprint than planes. Planet cannot sustain
this.
Even East Hampton Aviation Association says we don’t want status quo.
There's widespread understanding of undesirable impacts. Economic report
refutes adverse economic impacts from closure; can control airspace by
retaining tower operator & airport open to minimal extent; retain airport
function for medivac and emergencies; regulate operations at Montauk
rather than just divert traffic; aviators have not adhered to voluntary
regulations despite their claims- many unsafe conditions. Recreational
pilots may be okay as long as enforcement is bulletproof.

transform EH airport form letter
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214

9/19

East Hampton

Stop worrying, start Planning Close airport

Combat tendency to do nothing. You have embarked on a deliberative
process examining economic, diversion, environmental concerns, noise and
pulled together the community's perspective. Uncontrolled airport has
shattered peace & quiet. Will only get worse & more aggressive. Its time to
take the risk to make a positive change for EH. Lean into it and close
airport.

433

9/19

Orient

Noise impacts of low-flying
helicopters & seaplanes

593
148

9/19
9/20

Astoria, Queens

Be a good neighbor

Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
interest in signing petition to close airport
Non East Hampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a
decade. No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet.

180

9/20

Bridgehampton

helicopter & plane noise
destroying quality of life

434

9/20

Orient

Air pollution, tranquility,
disruption

521

9/20

Settlement of Northwest Noise & disruption
Property Owners
Association

525

9/20

Southampton

526

9/20

Southampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns
Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Position

Close if can't run without
negatively impacting
Orient
Close airport
Close airport

Comment Summary

Flight Path directly over house- impact so bad, thinking of moving.
Sometimes flights are barely over tree lines. Sometimes 1 to 2 minutes
apart.
Close if can't run without Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
negatively impacting
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient
Orient, close airport.
Protect area from air
We live in one of the most environmentally sensitive areas on the east end.
traffic
We didn't choose to live near the airport, but in an area surrounded by
nature preserves, nature trails, peaceful bay beaches. Millions of $ spent to
protect this area for the benefit of all. Air traffic undoing the preservation
efforts of past 30 years.
Close airport
Airport contributes unacceptable noise, pollution, quality of life and safety
concerns. Close it.
Close airport
SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.
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397

9/21

Montauk

Diversion to Montauk impacts

399

9/21

Montauk

Diversion to Montauk impacts

494

9/21

Sagaponack

SH residents
Close airport
disproportionately impacted;
#s increased exponentially,
unlawful landings, toxic
impacts, pollution

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

594

9/21

Noise & pollution

Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.

You can hire all the consultants & researchers & PR people you want at
great cost to the taxpayer, but you still don't get it. The Montauk
Community does not want to take on the air traffic & noise of the East
Hampton airport.
EH Star article about virtual meeting was inaccurate. Zoom meeting poor
substitute for face to face meeting. 1) If ban helicopters from HTO, Town
Diversion report says 48-52% will go to Montauk. But failed to ask people
what they'd do. Big failure. 2)Closing HTO would be a calamity for Montauk
airport with an increase of 106% or an increase of 9 helicopters per hour.
3) Additional increases in air traffic will occur from non-helicopters 127%
increase even if use absurd assumption that passengers heading to
Sagaponack to Sag Harbor will use Gabreski airport rather than Montauk. 4)
Adding 40 Miles R/t will burn hundreds of thousands of extra gallons of
aviation fuel. And Montauk airport is located in the middle of a swampcrashes and normal use will pollute fish, birds & environment. You would
never build an airport there today. 5) East Lake Drive is narrow, windy, has
no shoulders, accommodates RVs going to county park accident waiting to
happen. 6)During summer months, Main Street Montauk is already at
100% capacity . Projecting traffic from increase I Montauk airport from
closure of HTO would increase vehicular traffic by 40,000 in busy summer
season. Would gridlock Amagansett as well. CO@ emissions and
emergency vehicular tie-ups hazardous. Helicopter noise is a serios
problem- need to find a solution w/o transferring the problem to the east.
Closing HTO w/o soloing Montauk problem like throwing your garbage on
your neighbor's property- its immoral.

Close airport
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166

9/22

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

344
398

9/22
9/22

East Marion
Montauk

Noise & pollution Impacts
Diversion

Mitigate or close

Seek to repurpose with environmentally friendly use.
Submitted East Hampton Community Alliance sponsored Diversion Study
prepared by Garvet & Associates. Conclusion of study: An estimated 95% of
existing HTO operations would relocate to other airports: 45% to Montauk;
32% Gabreski; 18% other airports; 5.5% would no longer fly. Vehicle hours
linked to existing HTO passengers would increase by 103%; Vehicle miles
would increase by 185%; East Hampton remains exposed to aircraft noise
due to redistribution of flights; Potential significant noise increase to
Montauk Airport & Southampton Heliport; Additional vehicle miles would
increase total aircraft + ground emissions verses today by 1 to 2%; Current
HTO users would face an average effective increase in total trip cost of 13%
during summer peak, 10% off-peak.

430

9/22

Orient

Close airport

435

9/22

Orient

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns
Noise & pollution impacts

436

9/22

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

437

9/22

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

438

9/22

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

447

9/22

Rec. Pilot

Transparency/ process

Consider running shuttles from Gabreski to points east. Gabreski is a less
sensitive area.
Close if can't run without Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
negatively impacting
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient
Orient, close airport.
Mitigate or close
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Mitigate or close
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Mitigate or close
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Post a draft of Pubic Engagement Report without first submitting to Cooley
to help reinforce transparency.
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608

9/22

146

9/23

Amagansett

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

154

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

155

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

156

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

157

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

Process

Comment Summary
Participated in 9/20/2021 workshop and was interrupted by a zoom
bomber who left the meeting soon thereafter. Workshop facilitator was
Jack Sweeney. John Ward was part of the group but didn't participate
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158

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

159

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

160

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

161

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

162

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

163

9/23

Bridgehampton

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.
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252

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

253

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

254

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

255

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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256

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

257

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

258

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

259

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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260

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

261

9/23

East Hampton

provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

262

9/23

East Hampton

provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

263

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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264

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

265

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

266

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

267

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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268

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

269

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

270

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

271

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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272

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

273

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

274

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

275

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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276

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

277

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

278

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services

Retain airport

279

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

Local resident, uses airport for business purposes. Closing airport will
severely detract from the area. Most of the complaints are from
helicopters- surely there's a middle ground.
East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

280

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport
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East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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281

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

311

9/23

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

325

9/23

East Hampton Village/
Airport user

Closing will push problem
elsewhere- won't sole

Retain airport

338

9/23

East Hampton/local pilot Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

Airport serves vital needs. No logical reason to close airport. "Class
warfare" arguments are disingenuous- airport helps the greater EH
community not just the 1%. If airport closes, his spending in Town will
cease.
East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

339

9/23

East Hampton/pilot

Retain airport

Consideration for lives of
pilots, hangar owners,
dreamers, flyers
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Squeaky wheel gets noticed- don't close for 365 days because of problems
with 24 afternoons /year. Consider lives of pilots, hangar owners,
dreamers, flyers, etc. We live on an island and need airport for access.
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378

9/23

Montauk

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

410

9/23

North Fork

431

9/23

Orient

Dramatic increase in traffic & Close except for
noise, impacts on env. &
emergency use
quality of life
Noise, pollution, safety,
Close airport
quality of life concerns

439

9/23

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

Mitigate or close

440

9/23

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

Mitigate or close

452

9/23

Retired architect

Noise & impacts

454

9/23

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

455

9/23

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.
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The pay to plan operators are designed to maximize travel to and from
Hamptons for the smallest fraction of population. Unduly impacts North
Fork.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
East Hampton needs affordable housing not a noisy airport. Have a design
competition for re-use including community services and parkland.
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456

9/23

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

457

9/23

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

458

9/23

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

460

9/23

Sag Harbor

Quiet of Long Pond Greenbelt Close Airport
ruined by Nov. Rte.; excessive
jet traffic

Helicopter noise difficult to deal with because it projects forward;
conversation must cease; dogs bark; 30x per day ( day and night); No. of
helicopters proliferating and # of jets; companies who stand to profit will
not voluntarily restrain themselves; everyone who flies in and out of EH has
an alternative means to get where they want to go. Amt. of traffic out of
character with area. Leaded fuel contaminates environment. Limit airport
to small planes only and get a handle on control.

480

9/23

Sag Harbor/local pilot

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

Retain airport
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481

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

482

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

483

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

484

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

485

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

486

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.
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487

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

488

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

489

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

490

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

491

9/23

Sagaponack

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

519

9/23

Sagaponack/pilot

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

Flying is one of my great pleasures in life& proximity to EH airport is
enjoyable le. Keep open non-commercial uses while this process continues.
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524

9/23

Southampton

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

542

9/23

Wainscott resident/pilot Noise can be regulated

retain airport with
restrictions

Eliminate loudest aircraft i.e. largest helicopters, low-flying seaplanes, jets
with bionic boom at takeoff; create a slot system for peak days and hours
to reduce quantity of aircraft; institute landing fees based on noise
produced regardless of whether plane is local or not; crate a phone noise
complaint app enabling user to gain info on plane & flight info similar to
what Sound Air is working on now; implement a penalty point system for
violations and when agreed upon no. of violations exceeded (3?) ban
aircraft from airport; action can now be taken- its not too little too late.
ANAC favors aviation business industry

565

9/23

Watermill

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

566

9/23

Watermill

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns

Close airport

SH residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of flights
have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane landing in
bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places. EH should
take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do right for
community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet.

495

9/24

Sagaponack

Protect drinking water, stop
greenhouse gas emissions,
stop noise pollution, create
benefits for all

Close airport

Airport sits on top of sole source aquifer supplying drinking water to south
fork. It has already been threatened as a toxic superfund site; airport
accounts for 6% of greenhouse gas emissions delivering less than 1% of
visitors to EH- the Town must lead on Climate change actions; noise
adversely affects hundreds of thousands of people- street, high blood
reassure, speech interference, hearing loss, sleep deprivation, lost
productivity. Create a resource that benefits all.

597

9/24

Favorable impact on
community

Retain airport

Favors EH airport and everything it does

Noise, pollution, safety,
quality of life concerns
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216

9/25

East Hampton

Concerned with large number Close airport
of planes & low altitude

217

9/25

East Hampton

Close airport

218

9/25

East Hampton

increasing & elevated noise
concerns
Quality of life &
environmental. Blight

364

9/25

Montauk

Concerned with diversion to
Montauk

Closing airport not a
solution

441

9/25

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

Mitigate or close

219

9/26

East Hampton

Disturbance from jets & prop Close airport
planes

Air traffic seems like living near LaGuardia not a small town airport. Close &
devote to open space, senior or low cost housing, light industry all of which
would benefit more of the community & would reduce air, water, & noise
pollution. If closing is not feasible, bn jets & helicopters, limit to single &
twin engine aircraft; limit hours of operation & # of aircraft; Permitting
limited landings will alleviate problems associated with diversion.

220

9/26

East Hampton

Noise, safety, global warming Close airport
concerns

Workshops didn't solicit input on reuse of airport. Close airport; majority of
airport restore to natural state; work with forester to reforest land ( many
trees are being lost to insect infestation) and will help capture CO2;
repurpose some hangars to environmental education centers; retain
mowed meadow for wildlife; outdoor recreation; community gardens; art
galleries & studios in former hangars; solar installation; affordable
workforce/senior housing. Two issues requiring further information:
Montauk diversion: figures are questionable- how come Montauk residents
aren't complaining about current activities. How can we justify keeping
airport for 40-50 local pilots? Would revenues from keeping open for local
pilots cover costs of running airport? Not all local pilots fly small planes.
Closing airport will take political courage but will bring relief for
generations to come.

Close airport
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Comment Summary
Noise is secondary to frivolity of taking a plane in climate emergency.
Planes are not furthering global economy. Instead of Marie-Antoinette
class, let them take the bus.
Reimagine airport for the good of the community. Can' afford to miss this
opportunity.
For the 1st time, Town will have a say in use of the property. Close so we
can negotiate from a position of strength. Impacts air, water, skies
negatively.
Many studies conducted, but indisputable that closing HTO will divert
aircraft to Montauk. Private owners of Montauk recently purchased and
will need to increase landings to support purchase price. It's not an easy
issue but closing East Hampton airport will shift problem to Montauk and is
not a solution.
Orient lacks the extreme affluence that compels people to fly back and
forth to the Hamptons but has a bucolic way of life severely impacted by
airport. Unfair Orient's way of life must be sacrificed for East Hampton's.
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377

9/26

Montauk

Diversion impacts on
Montauk

remain open with strict
limitations

Noise complaints are concentrated around 500 households- re-allocating to
Montauk is not acceptable. Noise complaints are concentrated around
certain aircraft. Eliminating helicopter traffic would dramatically reduce
complaints. No environmental study on impacts to Montauk if closed EH
airport. East Lake Drive is dangerous; airport is virtually in ocean. Public
should be given the opportunity to have an in-person dialogue with their
elected officials.

421

9/26

Noyac Civic Council

Noise, water pollution, safety, Close airport
quality of life concerns

Despite years of pleas for help, aviation noise & pollution has intensified
over the years. Jets +76% and pistons +21% comparing 2021 to 2019. There
have been dangerous incidents under flight paths and near misses. Air
quality & drinking water threats. Do the right thing for your nearest
neighbors, NYC and future generations.

547

9/26

Wainscott

Diversion fears groundless

Montauk airport is private, runways are too short for most jets, has no
parking for cars or jets, no fueling facilities. Fear of diversion is irrationalakin to maintaining a heavily polluted lake in one part of town to prevent
another from being polluted. Purchase Montauk airport and have 2 parks
and no awful pollution.

609

9/26

152

9/27

Blade

Closure would divert aircraft
to Montauk

184

9/27

CCOM

Comprehensive
Environmental review

Close airport

Listening to SH and Northport about noise complaints is good, but wake
up, we are your voters. Pay attention to us or give up you seats.
Retain airport

Flying to Montauk would still impact EH & Southampton with flights
directly over land rather than water; would increase flights to Montauk by
221%; pilots will fly shortest routes and will abandon voluntary routes
which cut down on noise; within 18-24 months, aircraft will be quieter by
using emission free, electric engines. Closing HTO will merely divert traffic,
the majority of which will fly over east end; will result in increased noise
from excessive holding pattern, abandonment of voluntary restrictions;
increased water landings, significant negative economic impacts to East
Hampton; prevent accommodation of quiet, emission free aircraft with
economic benefits.
Need a through, non-segmented environmental assessment & review for
Montauk as part of airport re-envisioning process. Evaluate all re-use plans
collectively proposed for East Lake Drive including but not limited to traffic.
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188

9/27

many are greatly impacted

close airport

Say No to KHTO form letter

190

9/27

Co-Director, say no to
KHTO
Cutchogue

air & water quality
contamination

Close airport

As a veteran with PTSD, closing the airport would improve quality of life
and ease nightmares. Planes & helicopters barely make it over tree tops on
days. If airport could be closed, why is it still open?

221

9/27

East Hampton

Quality of life and
environmental blight

Close airport

282

9/27

East Hampton

303

9/27

East Hampton

304

9/27

East Hampton

321

9/27

East Hampton Village

Re-envision for safe biking trails, art galleries, outdoor amphitheater, hiking
trails, running trails. Economic benefits of airport are minimal. Listen n to
the people who call this home. Close for our skies, the air we breathe,
water we drink
Pilots are friends to the
Retain airport
Significant other owns a plane. Local pilots are friends to the community.
community
They help neighbors get to medical care. Also serves as a Springs firefightersupports airport as a mater of necessity. Population has increased by 22%
or more- situated 100 miles out on a island. KHTO brings good and safety
to the area.
Local community of pilots use Retain airport & regulate Too much noise from helicopters, jet, sea traffic. Don't limit propeller
airport; needed for
planes but limited helicopter, et, sea planes. Allocate certain number and
emergencies
sell to highest bidder. Would generate extra money for environmental &
other concerns. Airport built in 1936- shouldn't be closed but should be
managed. In perfect world, would shorten runway. If can't do that, limit
jets, helicopters, sea planes. don't punish local people with single engine
planes.
Local community of pilots use Retain airport & regulate Too much noise from helicopters, jet, sea traffic. Don't limit propeller
airport; needed for
planes but limited helicopter, et, sea planes. Allocate certain number and
emergencies
sell to highest bidder. Would generate extra money for environmental &
other concerns. Airport built in 1936- shouldn't be closed but should be
managed. In perfect world, would shorten runway. If can't do that, limit
jets, helicopters, sea planes. don't punish local people with single engine
planes.
Airport is disruptive to life,
Close or significantly
Ban jets entirely for env. Reasons, impose quotas and constraints on other
noise, safety concerns
limit
aircraft. Env, quality of life, safety issues. Don't prioritize convenience of a
few billionaires over the welfare of majority of residents. Questions
diversion of jets to Montauk due to limited size of Montauk airport. Close
or at least prohibit large jets.
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354

9/27

Friends of Long Pond
Greenbelt

Wildlife impacts

change route

Objects to preferred flight route over the Long Pond Greenbelt. Much
effort and $ expended to preserve this area. Even FAA circulars advise that
aircraft noise impacts wildlife and advises pilots to fly > 2000 feet above
ground in wildlife areas. This is not occurring. Our homes are shaking.
Premise that flying over a less populated area will have fewer impacts is
false. don't place impacts on wildlife corridor.

356

9/27

Helicopter Association
International

Good for economy;
opportunities for new
technology in ear future

Retain airport

Private and commercial helicopter operators are conscientious; activities
contribute significantly to local economy. The HTO was intended for
commercial purposes going back to 1937. Encourages visitor from NYC.
Advance air mobility (AAM) technologies are currently being developed
including electric vertical takeoff and landings. HTO is uniquely situated to
use this new technology. Closing airport prevents this opportunity.

357

9/27

local resident

Aircraft noise impacts on
children

Close airport

372

9/27

Montauk

407

9/27

National Air
Transportation
Association

Wall St. Journal cites medical journal Lancet's fining: chronic exposure to
aircraft noise negatively affects cognition and reading comprehension
among children. The hearing brain is vast: deeply involved in forming
memories and making us who we are. Consider health of children. Close &
repurpose airport
Diversion to Montauk concern Problems with diversion Provide an open forum for discussion. Absurd to divert air traffic to
Montauk- short runway, closed after dark, distance to population flying,
taking Jitney would be a better option. Would add to the carbon footprint,
would add problems to Montauk congestion. Only one way in and out of
Montauk.
Important for history,
Retain as public use
East Hampton holds unique place in aviation history- urge you to continue
economy, emergency search airport
to allow as commercial, recreational, business uses. Provides essential
& rescue, natl. disasters, fire,
transportation services, economic driver of economy; supports medical
law enforcement, medical
care, law enforcement, fire suppression, valuable staging area for search &
care
rescue efforts; crucial lifeline in natural disasters. NATA represents Sound
Aircraft and others- have shown willingness to identify solutions to reduce
noise footprint such as voluntary flight curfews. Collaborate rather than
shutter airport.
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408

9/27

National Business
Aviation Association

Economic driver of economy

Retain airport

NBAA represents >11,000 member companies. HTO is a prime driver of the
EH economy by bringing visitors to Town & by providing jobs. To the extent
there are deleterious effects on noise or env. they can be addressed by
cooperative process. Airport was not primarily constructed for recreational
purposes. From 1937 groundbreaking, always was for transport of people &
businesses back & forth to LI east end. Although some say air traffic has
gotten worse recently, its currently less than half of what it was in 1980's.
Urges Town to be careful legally and make advice from Cooley public.
Airport is linchpin to local economy; is currently self-sustaining; under
current fee structure, recreational planes couldn't sustain airport, so such a
plan would need to provide a budget funding source. We prefer to retain
commercial flights

418

9/27

Noyac

Helicopter noise

Close airport

Helicopters are making my life unbearable. I keep my windows closed and
sleep with earplugs. Shut the airport & build affordable housing.

461

9/27

Sag Harbor

No other solutions will work

Close airport

462

9/27

Sag Harbor

seek citizen justice

Close airport

520

9/27

Say NO to KHTO

Impacts are greater than ever Close airport. Closing &
before
re-opening not a good
option

After a decade of listening to solutions, I've come to conclusion there's no
solution other than closure.
Advocates for "no compromise" . Been working on issue for 15+ years and
no improvements.EH Town has demonstrated the do not represent the
majority of desires of their constituents or their neighbors. Calls for
immediate nonviolent civil disobedience.
Many small planes operate as air taxis, the no. ff residents with aircraft
registered to the Town is small. If re-opening occurs, same people will be
impacted. Oppose airport continuing to operate even with reduced aircraft
as it allows the opportunity for airport to grow and expand again. If airport
were proposed today on existing site, it would be denied.

537

9/27

Stop the Chop NY/NJ

Noise, vibrations, air
pollution, safety concerns

Close airport
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If KHTO remains open, the commuter traffic will worsen: Blade and Urban
Air Mobility have plans to expand . Fossil fuel caused climate change is a
code-red problem. Air traffic is a large contributor to carbon emissions.
Economic impacts of closing are not great. For first time, Town has the
opportunity to effect this change needed.
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548

9/27

Wainscott

Noise, air, drinking water
pollution, concerns

Close airport

Town studies prove airport closing would have minimal economic impact.
Airport brings intolerable air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution;
serves only small fraction of population. This is ah historic opportunity. Use
land for a solar array, affordable housing, recreational facilities

562

9/27

Wainscott/ Airport user

driver of economy

retain airport

222

9/28

East Hampton

Noise & pollution concerns

Close airport

Will continue to fly to East Hampton even if HTO closed. It’s a major driver
of the economy.
Wouldn't open airport where it is today. Benefits a few rich people at
expense of the rest of us. But even the rich would vote for the right thing
for their neighbors. That leaves just the pilots and companies they work
for. Its like keeping a dying coal plant open to save a few jobs. Closing will
have a big positive impact on many.

283

9/28

East Hampton

Economic driver of economy

Retain airport

409

9/28

North Fork

environment, drinking water, Close airport
pristine environment,
tranquility impacts

239

9/29

East Hampton

Noise & quality of life

Mitigate or close

Impacts from the 1% on the many who live, work and enjoy here is not fair
or sustainable. Blatant lies have been spread saying airport usage is not up
or that particular routes are used. People don't come here to hear the
noise but to enjoy the natural beauty and serenity. Don't allow future
board members to accept FAA money.

442

9/29

Orient

Noise & pollution impacts

Mitigate or close

142

10/1

Amagansett

Close airport

Close airport

Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.
As a voter and taxpayer, I urge you to close the airport and repurpose for
town use.
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HTO generates millions of $. Closing would simply divert traffic and impacts
to Montauk. Pilot Pledge has made significant progress. Must be a way to
address other problems.
Vacationers travel to this unique area because of pristine coastline,
waterways, beaches, natural assets. After years of damage and almost
extinction, osprey and eagles have come back. Don't spoil our sole source
aquifer. Airport would never have been built where it is today. Best gift to
future generations- close airport and make EH Town truly green.
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236

10/1

East Hampton

Re-Envision with emerging
technology

Electric aircraft will
eliminate noise &
pollution

Electric motors use no fossil fuels and make no noise. Switching to electric
will eliminate pollution. Pollution & global climate change are real
problems. Why not work on 94% of the source- i.e. not the airport, but
sources such as vehicular traffic, homes, commercial properties with the
same vigor as attack on airport. Near term work, with 5 year goal is aimed
at taxi type aircraft for which batteries can provide adequate range. Fixed
wing aircraft, which require runways will have far greater range than
vertical takeoff with rotating wing. East Hampton's airport runways can
play an essential role in future of electric aircraft. Just like town established
regs for leaf blowers, can do the same for aircraft. Set realistic goals for
elimination of use of fossil fuels for aircraft operations at HTO.

390

10/1

Montauk

Diversion impacts

Retain airport

551

10/1

Wainscott

Impacts to sole source
Close airport
aquifer; use of airport on 9/11
for Plane fun

Concerned about impacts on Montauk from increased traffic, noise,
environmental impacts from closing HTO .
Haven't received response from letter to each Town Board member sent on
7/8/2021. Lead from fuel is contaminating sole source aquifer. Town Board
responsible for getting NYSDEC involved in this issue. Use of airport on
9/11 for plane fun day a debacle.

223

10/3

East Hampton

Deleterious environmental & Close airport
noise impacts

231

10/3

East Hampton

Close airport

588

10/3

285

10/6

401

10/6

Airport is an example of where the very few require the use of a commo
resource at the expense of the common 7 public resources. Close & save
our drinking water, reduce carbon footprint, & signal your respect for the
people who live here.
I won’t vote for you unless you close the airport. Where's your response?

No positive benefits

Close airport

Benefits of closing the airport: No positive benefits of airport; pollutes the
air; noise; affects communities all the way to NYC; danger from potential
crash; land can be sued for something better.

East Hampton

Positive economic impacts

Retain airport

Concerned with closing airport and the economic impact that would have
on East Hampton and surrounding community. There would be an overflow
of flights to Montauk and other surrounding airports. There are many
possibilities other than closing such as: raise landing fees to reduce no. of
flights; increase amount of vehicle parking for visitors to east end.

Montauk

Diversion

Concerned about increased air traffic to Montauk & increased road traffic
on East Lake Dr. and through Montauk's main business area if close HTO
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549

10/6

Wainscott

Not an asset, it’s a blight

Close airport

582

10/7

Outrageous assault

Close airport

It's not an asset but a blight. It’s a noise-air-carbon pollution factory. Close
and put the hundreds of acres to a useful purpose.
Show courage & close. It's an assault on the people & only benefits the
filthy rich. Your process so far only shows a concern for the rich.

187

10/8

Coalition to Transform
East Hampton
Airport/Wainscott

Close & re-imagine for use
that serves all of community

Close airport

Bought home in Wainscott for peace & quiet. Helicopters fly 100 feet
overhead and takes away from reason bought home in EH. Air traffic has
been quality of life & environmental blight on region for decades. On
behalf of the 99% who don't use the airport, please close it, don't miss this
opportunity, reimagine as a place that serves and protects the entire
community. Potential uses: nature preserve, safe hiking trails (no cars),
athletic fields, art galleries, grass terraced amphitheater, safe biking trails &
loops, safe funning trails, and more. Dream big. Allowing the airport to
continue operation would be to continue subsidizing the destruction of the
environment around us.

368

10/10

Montauk

293

10/11

East Hampton

Limit size & noise from large
jets
Economic value, emergency
services

don't expand Montauk
airport
Retain airport

Continue to allow helicopters & small planes but limit size & noise of large
jets. Do not expand Montauk airport.
East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

294

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value, emergency
services

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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297

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

298

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

299

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

300

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.
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301

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

302

10/11

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

305

10/11

East Hampton

Airport is vital

Retain airport; find way
to address concerns

HTO provided millions of dollars to local economy, provides emergency
medical services, flight instruction for youth & community. Would lose
many seasonal visitors if closed airport because won't fight the traffic. Local
aviation community has made great progress with Pilot's Pledge. There
must be a way to keep it open in order to protect the health, safety &
economic future of the community. Many in community want it open. Find
a compromise.

400

10/11

Montauk

Diversion to Montauk concern

550

10/11

Wainscott

Toxic pollution, carbon load,
safety

560

10/11

Wainscott

Update web page

Closure of HTO would only transfer negative impacts Montauk without any
benefits. Hopefully you care about Montauk residents as well as EH ones.
Close airport
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Town Board has once in a lifetime opportunity to try make a difference.
Closing the airport could have impacts on the 2 biggest issues facing East
Hampton: Climate change and affordable housing. Close airport and
replace with sustainable affordable housing, a solar array for energy
production and recreational facilities for all. Isn't this why you were
elected?
Many individuals and groups for NYC to the Town depend on the Reenvisioning webpage for up-to-date inf. Please update to indicate Oct. 12
works session discussion.
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197

10/12

East Hampton

Unspeakable noise &
pollution

Ban helicopters at a min. Act now. After years of objections, all we've gotten has been endless
studies & public hearings supposedly representing democracy. A token of
goodwill at least would be to ban helicopters at this point as an act of good
will, as a sign of intent. Not optimistic about future.

224

10/14

East Hampton

Acknowledge letter

Close airport

315

10/14

475

10/14

East Hampton Business
Owner
Sag Harbor

388

10/18

Montauk

389

10/18

Montauk

391

10/18

Montauk

463

10/18

Sag Harbor

blight on quality of life &
environment

Close airport

474

10/18

Sag Harbor

Quality of life, env. , noise,
environmental degradation.

Close airport

602

10/18

144

10/19

Amagansett

Comment Summary

After spending countless hours over many years working on solutions,
please acknowledge that you have received and read my Step. 26, 2021
letter.
Develop affordable housing Close airport
We're losing our workforce. We need land for affordable housing- think of
this when mulling over future of airport property.
Curfews not solution
Close airport
Change of trajectory is required to preserve quality of life. Disappointed in
solution of curfews only. Close and repurpose for env. Beneficial uses for
all. Support the majority not just the 1%.
Diversion
Retain airport
Montauk surrounded by fragile state & county parkland. Can't support
additional aircraft use. Honor your pledge. Temporary closure for 1 year
not a solution. Regulate HTO.
Diversion
Retain airport
Noise, air, and traffic pollution anticipated from diversion to Montauk is
unacceptable. Keep HTO open and diverts some traffic to Westhampton &
Southampton heliport.
Diversion to Montauk concern Retain airport & divert to Concerned with unacceptable noise, air and traffic pollution if close HTO &
Westhampton & SH
divert to Montauk
KHTO traffic has been a blight on quality of life and env for decades. Can't
afford to miss this opportunity to act on behalf of the 99%. Close &
reimagine for the good of the community.
For first time in 20 years, Town has control. Do the right thing, close &
covert to passive recreation uses for all.

Retain and regulate; augment Retain airport, restrict
uses with a wildlife rescue
center

Airport is an asset. Got out of hand. FAA is a big problem. Convert to a
community airport that only allows corporate planes that qualify as
whisper vehicles. Add a Wildlife rescue center to the airport propertyQuogue & Hampton Bays are too far away for this use.

Numerous impacts, consider
closing to see what happens

Let's look for the right thing to do for the HTO for all- honor Nancy Kelley.

Find solution
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291

10/19

East Hampton

Important resource & amenity Retain airport

292

10/19

East Hampton

Economic & transp.
importance

379

10/19

Montauk

386

10/19

Montauk

387

10/19

Montauk

531

10/19

Southampton

599

10/19

600

10/19

312

10/20

East Hampton

370

10/20

Montauk

Retain airport

Comment Summary
Town has changed since became resident in 1978 but airport remains a key
element of the economy- at least $70 million annually. Can't cancel these
facts. Closing airport won't address noise. Please exercise thoughtful,
balanced judgement in your decision.

Airport is important to balance life in East Hampton with work & family
commitments in NYC. East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ;
generates millions of dollars for local economy, provides emergency
medical services, flight instruction for youth. Compromises to mitigate
noise must be pursued.
Diversion to Montauk concern Retain airport
Closing KHTO would be devising to the quality of life in Montauk. From a
common sense point of view, can't see how closure won't have big impacts
on Montauk.
Diversion impacts
Retain airport
Closing HTO would have devastating impacts on Montauk- honor your
pledge to Montauk.
Diversion impacts
Retain airport
Opposed to closing HTO. Do the right thing and honor your promise to the
community.
Valuable asset
Retain airport
Don't make it harder on those who relay of the commuters to shop, dine,
visit wineries etc. Airport is amazing & clearly valuable economic asset.
Coming out of pandemic, don't make it harder on local business people
who rely on commuters.
Critical to community
Retain airport
Have only used HTO a few times, but all have been critical and important to
family. Keep airport open for critical uses.
Economic importance
Retain airport
Completely nonsensical to consider closing it and loosing 800 + jobs and
taking $78 million out of local economy. Closing will have devasting impacts
on EH & neighboring communities.
Vital to community
Retain airport
HTO generates million of dollars for local economy, provides emergency
medical service and flight instruction for our youth. If close, would move air
traffic to Montauk & surrounding airport. Find a way to address concerns
and keep open.
Diversion
No increase to Montauk Concerned about closing down one airport to increase volume in Montauk
and how it will effect another part of EH. There must be many factors to
consider, won't be an easy choice- trust you'll make the right choice for all.
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Comment Summary

385

10/20

Montauk

Diversion impacts

Retain airport

Closing, temporarily closing or closing commercial helicopter traffic to
HTPO will have a devastating impact on Montauk. Noise impacts will
increase as helicopters will need to travel longer distance to get to
Montauk. Montauk airport is located in a fragile environment, in a swamp,
between 2 sensitive ponds/lakes. Would never have built airport there
today. There have already been numerous aircraft accidents at Montauk.
Oil and gas leaks from aircraft accidents into water and sensitive env. is
harmful. safety issues at Montauk airport. Diversion numbers
underestimate the traffic but even so, 17 helicopter trips per hour, as
projected is devastating. East Lake Dr. is curvy, no shoulders or sidewalks.
Moms push baby strollers in roadway. Road is shared with RVs going to
campground. Service vehicles for homes and businesses, traffic to marinas,
restaurants along road. Closing HTO will result in additional 40,000 to
45,000 more visitors to Montauk who will need transport west . Would
make Montauk roads unsafe for pedestrians, vehicles, emergency vehicles.
All businesses would suffer: marinas, charter boat fishing companies,
restaurants, etc. Decision to close or alter HTO without preventing
diversion to Montauk is immoral.

114

10/21

Airport user

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

191

10/21

Cutchogue

PTSD & airport

Close airport

196

10/21

East Hampton

Climate, env. , health safety
and noise impacts

airport holiday

375

10/21

Montauk

Diversion impacts

Regulate

558

10/21

Wainscott

airport is a large asset.

Retain airport

Airport is important to balance life in East Hampton with work & family
commitments in NYC. East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ;
generates millions of dollars for local economy, provides emergency
medical services, flight instruction for youth. Compromises to mitigate
noise must be pursued.
Sad that you don't care about Veterans with PTSD. Once you make your
decision, I'll write to all American Legions on east end and ask them to
boycott East Hampton.
Insulting that Board is focused on noise only. Curfews haven't worked
despite the HMMH report quoted. Supports Bragman's proposal- losing
faith in rest of Town Board.
If you have the power to close the airport, you have the power to control it.
Closing will only transfer problems. Use your powers to control it and solve
the problems.
Lives beneath "downwind" leg of runway 28 and supports airport. Don't
throw out baby with bathwater but supports controls on very large aircraft
and helicopters.
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587

10/21

290

10/22

East Hampton

Important resource & amenity Retain airport

Airport is an important asset & amenity & should not be taken away.

575

10/22

Year-round visitor

Needed for transp.
Infrastructure, emergencies,
making flight memories,

Retain airport

Critical transportation infrastructure & to have for medevac procedures. A
simple helipad is not sufficient but a fully functional airport is. Memories
with his father watching aircraft. Driver of economy.

230
384

10/23
10/23

East Hampton
Montauk

Permanently close
Close airport
Problems include noise,
Retain airport
infrastructure, homeland
security, disaster recovery,
land pres., env., water,
climate change, social issues,
diversion

Keep airport permanently closed.
Closing EH will inevitably incr. undesirable impacts on Montauk airport.
Address problems as a town, not for a pocket community. Noise impacts
should be addressed for both EH & Montauk. Regs. on volume
management, technology controls/bans, flight pattern access, destinations
for helicopters have potential. Flight patterns to Montauk could be 100%
over water. Flight patterns to HTO could be diverted to an alternate, yet to
be identified undeveloped area within community, We have the right to
control access to our community, WE have the right to regulate access, WE
haven obligation to embrace jets (particular technology) to access. We
banned car ferries to Montauk.

289

10/24

East Hampton

Airport important

Retain airport

225

10/25

East Hampton

Reimagine for benefit of all
community

close airport

226

10/25

East Hampton

Destroys reason people come Close airport
to East Hampton

244

10/25

East Hampton

Quality of life, impacts of Real Restrict volume & time
Estate values
of day or close

Vital to community- medical services, evacuation, fight instruction. Pilots
pledge has helped and there's more mitigation out there to address noise
concerns.
Curfews won't work. The noise from helicopters , planes and seaplanes are
greatest from 3 to 8PM and 7 to 9AM. What kind of curfews would work
for those hours? Reimagine airport for benefit of all residents, and less
polluting
80% of your residents are in favor of closing airport. Weren't you elected to
represent us? It’s a blight on community- as bad as putting high rises on
Indian Wells. Continuous flights very noisy.
Children's naps are disturbed by low flying planes; quality of life is severely
impacted. Many homes formerly not part of the impact area are now part
of it at a great expense to their real estate values. At the very least, restrict
volume and time of day or close.

Environmental damage ,
quality of life, noise

Position

Comment Summary

Close airport

Benefits of closing far outweigh the pros of keeping it open. Env. Damage,
noise, quality f life impacts,. Closing and repurposing can be a win win.
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450

10/25

Resident & community
member

Quality of life; 99%
community doesn't use

Close airport

air traffic coming through community has been blight on quality of life &
environment for decades. Don't lose this opportunity to do the right thing
for the 99% of the community. Reuse for passive recreation. Town reports
indicate economic contribution minimal.

583

10/25

Close airport

584
585

10/25
10/25

Quality of life, env. Noise
impacts; little benefit
Close airport
Billionaires have influenced
decision makers

598

10/25

Airport is importantemergency exit

Retain airport

178

10/26

Bridgehampton

Noise, disturbance, pollution Close airport
relentless

227

10/26

East Hampton

impacts on planet, health,
well being

Close airport

228

10/26

East Hampton

Blight on quality of life &
environment

Close airport

288
383

10/26
10/26

East Hampton
Montauk

Airport important
Diversion impacts

Retain airport
Retain airport

Close airport- detracts from quality of life, environment and noise. Provides
little benefits.
Please close the airport
Van Scoyoc has been bought & sold, Schumer tells him what to do and it
will never close because billionaires tell Schumer what to do. Schumer
controls the helicopter routes. We won't get change with Van Scoyoc and
Bragman doesn't have a chance. Climate change and spray of avgas over
our air is ignored.
When bought house, know of existence of airport. It is very important and
serves as an emergency exit if ever needed. There's no reason to close
airport.
Keeping airport open with restrictions will not work. Pilots & operators of
airport haven't adhered to restrictions in the past. There is no oversea
routes. Our home is under attack from April thru fall. Pool and deck almost
unusable. Need to keep windows shut. enough is enough! Pollution, noise,
disturbance relentless.
Planes have morphed into huge jets over the past 5-10 years. They fly over
every 5 minutes- its horrible. Stand up for the 99% of us- close the airport
for our health, well being and the planet.
KHTO traffic has been a blight on quality of life and env for decades. Can't
afford to miss this opportunity to act on behalf of the 99%. Close &
reimagine for the good of the community.
I'll vote for you next week- do the right thing & keep airport open
Remember your pledge. Montauk demands the same protection and right
of peaceful existence as all other East Hampton Hamlets".

586
380

10/26
10/27

Montauk

Pilots won't cooperate
Diversion impacts

Close airport
Retain airport

no such thing as half and half- the pilots won't cooperate
Remember your pledge. Montauk demands the same protection and right
of peaceful existence as all other East Hampton Hamlets".

382

10/27

Montauk

Diversion impacts

Retain airport

Remember your pledge. Montauk demands the same protection and right
of peaceful existence as all other East Hampton Hamlets".

Close airport
Close airport
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Comment Summary

541

10/27

US Congressman,
Massapequa Park area

Economic driver of economy
for LI

Retain airport

Retain open for the safety, convenience & economic security of all Li ers.
Airport is vital to economy; critical piece of transportation infrastructure.
Any form of closure or restrictions will have widespread negative effects
and will likely cause diversion to Montauk. Surrounding areas would suffer
from increased vehicular traffic, air pollution noise. All LIers should work
together.

229

10/28

East Hampton

Noise & other impacts

Close airport

Submitted video and press clip the electric landscaping equipment rebate
program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve air quality, and
reduce noise pollution by promoting the adoption of quieter, zero-emission
landscaping equipment; provides for rebates at the point of sale for
applicants purchasing or leasing certain equipment; provides for the repeal
of such provisions upon expiration thereof.

287

10/28

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

296

10/28

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

234

10/29

East Hampton

Jets as bad or worse than
helicopters

Close or substantially
change

238

10/29

East Hampton

Noise & environmental
damage

Meaningful restrictions

As you consider closing or substantially changing the airport, remember
jets are as bad if not worse than helicopters. Fly empty on one leg of trip.
Historic opportunity to act boldly in interests of 99% of community. The 1%
have a disproportionate voice already.
Evening curfews won't help the severe impacts imposed on family time or
number of flights. Address impacts of jets as well as helicopters. Act boldly
to protect overwhelming interests of community.
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295

10/29

East Hampton

Economic value

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

381

10/29

Montauk

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions of
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

361

10/30

Montauk

Diversion impacts

against closing

286

10/31

East Hampton

Provides vital services;
contributes millions of $ to
local economy & other .
benefits,

Retain airport

100% of the airport problems will get dumped on Montauk under
Bragman's or Van Scoyoc's plan for edh airport. Temporary or not. Its a
transfer of problem, not a solution. Does not comply with unambiguous
pledge taken to not increase air traffic to Montauk.
East Hampton Airport is Vital to our community ; generates millions f
dollars for local economy, provides emergency medical services, flight
instruction for youth. If HTO closes, air traffic would move to Montauk &
surrounding airports. Local aviation community has made tremendous
progress responding to residents concerns with Pilot Pledge, Must be a way
to continue to address concerns while keeping open tot protect health,
safety & economic future of community.

362

10/31

Montauk

Diversion impacts

against closing

If EH airport were to close, even for 1 hour, there must be a specific
reopening date and a 'fail-safe" mechanism so the close permanently
airport group doesn't get a legal foothold. Even if helicopters become
quiet, impacts of diversion to Montauk unacceptable because East Lake Dr.
can't handle additional vehicle traffic and Montauk quality of life cannot
sustain more traffic.

366

10/31

Montauk

Diversion

Don't close

Close of EH airport is not a solution- it will only transfer the problem to
Montauk. Oppose actions which would increase air traffic to Montauk.
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367

10/31

Montauk

150

11/1

Aviation industry rep

194

11/1

East Hampton

important for more than 1%

against closing

Vital to community- connects and makes this part of LI thrive. Helps
residents with medical issues to remain living in EH. Attended beautiful flyin in Sept. Hopes appropriate remediation for noise is found. Closure is not
the answer- nuance and compromise best outcome.

307

11/1

East Hampton

Noise, environmental &
safety concerns

Take bold steps

392

11/1

Montauk

Requests position to be
written

written position

Don't be so timid,. Even if Mon Montauk experiences the impacts of
diversion for a period of time, they must share the burden too. 35% of the
impacts is a lot less than 100%. The western part of the Town has suffered
for so long.
requests Peter Van Scoyoc's position on airport be put in writing.

402

11/1

Montauk

Diversion

Don't divert to Montauk Closure of Hot & diverting to Montauk is not a solution. Strongly opposed
to Montauk taking up any traffic caused by EH airport closure. Don’t
transfer traffic, noise and air pollution to Montauk.
Complex and time consuming Consult with FAA &
Airport is not a light switch. Can't close for 30, 60, or 90 days and then turn
process to close & re-open
aviation industry & don't back on. After closing airport, will need to reapply to FAA to open as a
airport
close
brand new airport. Will need to create an Airport Master Plan, conduct an
FAA Aeronautical Study, submit a new Airport Master Record under AC
150/5200-35A, conduct an Airport Safety Data Program, obtain an FAA
Airspace Determination Letter, obtain certification from Air Traffic for entry
in the National Airspace System, and process of dozens of other forms,
documents, and requirements. Some of these processes could take several
months to years to complete. You’ll also need to comply with all state
regulatory requirements, including but not limited to SEQRA studies and
evaluations. he better path would be to coordinate directly with the FAA to
organize the conversion and avoid needing any operational closure at all.

If the Town Board decides to close the East Hampton Airport temporarily, it
will not do so without a firm plan in place for reopening, which plan
includes a specific timetable for reopening and specifies all changes to be
enacted upon reopening.
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589

11/1

Close airport

Close and repurpose first choice. Need for affordable workspace- will
reduce trade parade. If airport remains open but limited to reduced traffic,
concerned whether will pay for itself. Will reductions in operations provide
the peace and quiet being sought? If can't close airport, favors banning all
commercial use including jets & helicopters. need failsafe measures- if
there's a backdoor, Blade and others will find a way thru. Ban fractional
ownership jets too. Make permanent changes- consider shortening the
runway.

610
477

11/3
11/4

Sag Harbor

Airport pollution

552

11/4

Wainscott

Noise, safety, climate change Close airport
impacts

44

8/302021

Airport user

Important economic & transp. Keep airport open:
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

Do what's best for
common good
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Website for closeeasthamptoniaport.com out of date
Affected by noise and environmental consequences from air traffic for the
1%. It's your duty to support what's best for the common good- not just the
wealthy few.
Even in Oct the noise and frequency of flights is unbearable. If close and
reopen, who will enforce regulations? What regulations will be imposed?
Why not hold a town wide referendum. Running an airport not easy- much
easier to operate a solar farm & community park. Sea level rise projections
3 ' up to 10' and scientists have been correct in their projections. Please
watch video submitted.
Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes. East Hampton needs an airport. Reach a compromise.
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310

9/27/2021

East Hampton

Comments on draft reports &
workshops

1)HMMH report was revised to break down land planes into specific
categories, it still don not include all jets in the complaints- they were
included as large planes- but could only be jets. 2)HMMH using summer
season as starting July- we all know it starts Memorial day. Why didn't
complaint data include Montauk? 3)Air quality report was a broad
estimate, not precise. Will it be updated to factor in increased jet traffic?
Will it factor in diversion? Wil there be env. testing of soil and air? Many
airports have air quality testing- not expensive. 4) The Montauk operations
need to be researched. Is there back-up to support 30,000 ops in 2019?
Public Workshops: 1) No attempt to find out what residents would want if
airport were closed- i.e. re-envision possible uses that would benefit
community. 2) Individuals attended more than one workshop. How will this
be reflected in compilation of comments? They also had undue influence
on their working group. 3) process wasn't followed by facilitators- i.e. 3
uninterrupted minutes per person. Interruptions were made. 4) Facilitators
weren't familiar with EH or airport- left only 45 seconds to summarize
group- left no time to disagree. 5)Lisa Liquori appeared biased in reporting
out. 6) Unsure if Town Board will know which stakeholders said what . 7)
Doesn't believe workshops were useful. Two outstanding issues: Montauk
diversion impacts; potential for closing & reopening airport for noncommercial aircraft- Who would pay for operations without landing fees of
jets & helicopters?

404

April - Sept
2021

Montauk CAC

Diversion impacts; meeting in Consider real world
Montauk
evidence

Notes and resolution from several monthly meetings including: (Sept.)
request that Town Board collect real world evidence from Airport users
including Blade, pilots & traveler; (July)Resolution requesting Town Board
conducted at least one meeting in-person in Montauk with consultants
conducting diversion study, and Montauk CAC is given opportunity to
review draft diversion report before it is finalized. (May)Resolution
requesting Town Board conduct an updated diversion report to assess the
impact of EH airport closure including any impact on Montauk; (April) CAC
request s Town Board take no action to close the East Hampton airport.

476

no date

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution

Helicopters & seaplanes flying over water & land create significant
unwanted noise pollution. If can't operate without negatively affecting
Orient, close airport.

Close airport
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478
108

no date

Sag Harbor
Airport user

Airport pollution
Important economic & transp. Keep airport open;
Infrastructure
mitigate noise

167

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

168

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

169

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

170

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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Airport contributes to economic well-being and transportation
infrastructure of community. Will still fly in if close EH airport. Against
restrictions on shared flight services or any restrictions. Impose noise
abatement routes.
Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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171

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

172

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

173

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

174

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

175

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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176

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

177

Bridgehampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

284

East Hampton

Important as a plus for
community, part of history

316

East Hampton Medicine Closing airport without
Master Plan lacks vision

340

East Marion

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southold residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of
flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane
landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places.
EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do
right for community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet
Transform land to something beneficial for all

341

East Marion

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southold residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of
flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane
landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places.
EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do
right for community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet
Transform land to something beneficial for all

Retain airport

Attended but didn't get to speak at July 17 meeting- airport has existed for
85 years, its an important plus for the community; its part of the history.
Fully supports leaving it open.
Need Master Plan with a Our community has changed; infrastructure is overwhelmed, technology
Vision
changing . Closing airport without a Master Plan lacks vision.
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342

East Marion

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southold residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of
flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane
landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places.
EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do
right for community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet
Transform land to something beneficial for all

343

East Marion

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southold residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade. No. of
flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful seaplane
landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village & other places.
EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands of people. Do
right for community as planet struggles with pollution choking our planet
Transform land to something beneficial for all

406

Montauk/ Aviation

Lack of objective analysis;
Retain airport
airport benefits: evacuation
for disaster & medical,
history, economic & financial

All stakeholders need to be involved to find solutions; don't just listen to
vocal minority; Airport needed for emergency evacuation, geography of
town between 2 large bodies of water limits road access; airport is self
funding & brings in revenue; airport is a significant piece of Town's history.
Reasonable alternatives exist to mitigate noise. Closing airport will have
detrimental impacts on Montauk. Process lacks professionalism.

415

North Haven Deputy
Mayor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

419

Noyac

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

445

Petition to close airport

Say NO to KHTO

Close airport
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464

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

465

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

466

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all.

467

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

468

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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469

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

470

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

471

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

472

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

473

Sag Harbor

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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479

Sag Harbor Hills
Association

Endangering lives & wellbeing

Close Airport

Endangering lives & well-being of residents from NYC to East Hampton.
Short haul commuter charter flights are increasing. Fixed wing & rotator
craft operating in same airspace. No. of flights expected to increase. All
attempts at local control have failed. We are 5 east end towns but we are
one community. We want to end the dangers above our homes & exercise
our right to peaceful enjoyment of our home and property.

496

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

497

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

498

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

499

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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500

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

501

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

502

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

503

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

504

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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505

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

506

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

507

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

508

Sagaponack

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

515

Sagaponack

Closing would be a material
loss

Lives in flight path, rarely bothered by noise. Airport is an important
amenity to EH & surrounding area. Closing would result in a material loss.

523

Shelter Island

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Retain airport
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Shelter Island residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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527

Southampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

528

Southampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

529

Southampton

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

553

Wainscott

Noise pollution,
environmental impacts, gw
impacts, health risks

561

Wainscott Citizens
Advisory Committee

Noise pollution, public safety, Close airport
environmental stewardship
issues

Close airport as 1st step Year of airport management has failed to mitigate significant concerns.
Recommends: series of steps: close airport; commission land use &
economic studies to evaluate community values, social factors, alternative
uses without the negative impacts; maintain a suitable area for emergency
medical evaluation use; conduct a public referendum after studies are
completed on future uses and future leases at airport
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Full closure preferred but at a minimum, ban helicopters, jets, seaplanes,
drones and other. If reopened for small hobbyist planes only if: avgas no
longer sold; any changes by future administrations subject to public
referendum. Town will work together with Montauk airport owners to
mitigate potential adverse impacts to Montauk- combination of ownership,
existing facility limitations, regulations, incentives. AS a CAC, never seen a
broader deeper concern than that generated by KHTO
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564

Wainscott/pilot

Alternatives exist to retain
airport and reduce noise
impacts

Reduce noise, noisier
aircraft & amt of traffic

Retain airport for medical evacuations, Coast Guard Search & Rescue, Large
Scale Natural Disaster Relief; reduce aircraft, discourage noisier aircraft.
Eliminate the loudest aircraft entirely: large helicopters, low flying sea
planes, jets with bionic boost takeoff. Have more aircraft use Sierra route
to spread out noisiest aircraft. Use a slot system for peak days & hours
landings & departures to reduce quantity at any one time. Base landing
fees on amt of noise produced by aircraft. Create a smart phone noisecomplaint app allowing residents to vie pertinent info about aircraft flying
above. Sound air already working on such as system. Implement a penalty
point system- when too many penalties accrued, ban the aircraft from
airport. Action taken now is progress- its not too little too late. The FAA,
towns, cities, etc. need more tools to address the growing menace of loud
aircraft noise. ANAC is out of date.

568

Watermill

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

569

Watermill

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

570

Watermill

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all
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571

Watermill

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

572

Watermill

Aviation noise & pollution has Close airport
intensified

Southampton residents disproportionately impacted for over a decade.
No. of flights have exponentially increased. There have be unlawful
seaplane landing in bays, near-miss collisions over Sag Harbor village &
other places. EH should take responsibility for toxic impacts on thousands
of people. Do right for community as planet struggles with pollution
choking our planet Transform land to something beneficial for all

Noise pollution impacts

Noise exposure increases risk of high blood pressure, coronary heart
disease, heart attacks, strokes, diabetes, dementia, depression. Children
suffer physical, behaviorally & cognitively. Noise might us mean & more
aggressive. Noise is cause of severe anguish, and is chaos, torture,
unbearable, nauseating, depressing, nerve-racking, absolute hell, ice pick to
brain. Noise negatively impacts wildlife, increase stress hormone; birds
become nosier to make themselves heard which leads to decreases in
species diversity, bird populations, tree growth. EH airport deluges town
with air, noise, environmental pollution for less than 1% of the population.

605
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1

5/11/2021

East Hampton Climate
Committee member

Reuse 600 acres in thoughtful Close Airport
way

East Hampton is a paradise. Formerly, the Town didn't have the right to
decide about managing airport. Sept.2021 Board does- Airport not in right
place. Permanently close & reuse in a thoughtful way. People can come to
EH by car, jitney, train- all moving towards electrification.

2

5/11/2021

North Sea

Close Airport

3

5/11/2021

Sag Harbor

Airport has negative
economic impact on people
& property values
Little benefit

4

5/11/2021

Sag Harbor

Noise & pollution impacts

Close airport

5

5/11/2021

Say NO to KHTO

Human torment , damage;
wildlife impacts

Close airport

Lives under November Route. Questions why economic analysis didn't
consider the negative impacts of the airport operations on people and
their property?
Interested in etc. Report. Closure of airport is not an extreme measure but
wonderful for community.
Airport is a problem not only because of noise but other pollution. Fragile
nature of the environment. Re-purpose into something great for
generations to come.
The HMMH numbers don't capture the human torment & damage that
occurs. The closer to the route you live, the greater the suffering. Wildlife
suffers too. People realize nothing is happening so stop registering
complaints- suffer from complaint fatigue. People in 5 other towns
impacted- no study of diversion impacts over other towns.

6

5/11/2021

Wainscott

Closing won't have a large
impact on community

Close airport

Purchase Wainscott Pit & repurpose along with airport. Worked on Halt
the Highway- then the argument was nobody would come w/o highway.
Then 3 up zonings- people said nobody would come. Will have same
specious arguments from the aviation industry

7

5/11/2021

Wainscott

Noise & Pollution

Close airport

8

5/11/2021

Wainscott

Noise & Safety

Close airport

New jobs would be created by repurposing airport. Appreciates the Town
Ec. & noise studies. Big impact on climate change. Everyone suffers from
air pollution, but no recorded complaints.
Noise & fear of accident continue to get worse. Airport serves small slice
of community. Economic report commissioned by Town shows it isn't a big
contributor to Town economy. Closure would improve quality of life.

9

5/11/2021

N/A

Little benefit

Close airport

Close airport
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Traveling by plane is a perk for a for a few. Site could be good for eco
affordable housing. Town could receive additional revenue from
affordable house by making lots available of $50,000 each. Could bring in
$10 M.
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10

5/11/2021

N/A

Impacts on noise, real estate, Close Airport
energy sustainability values,

11

5/11/2021

East Hampton

Noise impacts; need
diversion study;

12

5/11/2021

Amagansett

Noise impacts; quality of life Maintain control
regardless of decision

13

5/11/2021

Wainscott

14

5/11/2021

National Business
Association (NBA)

Town is seeking energy sustainability. Airport is one big target- it serves
less than 1% of population- contributes large amt. of emissions. Numerous
impacts: water quality, real estate values, noise and energy. This is an
opportunity to integrate Town needs for affordable housing, renewable
energy, soil regeneration, food production, higher density zoning. Limit
housing to affordable & include water treatment

Close and reopen airport Economics of airport had been the missing piece in decision-making appreciates that the Town Board commissioned this study. Interested in
legal option of closing & re-opening. Diversion study must be conducted.
Montauk's airport is private. People have complaint fatigue. Takes a
tenacious person to file a complaint. Looks forward to when noise
complaints aren't essential part of policy. If close and reopen, try for a
summer season.

At least 2 dozen jets fly out of EH every weekend within short period of
time. One of the great aspect of EH is the sounds. Level of noise of handdiscordant with rest of EH. 2 recommendations: 1) Town got into this
situation because of FAA grant assurances. Make sure to retain control
going forwards. 2) economic analysis does not reflect impact on lives, cost
to his family, etc.
Noise & vibration impacts
Private airport owned by Helicopters flying over move pictures on the wall in his house. Has
Town
stopped registering complaints- got tired of it.
Airport is a great Town asset. Retain airport
The airport is one of the Town's greatest assets. Voluntary constraints are
in place. NBA formed a new East Hampton user group for everyone to
participate in productively.
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15

5/11/2021

Airport Management
Advisory Committee

Clarification of economic
picture

N/A

Airport sells $2.5M of fuel but spends $2.3 to purchase it- no economic
impact on the Town. Leasing revenue significant portion of airport
revenues even if airport is closed. Don't need rezoning to obtain nonaeronautical fees. $7M in reserve didn't come from operations, but sales
of lots or leases. General policy for the future- don't sell lots. HRA study
did not classify corporate jets as "commercial". Questioned private vs.
commercial. Asked how long airport would need to be closed ( answeredsome appreciable time.) Asked if any other group done this ( answeredyes, West Maui).

16

5/11/2021

AMAC

Montauk airport regulatory
authority

N/A

17

5/11/2021

AMAC

Well contamination

N/A

18

5/11/2021

East Hampton

More data

N/A

19

5/11/2021

Montauk

Noise, diversion to Montauk Close airport

He just learned that Montauk airport has the power to limit incoming
helicopter & jet traffic. Questioned whether EH could obtain a type of
easement to prohibit permission to grant access to those type of aircraft
too.
Questioned whether Town has tested other wells in Wainscott for
contamination. What is the highest level of Pfas PFOs found?
Town studies should provide a breakdown for land planes. The
implementation period is not relevant.
Noise no longer needs to be studied- it's unquestionable that its
intolerable. Montauk residents afraid of impacts from closing. Questioned
economics, thought airport has a surplus. Questioned benefit of closing
then reopening (anew. Town will not be subject to ANCA statue).

20

5/11/2021

Montauk United

Diversion Impacts

21

5/11/2021

North Fork

Southold Airport Committee N/A

Open with restrictions

Closing the airport is not the answer, all it will do is transfer the burden to
Montauk. Economic report doesn't take diversion into account. Diversion
won't solve air or water quality pollution problems. As a private airport,
Town has little control over helicopter trips to Montauk.
Questioned how noise complaints are obtained ( nd: 2 separate systems:
Plane noise , a commercially available system; and Air Noise, maintained
by a private individual. ) Believes that some aircraft are not being properly
counted as heading to EH airport. There's other aircraft activity that is a
nuisance that was headed to EH but got diverted because of weather.
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22

5/11/2021

North Fork

Holding pattern under bad
weather

N/A

Questioned where the holding pattern will be while bad weather
conditions may prohibit landing in EH due to change in VFR clearance
decision. Concerned holding pattern may be over Mattituck.

23

5/11/2021

Noyac

Safety & noise concerns

Close airport

24

5/11/2021

Noyac

N/A

25

5/11/2021

Springs

Town's ability to regulate
aircraft
Lack of penalties for
hazardous pilots

26

5/11/2021

Wainscott

Questioned survey

N/A

27

5/11/2021

Wainscott

Questioned survey

N/A

Lives in ground zero- helicopters go over his house. We're on the verge of
chaos. New companies, high volume, sent screen shots of unsafe backup
of helicopters to Town. 5 to 6 helicopters lined up in a row. November
route concentrates the noise rather than spreading it out. People get
noise fatigue and don't file complaints. Many more suffer disturbances
than the nos. show.
Can't Town obtain a legal mechanism to prohibit permission for certain
type of aircraft?
Pilot of dangerously low flying plane on 4/13/2021 got a minor penalty.
Leaf blower restriction are more comprehensive than restrictions on
aircraft, which create larger noise pollution.
In a survey of airport users, 52% of respondents said they wouldn't come
to EH if the airport closed. These people aren't stupid- they know how to
influence a survey.
How did the HRA report estimate of spending take into consideration the
arrival of children or caregivers ( ans. Data looked at households. Asked if
Montauk is a private airport, doesn't it have the power to regulate aircraft
traffic and keep it small? ( Private operators have more tools to regulate
than the Town has no. Helicopters need prior permission to land; length
and configuration of runways & airport typical prevent typical jets use.)

N/A
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28

7/6/2021

Southampton
Noise and route changes
Councilperson L, Liaison
to Airport Noise
Advisory Committee

Change routes

Appreciates East Hampton's efforts- economic study and other efforts to
link air noise The northern route caused problem on North Fork of LI.
Routes have been changed mostly to the south. Southampton has been
examining actual flights with time lapse photography over eastern end of
LI. Determined many flights over Southampton. With change of route,
November route flies along south shore, transitions over Shinnecock
Inlet, then travels north to Robins Island then east to Hampton Bays,
Tuckahoe, Shinnecock, Noyac, North Sea, Sag Harbor. 80% flights coming
fly over eastern portion of town or 24,000 flights; 39% fly over western
portion or 11,700 flights . Will send a letter to Eastern Regional Helicopter
Council to discontinue using November route instead. If use Sierra Rte. is
used recommend fly min. 1 mile out if single engine or 5 miles if double at
alt of 5,000 feet

29

7/6/2021

Southampton

Safety, noise, wildlife
impacts, water quality
impacts

Close airport

SH taking lions share from November route. Helicopters pass each other,
large planes circle next to preserves. Accidents waiting to happen. Jets
flying low over treetops on Millstone Rd.; our preserves home to large
raptors, bald eagles, red tailed hawks flushed out by helicopters. Also part
of Atlantic migratory flyway and endangered tiger salamander. Testing of
our waters?. Unsafe incident over Sag Harbor, pilot got slap on wrist. Fight
for our right to have our quiet skies. Take away the noise. Property values
devaluated. Bring back our community to what it is neighborly.

30

7/6/2021

Amagansett

Support airport

Close airport

Amagansett resident, works in Manhattan. Blade is great service. Sea
planes allow people to get back and forth. Need for medical purposes.

31

7/6/2021

Congressman Lee
Zeldin's Office

Critical infrastructure,
Important for economy &
emergency facility

Close airport

Has worked with the community to seek alternative routes & increase
altitude. Airport is critical infrastructure, essential part of transportation.
Access to east end is unique and airport increases access. Provides
medical resources; service and other essential resource opportunities in
times of emergency. Closing is ill advised- will only shift impacts.
Acknowledged future disposition of airport is a matter for local control.
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32

7/6/2021

East Hampton
Community Alliance

Economic benefit, noise, env. Close airport
study

Economic and lifesaving importance of airport. Economic impact study
shows airport contributes >800 jobs annually & > $72 million in revenues.
Town has commissioned their own etc. study and both will be reviewed
on 7.9.21 during AMAC meeting. Environmental study commissioned and
diversion study will be conducted. Pilot Pledge developed with all user
groups - helicopters, pistons, jets, seaplanes-Meetings conducted and
working to develop best way to reduce noise- in person meeting 7.21.21.
Welcome opportunity to meet & work with Town Board. 40% of
complaints coming from 10 households- can't allow.

33

7/6/2021

Local resident

Supports airport

Close airport

Local resident, pilot, father teaching his children to fly at EH airport.
During bad weather, EH airport is critical for flying. All electric airplanes,
sea planes are coming. Once closed, EH airport will be lost forever.

34

7/6/2021

Northwest Alliance

Wildlife, climate,
environment

Close airport

Agrees with all said about environmental impacts. People talking past
each other. There may be options available in abstract but not reachable
as matter of federal law. If got control of what aircraft could come into EH
and Montauk airports could reach reasonable accommodation of
emergency service availability and some but limited amount of
commercial traffic. Eliminate or reduce helicopter traffic- causing much of
controversy with noise, flying too low, pollution, routes, if close EH will go
to Montauk. What we don't have is complete control over airports. If
choice is to close or leave open unrestricted, prefers closing it. Shame
federal govt. didn't intervene in a way to allow local wishes to be met. If
EH closes, diversion to Montauk, but Montauk airport small therefore
much less will go to Montauk than going to what exists now with the 2
combined airports Diversion study must take into account that prices on
flights will rise on services and demand would go down.

35

7/6/2021

Noyac

Quality of life, noise

Close airport

Chose to live in area near Long Pond greenbelt for peace & quiet. Had 30
flights over his house regularly. Not livable condition. Impacts quality of
life, property values & benefits small group of people. Eliminate airport or
change flight patterns to more equitable.
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36

7/6/2021

One mile from airport

Noise, Quality of life,

Close airport

37

7/6/2021

Orient

Noise, pollution

Close airport

38

7/6/2021

Riverhead

Noise, Quality of life,
pollution

Close airport

Enjoyed air show of 4th of July but not flights on July 5 when he was
inundated with helicopters flying right over head. Helicopters are
supposed to fly over Georgica Pond but drift. Ban on leaf blowers has
improved quality of life over the last month- can the re-imagining of
airport do the same thing? Approximately 30,000 airport operations- can
cut in half or more and still have an airport. Can't rely on airport
companies to do the right thing.
New route destroyed quiet skies over Orient. KHTO is a bad neighbor.
Aerial assault every Thur. & Fri.. Afternoon; Sunday and Monday late
afternoon. Dinner time, hap hour. 30, 40, 60 flights per day. Impacts are
regardless of the height of the flight. Now that grant assurances are done,
Airport is broken and contrary; not enough bandages to fix. Airport
operations contrary to emergency declaration. Operations increase
annually, pollution will increase; , peace & quiet , quality of life, spiral
down. Town regulated leaf blowers- airport noise much worse.

39

7/6/2021

Say No to HTO

Quality of life, noise

Close airport

40

7/6/2021

Wainscott & groups

Climate impacts

Close airport
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Filed 1st noise complaint in 1998 as resident of Watermill. Now resident of
Noyac under the November route. Destroys quality of life, family life,
killing plants. 600 acres belongs to all the people of East Hampton not just
to exclusion of aviation club.
Representing & affiliated with several groups: Wainscott United, Stop the
Chop, Say NO to HKTO. Also speaking for billions facing climate change.
Virtually every problem has a solution. Airport is a tremendous problem &
getting worse. Solution: close the obsolete & unnecessary airport & use
the public land for public good. There's no need to subsidize this use.
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41

7/6/2021

East Hampton Energy
Sustainability
Committee Member

Noise, climate change

Close airport

East Hampton Energy Sustainability Committee Member. Opportunity cost
of keeping airport open. Alternate uses that we could use will not get
done. Noise is a huge health issues. Repeated exposure causes heart
disease & death. Shut down all non-emergency flights. Town just passed
Climate Emergency Declaration- agreed to 100% clean energy, including
transportation by 2030. Won't meet goal if keep airport open. Megatons
of carbon emissions caused by airport. If drive instead, can convert to all
electric vehicles, or can take train or other public transportation.
Opportunity costs of keeping airport open-cost to other uses: affordable
housing, cluster housing zero emitting, solar energy farms, micro grids,
battery storage, small business incubator to assist low & middle
entrepreneurs. Can assist new and displaced businesses to develop new
businesses. Prioritize clean energy, resilience environmental & social
justice. Wealthy don't represent the majority of East Hampton & their
interest should not take priority over community's needs, no matter how
much they donate. Contributes to the notion that airport is for 1%.

42

7/6/2021

Noyac

Noise

Close airport

43

7/6/2021

Watermill

Safety, Noise,

Close airport

Been working on the issue for years; many more people affected than
complaints filed. For each complaint, estimates 3 to 5 times more people
impacted that haven't filed a complaint. Eastern Regional Helicopter has
been asked to reduce impacts- no results. Town needs to retain its unique
character. Big decision by Town
Environmental damage HMMA report, climate crisis town has declaredevery decision to make to ease ; beneficial economic impacts on Town is
minimal. Jets flew 800 ft. overhead yesterday. Options: continue to put up
or move; less than 1% of people who use it have options i.e. trains.
Inappropriate.
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44

7/6/2021

Sag Harbor

Safely, traffic and noise

Close airport

20 year resident Sag Harbor Village. No problem with airport until 10 years
ago when flights of seaplanes and helicopters increased exponentially.
Now unbearable and unsustainable. November route. Heaviest timefamily time. Thursday - Monday. Planes coming in low. Why coming over
Southampton? Airport serves a select few and dumps on the rest. Fear
moving over economic benefit of airport, collapse, philanthropy will
ceases to exist. False. People will come out even without an airport.
Opportunity to do the right thing. AS it stands, shut down. but can be
operated in a manner conducive with community.

45

7/6/2021

NG

Climate impacts

Close airport

46

7/6/2021

East Hampton

47

7/6/2021

Montauk

Diversion Study needed

48

7/6/2021

NG

Noise

Diversion study needed Can't decide what will happen without studying the effect on Montauk
airport.
Limit airport
Not just other towns, but East Hampton Village and institutions
experience unacceptable impacts of huge planes. Limits are needed on
size, #, time of day, frequency of aircraft. More controls needed.

49

7/6/2021

NG

Recreational benefits

Retain airport

SH & EH will bear brunt of climate change through sea level rise. Closing
airport will help stop climate crisis
Convert uses; cut air traffic by Close or severely restrict Consider a comprehensive plan for airport. Greater focus on solar. Reduce
90%
airport
all traffic to airport. RE-envision all infrastructure. Consider agricultural
uses for hangars, vertical agriculture on buildings, affordable housing,
partnership with conservation, light recreation such as biking, hiking trails,
passive uses. Time for public to enjoy use of the property. Keep part of
airport open for emergency use. Severely restrict air traffic by 90%,,
especially commercial air traffic.
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Are the services like Blade the issue? If only .1% pollution, what's the
issue? Why close down for light planes, private planes and recreational
planes. Keep open.
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50

7/6/2021

Amagansett

Economic benefits

Retain airport

EH resident for 48 yrs. Formerly commuted to EH; now a full time resident.
Pays $145,000 in taxes annually. Contributes to multiple town projects,
organizations, foundations. Preserved 165 acre Jacob Farm. EH has added
70,000 people since the pandemic. People coming to EH by air supporting
town economy, needed to prevent stagnation. Airport needed for ocean
rescue & other emergency uses. By 2024 can get helicopter commitment
to all electric, emission free aircraft. There's a legal heliport on Springs
Fireplace Rd. If Town closes airport, he'll pay for additional 10 helicopter
pads. Can't let 0.0013% of the population dictate our future. Stakeholder
group essential.

51

7/6/2021

Connecticut

Supports airport

Retain airport

52

7/6/2021

Maryland

Supports airport

Retain airport

53

7/6/2021

Montauk

New solution

Retain airport

54

7/6/2021

Navy liftman

Future opportunities

Retain airport

55

7/6/2021

Pierson HS sophomore

Supports airport

Retain airport

Flew in from Connecticut this morning. Uses both Montauk & EH airport.
Spends approx. $20,000/year in the area. Businesses were
underrepresented in Town economic study. Asked about carbon footprint
of Town Hall.
Flies to EH from Maryland as does many of her friends to get to their
homes here. Driving is insane. If airport closed, would need to drive,
contributing to more cars and emissions. Questions the town economic
study- confused methodology. Support many local institutions. Closing
airport permanently or temporarily is a draconian solution now-can retain
to consider later as a last resort. Electric planes & helicopters are coming.
Bd.
Pilot, lives 1 mile from Montauk airport; served on a panel at the Montauk
Airport, in prior years, that worked to change flight paths. Arrival over the
water to land in Montauk. Shutting down EH airport won't stop the noise
because there are still flyovers. Community needs to work together to find
a solution.
Vertical approach can greatly reduce noise. Avoid irrational decisions that
can't be undone in the future. New technology are developing and will be
available in a few years including electric aircraft. Retaining airport
essential for retaining future options for improvement and increased land
values.
He's a flyer, dreams of making aviation a career. Airport important for
safety. Airport will assist him in his dreams.
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56

7/6/2021

Pilot

Support airport

Retain airport

Flight officer In Civil US Airforce & commercial pilot. Provided background
on services Critical Missions (CAP) provides for all of the country & local
community. Stated EH airport serves as critical mission base of services
during search & rescue. Runways and services critical for enhanced safety.
Montauk airport no match due to shorter runways surrounded by trees
and lack of facilities. EH airport serves as critical mobilization point & base
in event of Natural Disaster. Serves law enforcement, FEMA, red Cross,
emergency airlift transports . Served as easternmost operating airport
assisting with information gathering and recovery after Hurricane Sandy.

57

7/6/2021

NG

Supports airport

Retain airport

Closure won't save the environment. People will still fly to EH but will
from a different take off and landing spot. Diversion study will be
important to review. Let's join together for a solution good for all.

58

7/6/2021

East Hampton resident
& business owner

Airport benefits

Retain airport

Many benefits of airport & Provides critical lifesaving services medivac
services. Our medicvac helicopters operate out of airport. First responders
say its dangerous info that can land on beaches, baseball fields. Not true.
Cannot & will not land in many weather conditions. but need an
instrument approach path to safely land. If close airport, how many lives
at risk, waiting for ambulances to drive several hours to Stony Brook.
Many dozens of letters from constituents who would have liked to speak (
submitted letters to Town Clerk). Showed graphic depicting # of non HTO
flights on June 13 If you close, every flight will go to Bistrian Helipad,
Gabreski, Montauk. Will have an exponential increase in activity. If close
airport, lose all control. Work together.

59

7/6/2021

Montauk

Diversion problem

Retain airport

Montauk grant assurances expire 2029. Helicopter orgs have stated they'll
land in Montauk if EH airport closed. Moving pollution problems 20 miles
down the road. Diversion study needed to evaluate vehicles, & CO2
generated by commuting from Montauk back to EH.
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60

7/6/2021

Sound Aircraft

Supports airport

Retain airport

Sound aircraft is committed to the airport and implores the Town Board to
help in any way they can. Airport supports jobs. If something is going to
happen to the airport, they need notice. There is a solution, a path for all
sides that should be explored. If the airport is left open for recreational
purposes only, that will be the end of their company.

61

7/6/2021

NG

Environmental concerns

Think outside box

1st spoke about grant assurances 20 years ago, 40 years ago. What about
renewal? Think outside box. Imminent issue: clearly environmental
damage, leaking chemicals into aquifer, damage to aquifer. Town made
investment of open space to protect water. Water essential for life here
and rest of the world. Airport will be contributing more percentage of air
pollution because of shift to electric vehicles. Signing up with FAA again
will survive getting away from fossil fuels. Nobody complaining about
recreational airplanes, air force, air control,. But whether entire airport
needs to continue in current configuration is out of proportion to the
needs for civilian air services Investments such as solar or other creative
investments: recreation, culture, environmental remediation.

62

7/6/2021

Close to airport

Noise & odors

Close airport or retail for Purchased home in 2013 knowing airport close by. Increase has occurred
medical purposes only in last few years. Big issues now with large jets: frequency, noise, exhaust
fumes they're non-stop. Smell from fumes is unacceptable. Activity of the
type and frequency of LaGuardia not a small town like EH. Favors
eliminating airport but if there is a middle ground, retain configuration for
medical services.
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63

7/6/2021

Montauk United

Diversion problem

Closure not a solution

Closure not a solution but a transfer from one area to another. Based on
facts & quotes from real organizations. President of Blade- If East
Hampton airport closes, the majority of our flights will be diverted to
Montauk. Don't need diversion study. In first year after EH airport closes,
52% to 72% of all EH commercial flights will be diverted to Montauk, no
more than 8% will be diverted Westhampton. Minimum. 1st year
projections: 221% increase in commercial traffic to Montauk airport translates to at least 11,500 flights as per NE Helicopter Council. Will also
include 11,500 auto trips on East Lake Dr., Montauk Hwy., Old Montauk
Hwy. 80% of Montauk airspace will be affected. Several EH elected
officials signed statement - if elected, won't support increase aircraft
traffic to Montauk airport due to actions of East Hampton Town Board.

64

7/6/2021

Noyac

Noise Pollution impacts

65

7/6/2021

Springs/ Energy
Sustainability
Committee

Wildlife, climate,
environment

Wrote a paper on noise impacts, degrading qualities & will forward to the
Bd. Complaints & impacts are grossly underrepresented. Many don't call
in complaints. Can multiply his complaints by 7. Noise is debilitating.
Degrades properties. Diversion: Montauk airport requires permission to
land. Address the issue with Montauk airport privately & issue could be
resolved separately.
RE-envision for all to
enjoy
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Chair of EH Sustainability Committee voicing concern for environment,
aquifers, wildlife all drastically impacted by the airport. Not minimizing
concern for noise and air pollution. Source of most problems related to
human convenience. Should prioritize nature first to protect our wellbeing. Easy to blame 1% using the airport but maybe Town Board has
opportunity to re-envision airport for more people to enjoy. He has never
lived in another place where there were so many opportunities to be
heard and participate. For businesses felling threatened, should look at
this as opportunity to change and adapt.
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66

7/6/2021

Pilot/ volunteer first
responder

Retain airport; work
Also Pilot & volunteer 1st responder with Suffolk County. Shares
with FAA for solution to community's concern for noise, safety & pollution. Laws are already in
problems.
place to solve concerns. Town should work with FAA to convert EH airport
into a Class C Airport with additional air traffic control services to
Montauk airport. Means 3 things: (1) No aircraft can operate within
designated terminal area without clearance from air traffic control. (2)
Minimum altitudes materially increase- typically 1500 feet within 5 miles
of airport, 4500 feet within 10 mile radius, no low flying aircraft over
homes; (3) airspace permanently protected from big tech companies
facilitating drone deliveries &vertical takeoff and landing operations.
Closing airport gives up town rights to control what happens above us.

Supports airport

Comment Summary
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67

7/6/2021

CEO of Change
Environmental,
Representing East
Hampton Community
Alliance and GEI

Airport not main
contributor to air
pollution; Town report
flawed

Involved extensive data analysis and modeling looking at Suffolk Countywide greenhouse gases emission impacts based on various sources.
Examined East Hampton airport & perception of significant contributions
of air pollutants. Provided report to GEI. Examined individual components
relative to airshed movement, air dispersion, several years of spring, fall,
winter, summer data. Found airport relative to Town (Village is more
downwind) very little impact - less than .1% emissions impacts on Town
from airport operations. Also conducted detailed analysis based on
national emissions inventory put out by EPA . Analysis based found total
aircraft relative to all industrial and other sources are .1% of total
emission relative to Suffolk County relative to total greenhouse gas
emissions. Therefore total impacts from EH airport to Town .1%. Relative
to traffic, full emissions assessment in 40 sq mile grid, found that was a
significant contributor to air quality not the airport itself. impact blowing
into four, all source. Significant impact roads and traffic not airport itself.
Actual traffic scale emission gases, conducted for complete Suffolk
County- .1% of total emission of County. on airport operations. Airport not
a significant source of greenhouse gas Used USEPA accepted model.
Detailed based on Town less than .1 % emissions on Town. Detailed
assessment based on EPA accepted model found significant impact
relative to south area blowing into the town, significant contributor not
airport itself contributor total airports in Suffolk County .1% relative to
county. Airport not a significant source based on traffic

Environmental issues,
emissions
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69
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Support airport

GEI Consultants

December 2021
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Comment Summary

Retain airport

1882 EH gave away beach property in Amagansett. Closing the airport is
the same, short sided, stupidity. Electric aircraft being in production. Jet
traffic: escalated in past 10 years because EH has been modelled after
LaGuardia in past 10 years: lighting parking lot, billboards to make money.
Agree diversions don't work, spread the noise. Only solution- continue
helicopters at low altitude over the power lines. Higher the altitude the
greater the noise, the more fuel used, longer flights take, the more
pollution. Control tower brought in more jets, helicopters, heavier jets
didn't increase safety as evidenced by 2 crashes where tower was a factor.
Special VFR, unique to large NY airports(LaGuardia, JFK, Newark will not
decrease noise, will make approach for average user unsafe. Its a public
facility that doesn't cost taxpayers anything. Shouldn't take it away.

Flawed Air quality report

Reviewed & critiqued Dr. Wuebbles report. Report has several flaws.
Didn’t make reference to EPA national emission inventory- most trusted
resource for emissions data. NEI data can be used as a benchmark for any
comprehensive air study. Any Env. impact statement references NEI. By
not making reference to these sources, overstates EH airport CO2
emissions by an order of magnitude- at least 3 tons . Report ignores
greenhouse gases in area. 100% CO2 emissions in Suffolk County are from
on-road vehicles. Less than 1% come from aircraft. Dr. Wuebbles top
down & down up based on towns and airports with little to no
resemblance to EH dominant emission sources or EH airport aircraft
operations. Top down analysis selected analogs communities & airports
with no evaluation of local emissions, reasonably low pop and high
income. Significantly downplays importance of source point- how
emissions are allocated within given airshed. Bottom up analysis airports
with non-commercial flights or where commercial flights can be separated
out. EH doesn't have a separate count. That alone would affect air
emission study.
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7/6/2021

71

7/6/2021

72

7/6/2021

73

8/3/2021

74
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Not an essential economic
benefit

Wainscott

EH pop 1980- 14,029; 60% incr. in number of residents by 2021. Same
period of time NYC pop increased 15%. We're willing to travel by bus, train
car to EH because its remote from commercial world. Not all residents
entitled to $700 or $10,000 flight on helicopter. Miniscule # of people
benefitting & very large # people damaged by helicopter & et traffic.
Nobody complained about medical helicopter interrupting BBQ. Not the
point. Stack up of large jets at east Hampton resembles runway 5 of JFK.
Didn't exist 40 yrs. ago. CPF has preserved hundreds thousand acres of
Open space. Exponentially amt. of noise counter intuitive to what trying to
do for community from env. perspective. After 9/11, great recession,
pandemic, wondered if economy and air travel would recover and it has
repeatedly after these major interrupters. Not proposing to close airport
for emergency use. Need airport to have access with runway with lights
and emergency supplies. Shut airport for all commercial traffic for 1 year.
Measure impact on business community. People who can afford to fly to
EH probably have flexible hours, can combine with limo and get out here.

Impacts from increased
operations, ride sharing,
charter flights

Close airport

Economic benefit

Close airport

N/A

N/A

Airport for the affluent

Noyac Civic

quality of life, aquifer
pollution impacts

Close airport
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Volume of helicopters and jets growing exponentially past 2 years. Can't
carry on conversation in backyard Thus. - Sunday. Out of control Return
the airport to recreation use. Ride sharing and charter flights are
technological advance not previously envisioned. Other solutions to get
people to Hamptons . Return airport to original intent without noise and
air pollution.
EH resident & airport user for > 20 yrs. # jobs affected by closing airport
overwhelming. Substantial etc. Benefit. Helicopters not entirely related to
airport .
The Town Board is pandering to more affluent part of population with
keeping airport open.
Suffered impacts to quality of life from EH airport; promised for Fly
Friendly have ben broken. Make significant & sustainable improvements.
Airport over sole source aquifer. Repurpose for sustainable uses
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75

8/3/2021

Southampton

Noise & env. Impacts

Close airport

Air traffic is an assault on SH Town. Helicopter noise heard daily 4-11 PM.
Not just 10 complaints, many don't file complaints. Town Board asked for
abatement but pilots did not comply. Serves by 1% of visiting population.

76

8/3/2021

Springs

Close airport

77

8/3/2021

Wainscott

Repurpose as "clean"
industrial park
Repurpose for greater good

78

8/3/2021

Sag Harbor

Noise, pollution, & quality of Close airport or
life impact
regulated

79

8/3/2021

Lives under flight path

Air traffic sign increased over Meet with community
last 2 yrs.; no response to
filed complaints

Opportunity to develop a clean industrial park and transfer uses from
overcrowded env. Sensitive Springs Fireplace Rd. area
Airport is an asset owned by residents of Town; Town Bord represents
entire Town. Opportunity to repurpose airport for use and enjoyment by
majority of community rather than a limited asset for small group of
people
Lives under Nov. route. Helicopters travel at extremely low alt.- noise from
each flight builds and lasts for several minutes. Jets noisy too. 30X/day
flights. Wakes up entire family Close or limit time of day, # of flights,
Nosie, env. Damage
Experienced significant increase in air traffic last 2 years yet can't find
supporting data on this topic. Noise complaints go into a black hole.
Constituents have little communication with Town Board. What's the
decision making process and what's the time frame?

80

8/3/2021

Montauk

Diversion impacts

Oppose actions to
increase air traffic to
Montauk

Town Citizens own EH airport- Montauk is part of EH Town. If town closes
EH airport, traffic will divert to Montauk. Montauk United met with CEOs
of air industry businesses who don't want to lose money. If EH closes, they
will fly into Montauk. >50% of EH traffic will fly to Montauk' > 3500
subscribers o Montauk United who are residents of EH

81

8/3/2021

Queens

Noise

Quality of life impacts

82

8/3/2021

Southampton business
owner

Compromise needed

Retain airport with
restrictions

North shore helicopters fly over head- has destroyed quality of life for his
family. Rte. affects many thousands from NYC to East Hampton. These
flights are not essential. Are airport users above the law? Considering
moving out of house due to noise.
Closing airport won't be the solution.. Airport to keep open, brings good
will. Less radical solutions to closing. Need economic study

83

8/3/2021

Pilot

Seek creative solution

Retain airport, provide
noise relief

Close airport

18 of 22

Sympathizes with residents living under helicopter rtes. Respect that Town
Board is working on a solution. Airport is an asset to remain open. Seek
noise relief for those affected
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Comment Summary

84

8/3/2021

East Hampton

New technology cleaner and Retain airport, use new
quieter
technology

85

8/3/2021

East Hampton Aviation
Association

Environmental report good

86

8/3/2021

Rep of airport
Town's report on air quality is Refutes Town air quality 72 pages of resume part of report commissioned by the Town- quality of
users/Airport air quality thin; designed to support
report and expert
expert questionable if need to provide 72 pages of justification. Questions
expert
closure of airport
expert, questions equivalent airports used in study i.e. West Hollywood
Ca. doesn't have an airport but used as a comparison. 10 families
comprise most of noise complaints; Data designed to closed airport- not
objective. Noise impacts are almost entirely within airport.

87

8/3/2021

NG

Noise & env. Impacts

Cooperative approach
won't work.

88

8/3/2021

NG

Lead shot & noise impacts
from Gun Club

89

9/7/2021

Montauk

Montauk needs in-person
meeting

Lead shot impacts not
discussed in env.
Presentation; aircraft
owners own large
properties which
contribute to the
economy
Negative impacts on
Montauk from closure
of EH airport

Airport helps protect
grasslands
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FAA is about to approve/mandate unleaded fuel for small aircraft; big
steps aviation underway will reduce pollution and noise. Electric engines.
Town Board in good position to assure community that seeking solutions.
Working together
Airport helps to preserve and maintain the rare grasslands. If airport is
lost, rare grassland will revert back to Pine Barrens. Prevents more
clearing- how much is now cleared by comparison to how much can be
cleared under zoning- existing uses more protective of the environment.

Unleaded fuel won't mitigate all env. Effects of airport. Cooperative
approached may provide slightly reduced noise but it if you give the
aircraft industry an inch will take a mile. Traffic has spiraled. How will this
not happen again?
Environmental report did not talk about lead shot and impacts from gun
club- need to address this concern. Gun shots more disturbing than
airplane noise. Largest helicopter at airport owned by a local resident. If
that owner moves, could have 62 new homes instead.

Montauk didn't get chance to be heard due to public meeting
cancellation. A thousand Montauk people would have come to meeting.
Other towns had chance to be heard in-person. Financial study didn't
include Montauk. When will closure airport study include negative effects
on Montauk? Should be held outdoors at gazebo.
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90

9/7/2021

Sag Harbor, Noyac Civic Local control, quality of life
Council

status quo not
acceptable

Thanks to council to listening to residents. Residents in Noyac, North Sea,
etc. getting brunt of airport due to proximity to Southampton border.

91

9/7/2021

Blade

Noise abatement

keep airport open

Thanks to town for diversion study. Users will continue to use Blade. Blade
will increase flights to Montauk, Sag Harbor, Westhampton if East
Hampton closes. Willing to discuss noise abatement, over ocean routes.
Electric helicopters in future, 2023.

92

10/12/2021 Southold Aircraft and
Noise Committee

Noise

Control of routes related
to classification of
airport. Who threatened
Town that helicopters
diverted to Montauk will
fly over East Hampton
land?

Participated two public meetings. Heard in debate that flights will
continue through the middle of East Hampton on their way to Montauk
should East Hampton Airport. Who is suggested this route? When tower is
staffed, considered D Class, when unstaffed reverts to G class. When G,
pilots can fly at whatever altitude they like. Still considered G class as is on
North Fork. What aviation group is threatening to do to this? Most are
twin or amphibious aircraft. Blade has no control over how aircraft fly.

93

10/19/2021 East Hampton

Medivac necessary

Keep airport open for
medivac

Inaccurate statements made by board about medivac operations at HTO.
Board said misconception that HTO used often by Medivac. Spoke to one
of medivac pilots that info is inaccurate and surprising. Medivac
pilot/supervisor states East Hampton airport is critical to safe medivac
access in Safe landing zone, safe, HTO has instrument approaches
available under poor visibility, fuel available, in even major storm HTO is
natural staging areas to fly in supplies and fly out evacuees. Nearly 60%
medivac operations in East Hampton from HTO, including Montauk.
Medivac supports continuation Sergeant John J. Fahey.

94

10/19/2021 East Hampton

Noise, pollution, quality of
life

Oppose increased flights Midtown gazette article re flights in Midtown. Jet fuel smell in Midtown.
Helicopters increased over 1000% in September as opposed to same time
in 2020. Officials trying to restrict to official flights only. People in city are
opposed to increased flights.
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95

10/19/2021 Sag Harbor

safety, medivac

keep airport open

Long time pilot. First flights at East Hampton Airport. Wife has full-time
business, use plane for business and pleasure. Deals with noise too. Safety
issue hasn't been dealt with correctly. Bridges over Shinnecock canal are
barely 25 ft above water/mean annual water. Army CORPS of engineers
report storm surge from 1938 hurricane was 30 ft high. One should plan
for those routes being blocked. Hurricanes increasing in severity and
frequency. Emergency workers do not like using improvised approach.
Figuring out uses of East Hampton is smart, but converting to anything
that interferes with airport use is unwise.

96

10/19/2021 Noyac Civic Council

Threat to environment; issue close airport
is becoming class warfare.

Remind board major disruption of airport is happening to Southampton
and North Fork. Disappointed to hear what consultants said was voice of
community. Aviation industry is threat to environment. Feels like this is
turning into class warfare. Extraordinary amount wealth doesn't care
about middle class communities they're impacting or environment they
are destroying. Disappointed with what perceived as back tracking by
boards. Give East Hampton gift that will last for generations or stick with
status quo.

97

10/19/2021 Amagansett

Curfews don't affect volume, curfews ineffective at
more needs to be done
this point

Heard topic of curfews come up as potential solution or resolution to
concerns around airport. Is there specific data that shows number of
flights coming in or before certain hours? Board: curfews doesn't address
volume, part of solution but doesn't address volume. Caller: doesn't think
curfews at this point will be effective, would like to see numbers if it
become part of plan.

98

10/19/2021 Coalition to Transform
East Hampton Airport

noise, pollution, safety

Storms are becoming more severe due to man-made carbon emissions.
Don't need entire airport for medivac. Superfund sight, water
contamination, air pollution, lead pollution. Noise affects locals, western
end of Long Island. Public land used as flying club by 1%, destroying
planet.

close airport

21 of 22
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99

10/19/2021 Montauk

100

December 2021

Position

Comment Summary

quality of life

keep airport open

Keeps flying space at Montauk airport, runs sailboat business of out
Montauk. Huge quality of life issue at East End. Why is this the quality of
life issue that has risen to the top of agenda? Airport is there for a reason.
Not part of the elite, an airport. East Hampton logical place for airport of
this size. People complaint about everything. Thinks moratorium on
professional home services. Cheaper and fast to fly to Connecticut than
drive to Riverhead because of road use by trade parade.

10/19/2021 Southold Aircraft and
Noise Committee

quality of life, curfew, noise

Consider impacts of
noise on a region
broader than EH and
Montauk

Shift of aircraft from helicopters to sea planes, which barrel over North
Fork. Curfews need to be evaluated in conjunction with type of aircraft.
Curfews from 7am to 11pm. Folks in Brooklyn and Queens will suffer with
planes flying out at 615. Not all about VIPS, people have house/plane
shares. Big issue that involves more than East Hampton and Montauk.

101

10/19/2021 East Hampton

quality of life, noise,
pollution, lead

close airport

102

10/19/2021 Wainscott

helicopters, diversion

immediate suspension
of commercial traffic,
open on limited basis

Close airport in East Hampton, Montauk. Small planes use leaded fuel.
HTO is 35th out of 900 sites, higher than La Guardia and JFK. Wainscott
has experienced contamination from airport. One million gallons of fuel
pumped there a year. Lead affects elderly. Airport creates high level of
carbon emissions.
Diversion to Montauk issue. All choppers won't go to Montauk. Surveys
shown that 40% users at HTO go to west.
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

1

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Noise; traffic safety. Airport operations are
much more extensive than in the past, and
infringe on quality of life. Dangerous fastmoving traffic also an issue - is this because
people are running late and driving fast to
catch a flight?

2

1

Amagansett

East Hampton

Pilot, Resident

3

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Pilot, Resident

Works as a Pilot. Too much noise. Planes fly
no
very low over the houses even though they
can fly over water. Affected both as a pilot
and a resident.
There is a need to respect the privacy of the
community.
Lives half a mile away from the airport. Works no
as a Pilot. Frustration with certain pilot
activities.

4

1

Bridgehampton

Southampton

5

1

East Hampton

6

1

Montauk

Status quo
acceptable?
No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Doesn't believe modifications of operations
wouild work. If it was closed for a time and
reopened then certain parameters could be
put in place. With the low ceiling and poor
visibility over recent weeks it seems like
plances and helicopters are coming in very
low. He experiences pollution first hand: you
can see, feel, smell and taste the lingering gas
in the air any time a jet, helicopter or plane
takes off - this has to have an effect on him
and the environment. Wen we did try to set
hours for the airport, pilots didn't partticipate.
It was voluntary and they ignored it. Even the
control tower was relatively recent - along
with larger planes. Now Blade is advertising a
35 minute ride. Economic factors are
important - money for aircraft operators
doesn't benefit the town.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Limited operations; Nothing between 9PM
Noise, safety,
and 8AM; limit the types of aircraft; limit
enforcement
deadheading; limit commercial use. Increased
fees could be dedicated to town needs.

open with
restrictions

noise, privacy

open with
restrictions

Many pilots break the law by not following
the FAA regulations. There is some conflict
with the routes (Echo, Sierra, and November).
The airport is a treasure to the community.
The community needs the airport. Need to
sort the indirect issues. Special VFR invites
troubles.

increased usage,
airport user

open with
restrictions

Resident, Liason She's seen Tommy John's flight route video
No
for
and the impacts are obvious. She remembers
Bridgehampton when it was just small planes; now it's jets and
helicopters, one after another, directly
overhead. Have to stop talking when the jets
take off.

Worried about rules and regulations being
enforces and/or followed. Many of the
complaints are way off mark - just a small
amount of what people can afford to do.
She'd be OK with the airport staying open, but
limited to smaller planes rather than
commercial flights to manhattan.

Nose

Open with
restrictions;
small er planes
only

East Hampton

East Hampton
Public Safety

East Hampton public safety for 30+ years,
airport should stay open for safety reasons,
there are other ways town can regulate
airport traffic eg airport authority

no

Do need aiport for safety reasons. In
emergency/hurricane, fields will have too
much debris, need designated location for
landing. Closing airport will lead to increased
stresses on roadways, which will also impact
climate. Economic studies can be misleading.

East Hampton

Resident

Lives in flight pattern of Montauk airport.
Concerned that anything that happens to EH
airport will affect Montauk airport.

No neither status
Infrastructure study needed. Uncontrollable
quo nor diversion is amount of vehicular traffic coming into EH
acceptable.
and Montauk- only ne lane in each direction.
Controls on volume and timing. People can
come out by car, bus, train. A few people's
conveniences are ruining others lives. Favors
restricting but not closing EH airport. Needed
for emergency & other services. Montauk will
be negatively impacted. In-person meeting in
Montauk needed - not all can use zoom.
Diversion is significant issue.

1 of 41

Raise landing fees for helicopters like Blade to safety, noise, traffic,
reduce number of flights. Put airport earnings increased use
towards environmental remediation.Revenue
generated from airport should go to town.
Airport authority could offset tax burden on
citizens, which is a benefit to the town.
infrastructure

open with
restrictions

open with
restrictions

Questions

Is there any kind of
curfew in place
currently?
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

7

1

East Hampton Village

East Hampton

Resident

8

1

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident,
Medical

9

1

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
aircraft noise intolerable. Pollution air &
No, all of the
water; safety concerns, quality of life, historic impacts
natura of town, impacts on family time,
climate change.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Close airport- don't allow a loophole.
Emergency helicopters can land anywhere.
Town would be burdened with running a
small airport. If there's any part of an airport
remaining, there will be abuse.

Works as paramedic.

no

Too much helicopter traffic
Planes fly over schools.
The town is inundated with tourists.
Don’t want the traffic to be passed to
Montauk.
Montauk cannot accommodate the East
Hampton airport traffic.
Class Charlie and Delta have some restrictions.

no

Not sure they agree with environmental cost But limited by town not able to control its
of replacing airport
own property Amount of resources to replace airport is
significant
[Would increase road traffic?] and lose money
from lack of visitors
Losing jobs at airport, lose retail from people
who would move here, restaurant revenue

noise, environment,
open with
increased usage, traffic restrictions

No

Called the police. Out of control

out of control

( got moved to
another group)

helicopters,
environment, traffic

open with
restrictions

Overall, affected by airport both positively
economically
Affected negatively by sound, environmental
impact
But economic boost is a plus

10

1

Springs

East Hampton

11

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

East Hampton
Town Board
Resident

12

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

13

1

Riverhead

North Fork

14

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

15

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Not concerned about balancing Blade &
NetJets needs with that of communities. They
are not the Town of East Hampton. Need to
control impacts on water, noise, safety take
precedent over the needs of a few airport
users.

aircraft noise
intolerable. Pollution
air & water; safety
concerns, quality of
life, historic natura of
town, impacts on
family time, climate
change.
helicopters, traffic,
increased usage

Close airport

Questions

open with
restrictions

Observing tonight's discussion
No easement in deed- moved here 50 years
ago; airport disturbance out of control

1st 1 years no problem, only last 10 a big issue No, can't live with
with noise
status quo. act that
there's even a
meeting on topic
means its not
acceptable
Riverhead Noise fighiting airport for years
no. Ban jets &
Task Forcet
helicopters. Return
to what it was or
close.
auto & aircraft
Fine with airport as is. Has at least 20
No. Not status quo
retailer
cutomers who use airport. Impacts bigger
because of noise.
than just hose at airport.
But don't shut
down- will never
come back. Only
affecting a small no.
of people. There
are solutions to
noise.

Eliminate as a cash cow and 1%; retain for
local use. Had wanted mixed use for
recreational but now concerned can't control.
FAA does not help control. Users are not
really residents- 1% don't want to wait in
traffic. NO balance possible.
Close airport. Promises have been broken.
Land is a great asset to the Town and can be
used better. Doedsn't trust FAA.

Resident

I would not close the airport. I believe that it
provides an important transportation locus. I
would increase the user fees for commercial
traffic. Would like to make hours of operation
more strict. More enforcement. I don’t think
that the airport created the environmental
issues. Concerned if closed, airport would be
developed

interest in 600 acres of nicely preserved land, no
important geographical and geological
aspects, would be concerned that if the
airport closes, what would happen to that
land? Blade aircraft company, I do envision
that there would be increases helicopter. The
volume of air traffic would increase over the
remainder of East Hampton.

Modify don't close. NO improvements have
been made in years- runway closed down.
Impose time curfews & enforce. Not hearing
from all the people, only a few are
complaining, any benefit from airport. Airport
would neve be converted into a green park.

2 of 41

Would the
Montauk airport
have to take all the
traffic?
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Hamlet or Town
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16

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

ecologist of pine Biologist, ecologist of pine barrens
barrens
Hydrological connection between barrens and
pond.

17

1

Noyak

Southampton

Resident

under Nov route.Southampton, under band of no
Noyak, Sag Harbor.
Counting flights for noise out of HTO
Over water route. 45-75 flights per day
Especially helicopters also jets
98% of incoming helicopters fly over
November route over Southampton town, 7880% of all traffic .
Unfair that other towns that do not have
control over. Putting house on market next
week, needs to move due to airport and noise

Anything agreed to is unenforceable and can Light industry to provide some jobs, earn
helicopters, jets,
be changed at will
money for townUntested proposal to reopen traffic, increased
Also, airport is unmanned for many parts of airport for more restricted use
usage, noise
the year-Round trip helicopter trips are
coming in empty or few people – average less
than one person in some cases
Lots of pollution, unjustified by unpopulated
jet or helicopter flights

18

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Pilot

Local recreational pilot- wants to reatain
airport.Reduces travel time.

EPA concerned with leaded fuel. Tere's new
technology on horizon. Favors keeping airport
open. Part 67 Stdy should be conduted to
determine how to improve conditions. Study
may be costly but will help support
regs.Aviation is expensive but a love of pilots.
Pilots have had licenses suspended by Jim
Brudige.

19

1

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

Family lives beneath flightpath; flights 7am to No; noise issue.
Develop a clear understanding of purpose of Reach a compromise that includes restrictions Noise, vibration,
1AM; fly low; can’t have conversation; can't Downside
acceptable use of the airport. Emergency & on noise , aircraft type, time of day.
quality of life concerns
enjoy outside property- swimming pool,
outweighs benefits safety uses fine; otherwise limit use.
BBQ's, etc.; disrupts sleep; vibration &
frequency disrupts daily life; Thurs- Tues
there's flight every 2-3 minutes. Negatively
affects quality of life.

Restrict use and
allow
emergency and
safety useage

Have there been
studies of env.
Impacts of airport
on surrounding
areas? What types
of aircraft are
permitted? What
are the current
regulations for
aircraft in terms of
frequency and type
of aircraft and time
of day ?

20

1

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

Noise; Safety under landing path. Bought a
No
quiet house near the airport, and when flight
path November was established suddenly
there were huge jets skimming the trees over
the house; fascinating to watch, but scary.
Concerned about pollution affecting her
family; can't hear yourself talking.

Enforcement of many issues is not a strong
point for our communities.

Stricter scheduling and regulations.. Cut back Noise, pollution, and
flights and limit deadheading - but who will
safety
regulate it?

Open with
restrictions

When there is
heavy air traffic,
how many plance
are coming or
going empty?

21

1

Noyac

Southampton

Resident

Noise, water quality, environmental impacts,
quality of life

Close airport. Blade etc. has threatened
"unintended consequences" from closinghow can things get worse?

Balancing needs of 1% against 99% is already
skewed. Only fair thing is to close airport.

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Airport curfews have not been successful

No. Status quo not
acceptableHelicopt
es have become a
problem but jets
are getting quieter.
Inrease in aircraft
traffic but also
increase in pop and
wealthy. Can
control better.
Can't land
helicpoters at
Havens beach in
bad weather

No all of the
impacts

3 of 41

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Wants to be part of discussion of repurposing environment, water
of land
Less concerned about current issues than
future land use/ecological challenges

Position

Questions

close airport

Where does
income from
airport go?
Her understanding
is that income goes
directly to airport,
not to town

close airport

Noise, water quality, close airport
environmental
impacts, quality of life
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22

1

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

23

1

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

24

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

25

1

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

we live in Maryland, we use the airport, we
no
aren’t manhattanites. Driving is not an option
for us. We also live in the flight path and we
are sensitive to the uptick in helicopter traffic
by 40%. Tipping point for folks using the
airport.

Closing the airport would be a mistake for a
few reasons: 1. airport serves a lot of
purposes, transport, medivac for the
community. Would like to see modification of
the use of the airport, restricting hours,
revisited hours. Economic study misses the
mark—people utilize the airport, not just
about spending money in East Hampton. Not
sure closure would solve issues with noise,
still would be traffic going to Montauk, and
increase traffic. Environmental impact of
closing could be worse. If airport closes
down, no control over the airspace over
Easthampton.

26

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Troubled by departing noise
But most concerned about carbon pollution
for pond and drinking water
Airport is sitting on this resource
If you were thinking of a place to put an
airport, current site is one of last places
Environmentally
Noise

Closing airport is only effective thing to do
Recreation space
Anything the town does should be done in
Affordable housingSolar farm. Emergency
conjunction with sand pit
landing zone
Very parochial nature of airport means Town
should weigh resident voices from Wainscott
heavily, because closest to airport

environment, noise,
water, pollution

27

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Board member
East Hampton
Village

Part of east Hampton community since 1968, no
board member in EH village. Primary
residence is Delaware. Facts points to a need
for change. We are here for serenity, beauty.
Deteriorated because of noise from air traffic.
We need to preserve what we have. There
are others that feel the same way!

Keep airport open for only smaller airplanes. I
think that changing pricing, changing rules,
will create a pandoras box. Lead issue is a
good one. Nneed to mitigate the noise
situation. Develop houses, sites for trucks,
etc.

quality of life, noise,
open with
traffic, increased usage restrictions

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Not in favor of shutting down or not shutting no
down
Built a house on Montauk 22 years ago
Not a bad drive on East Lake Drive nowBut
road traffic will worsen if airport closes
Safety from overcrowding
Noise over her house not terrible
Some by helicopters
Impacted by higher population – Ex: less
water pressure

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Overall, lots of different considerations
Emergency needs – airport still required
Doesn’t know why anyone would want to
close airport and open one in Montauk –
would worsen trafficNot in favor of shutting
down or not shutting down

Ideas for balancing

full-time resident, believes airport should
remain open, planes fly over house but
doesn’t find airport real issue, goes to gun
club
Lives on helicopter& seaplane path & suffers
from noise impacts. Aquifer important for
entire county.

Not acceptable. Keep airport, work on issues
within community.

work with community to keep airport open
while reducing harm to residents.

no

General theme

Position

water, noise,
helicopters, traffic

open with
restrictions

open with
restrictions

No, solution must
Town must consider solution for Montauk as Restrict operations, end volume, keep open
Noise, and water
be for entire Town well as East Hampton. Wainscott CAC has
for emergency use. Curfews. It's a local airport quality impacts
including Montauk come us with a range of alternative uses for for local user not 1%.
airport property including parks & sports.
Could have significant economic benefits.
Must not be held hostage by a few airport
users. Economic report shows its not a big
contributor to Town economy.

no

4 of 41

Questions

Helicopter pilots not obeying pilot pledge
increased usage,
(need to go up 3500 feet). Some of those are helicopters, traffic
military. They fly really low. The idea of
restricting helicopter companies to fly at a
higher altitude. Something that is enforced
ina voluntary way.EH town council always has
the option to close if modifications don’t solve
the problem.

Close for all but Answered David's
emergency
questionsuseage.
chemicals were
released at airport
and Town is suing.
Well established
that water has
been
contaminated.
Would have liked
to know mor about
Diversion study.
open with
restrictions

close airport

For those that want
to close the airport,
is there a
modification that
would satisfy you?
For environmental.
Misinformation
about the
firefighting.
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How affected by airport

28

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Northwest area of East Hampton since 1975,
coming out since the late 50s, within a small
radius in nw woods, now on south breeze,
second road up from the airport. Noise is a
big factor. Water conservation is another
concern, pollution to the water recharge
areas. Land preserved at great cost, yet with
the growth of the airport, it seems that.

29

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

30

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

31

1

East Hampton

32

1

33

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Enforcement has been impossible.Regulation
major issue. This leaves it open for the next
board to have power over the airport. This is
the problem – all commercial should be
banned. Little airplanes are not adequately
regulated emissions. WE have had to replace
wells from firefighting foam, lead raining on
the aquifer. Helicopters are 75% of the
problem. This summer with fewer
helicopters. I get a sea plane every 15
minutes. Bees buzzing around my heads. I
want peace and quiet.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Sea plane flew directly over house, planes and no
helicopters flying low causing walls of
house/mirrors to shake, airport is a significant
burden

Status quo not acceptable. Helicopter
companies have had opportunities to
compromise, have not followed through on
promises to switch routes. President of Blade
said they will likely increase flights to
Montauk, which sounded like a threat. There
has been no noise abatement. Airport users
1% of 1%.

Could take trains or Jitney from city. Has
noise, quality of life,
close airport
heard from town officials/believes there are helicopters, increased
several other locations for transporting
use
people to Stony Brook hospital via helicopter.
Not necessary to keep airport open for that
reason.

Resident

Airport more of a nuisance & burden than
No. Airport should
benefit. Property could be used for better use. close.

full closure

airport is a nuisance

close airport

East Hampton

Professional
aviation

Principal issue- jet disturbance. Area has
No to status quonatural assets that need to be protected. Lack ban helicpoter &
of noise will help increase prop valaue.
jets

Single & low noise props, medevac
Closing will have short lived impacts but long
acceptable. If not feasible, full closure. Closing term benefits
will have short lived impacts but long term
benefits. FAA not to be trusted.

jet disturbance

Single engine &
low noise
planes,
emergency
aircraft only or
close.

Has there been a
study on repurposing? Are
there economically
advantageous
other uses?

Orient

North Fork

Resident

Vibration & noise every 1 to 3 minutes Thurs - No, all of the
Monday. 75 flights/day. Water pollution noise impacts
pollution, impacts to humans from stress.

Close airport. All of the compromises and
regulations have been struck down by the
courts. NO solution other than full closure.

vibration, noise, water
pollution, impacts to
humans

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Noise is biggest concern. Also concerned
No
about PFAs contaminating the aquifer - known
since 2017, and need to be aware of how that
will move through the aquifer. We'll be in
trouble if our drinking water source is
contaminated.

Closing the airport will have to happen in
order to access contaminated areas.
Question is how long and when. He wouldn't
close it; its important to have an airport, but
keep it to hobbyists, and limit access for jets
to once a week. Commercial helicopters are
convenent for the users, but incoveniencing
hundreds of people. Can't relax and enjoy
yourself - it's a form of theft.

open with
restrictions;
small craft only

What are the actual
landing fees?
Kathee: it depends
on weight. What is
the status of the
citizen participation
plan?

34

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Dealt with issue for a long time-air, water,
noise pollutio- only solution is to repurpose
into an asset for all. Noise was only issue
initially, but now concerned with env., water
quality, ecosystems

35

1

Watermill/Noyac

Southampton

Resident,
Southampton
Airport Advisory
Committee

On Southampton Airport Advisory Committee, no
full time resident, planes flying low/unsafe
practices, prepared to move if things do not
change

36

1

Amagansett

East Hampton

Resident

Close commercial traffic. Solar panels in that Noise, water,
location would be a no-brainer. Speed of
environment
getting into and out of town could be
accomplished with a high speed train. I don’t
think that there will be residential
development of the airport. Would be OK to
use the airport for medivac and residential
uses with non-leaded fuel. If closing the
airport is financially beneficial to people and
land is used in environmetnally sensitive ways.
The town has a stellar history of preserving
land. . Mass transit would be a creative use
to get a high speed train.

None of North Fork gets any monetary or
other benefits from EH airport, yet suffers
from impacts. People using Blade are not
paying EH taxes. Unfair.
Would like to see focus on renewables.

Noise, water
contamination

Position
open with
restrictions

No. Status quo will Repurposing airport would be amazing. Will
not work. Closing protect groundwater
only solution. Get
rid of jets &
helicopters. Don't
subsidize for few
wealthy users.

Status quo not acceptable. Airport should be
closed. Leave small planes in past. East
Hampton has declared a climate crisis.
Helicopters have ample space to land in other
locations.
32 year resident of Amagansett due to peace No, gotten out of
Closing airport probably wont' work.
& quiet- now constant flights overhead Thurs- hand, must change Concerned with impacts to Montauk. Keep
Mon. Banner towing over beach exacerbates
open but reduce intensity & find creative uses
noise and Blade advertising offensive.
for airport property. Return to being a "small
airport".
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Questions

Better rail transport needed - need another
environment, noise,
close airport
rail line to and from city, less environmental safety, climate change,
impact. Housing major issue, no jobs (loss of helicopters
jobs form airport not as important as housing)
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37

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

38

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Noise & environmental concerns. Close
airport

Need to do
Maybe not realistic to close- what will it
something about
become? Noise is unbearable.
noise. Need a plan.

Noise & environmental Close airport
concerns

39

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Noise is biggest issue of concern

No. Not acceptable.
Abuse to people &
env. From so few
users unacceptable.

noise

40

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Impacted by noise from seaplanes,
No- no greater
groundwater quality contamination.
good
Chemicals have leached onto her property
and she has among the highest readings in
town. Air emissions bad- contrary to Town's
policies on greenhouse gas emissions &
climate emergency . Knows nobody who
benefits from airport. Wainscott already being
asked to accept impacts from electric cable
landing from wind generators for the greater
good but no greater good from airport.

Favors closing airport. Medi-vac capabilities
question. Montauk airport is small- prefer
that property to be restored to natural land.
Hopes there's a balance but questions
whether this is possible. End discussions and
stake out positions.

41

1

Springs

East Hampton

42

1

East Marion

North Fork

Town
Councilman
Pilot; Southold
Noise Advisory
Committee

Helicopter Noise and concerned about air
pollution from helicopters and impact on
groundwater from the superfund site. Even
small plane use the same aviation fuel.

Agrees with Jose's ideas.

43

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Noise, water quality, environmental impacts. No- all of the
Would not have purchased home in this area impacts
if noise was as bad when purchased.

Close airport. Initially believed could keep
open for recreational aircraft but now
concerned with "slippery slope". NO rules,
modifications, accommodations have worked.
Curfews don't solve problems- just focus
flights on smaller no. of hours.

44

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Formerly wasn't an issue; unearable last few
years. Negative impact on lifestyle.

Close airport- if can't ban helicipters, regulate
# flights & hours. Affects everyoe but only
elite benefit. No balancing possible. If
imposed penalties for breaking regs would
just become cost of doing business.

45

1

Mattituck

North Fork

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Significant impact over last two years, mostly no
helicopter

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Status quo not acceptable, airport users no
willingness to compromise. Airport should be
closed. Serves small portion of population,
small economic impact, environmental impact
is significant. Community deserves peace and
quiet. Closing airport would be a generational
gift.

No

NO; airport has
evolved over time.
There are
alternative: MTK,
Mattituck.
Helicpoters uses
Havens beachdon't need airport
for medi-vac
Mattituck Airport Noise impactful to conversation, sleep, health, No all of the
Committee
life in general, rattling, threats to clean
impacts
drinking water, safety concerns

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Could limit to small planes, but would be
helicopters, noise,
slippery slope to more airport traffic which
quality of life
would bring situation back to square one. No
way to balance needs of small number of
people with vast majority of citizens.

Get rid of cancer first. Close it then decide
how to best use land. Emergency & medevac
fine w/o airport. Don't need airport. Plenty of
alternatives.

Position
close airport

If FAA shuts airport,
will it ever reopen?

close airport

Do hospitals &
medical people
need airport to
remain open or is
this a red herring
issue?

Noise and pollutions

Open with
restriction

The numbers speak for themselves- no need
to balance needs of 1%. Diversion concerns
are overstated. If can't take a helicopter, will
take a limo. Publicity isn't balanced. Montauk
United & Blade are spreading scare tactics.

Noise, water quality, Close airport
environmental
impacts. Would not
have purchased home
in this area if noise
was as bad when
purchased.

Close it. Eastern Regional helicopter imposed Can't balance needs of 1% with safety of
voluntary restrictions and their own pilots
children. Flight paths are over schools on
have not followed them.
North Fork- only 600 feet above school0 very
dangerous.

Noise, health, impacts Close airport
to sleep, life in
general, threats to
drinking water, safety
concerns
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46

1

Montauk

East Hampton

Pilot, resident

47

1

Southampton

Southampton

Southampton
Town Council

48

1

Amagansett

East Hampton

Resident, Friends Can't escape aircraft noise in Beach Hampton- No, no such thing
of Amagansett
fights every 2-3 min. impacts nature &trails, as status quo. Fore
beauty of area
every 1 to 2 people
using the airport,
thousands are
disturbed.

Prefers closing but major modifications also
acceptable such changing jet share and
helicopter flights, shortening runway, removal
of fuel services, prohibiting flights with empty
seats. More non-users than users. Town &
County should buy Montauk airport

49

1

Sag Harbor and
Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident, East
Hampton
Community
Alliance Board
Member

As a business owner he's heard a lot of ideas
about lmits on flights and curfews, but the
town's legal rights to enforce these is very
limited under FAA rules. The town must
engage with ANCA and do a 161 study [see
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990].
Concerned about diversions to Montauk,
which can't handle that much.

50

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

51

1

Amagansett

East Hampton

Resident,
Came to East Hampton as a child and now as no
Committee to
an adult
Stop the Airport For at least 10 years, being in Wainscott is like
being in Astoria
Remembers when air traffic fit in with
environment
Completely changed, become a disaster
Feels for other towns under N route
But experiences lots of outbound, exiting
traffic in S. route over Wainscott
Idea that any route is over water is a joke.
Town gets nothing from light industry within
airport confines
Opening up airport would allow more profit
from industries
Town
Attending primarily to listen
No. Listening but
Councilwoman
status quo not
acceptable

52

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

53

1

Noyac

Southampton

Ex. Asset to
Supervisor
Resident,
Southampton
Airport
Improvement
Committee,
Noyac Civic

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Enjoys recreational aviation. Airport activities no
lead to noise pollution. The town is planning
to become fossil fuel-free by 2030. There is a
lot of taxi commuter aircraft traffic.
Southampton does not benefit from the
people who use the airport. The airport sits on
an aquifer/concerned about environment

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?

Closure of East Hampton would mean more no
air traffic for us in Southampton. If traffic
situation wasn’t as bad as it is, people
wouldn’t be jumping in aircraft. People don’t
want to sit in the jitney. Need to look at
traffic as a way.It’s a lot of noise.

Don't close; limit commercial traffic. Will just Balance the uses—fly into McArthur for
go elsewhere. Limiting it is key. Water
commercial. Use it for a non-commercial
contamination comes from many sources.
scale.
Water quality is a broader issue. Routes,
when adhered to, do help.Planes should not
to be so low flying over homes. They can go
straight up, but they choose to stay low.

Used to manage the airport

Listening only to be familiar with the
discussions. No position taken.
Formely aircraft mechanic- conerned with
damage to env. & people. Close aipoit

No

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

noise, climate change, open with
water, environment
restrictions

Need to close airport
Can’t trust FAA proposals
Any deal to convert or minimize airport may
devolve, unrealistic. East Hampton recently
issued environmental emergency notice.

open with
restrictions

Work with airport
users to address
issues.

open with
restrictions

Town should make climate change a priority, noise, environment,
needs to close airport. Cites BLADE ad – work increased usage
in city, live in Hamptons. Any alternative
would be far better than airport

Listening but need to reduce energy
consumption & leaded fuel. Job is to hear
from public & determine how to balance . Not
unsympathetic to either side.
Answered Barry that Diversion Study is on
Town website
No. Not acceptable. Reducing hours doesn't do enough. Many
NO compromise
Many more noise more people being affected than benefit.NO
complaints than
compromise. Has become superfund site. If it
filed.
closes it will never come back because
nobody will want it. Won't become tract
housing.
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traffic, water,
pollution, noise

close aiport

damage to
Close airport
environment & people

Questions
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54

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Professional
Industry

Noise from helicopters ( lives in NW Harbor
area); low flight of helicopters; activity and
noise has dramatically increased since he was
a child growing up in East Hampton;
dangerous, out of control.

55

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Founder Close
EH airport

When purchased house, was told wasn't in
flight path. Big changes since 2005. Now
impacted by 118 flights in 12hours. Airport
unregulated/poorly regulated

56

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Affected by airport noise.
no
Doesn’t have any direct connection to airport
or use airport
Affected by noise
Has recorded flights passing overhead - many
days with 50 or more flights (Later: not
uncommon to have over 40). Using air noise
report to file complaints. Disruption of noise
and reverberations. Never seen anything like
it before this summer. Every parcel being
developed – including air space
Unsustainable. Educating self on airport and
ecological impact

57

1

Riverhead

North Fork

Resident

58

1

East Hampton

East Hampton

Airport business Business owner. Operators are not based on
affiliation
the east end and they are running the show.

59

1

Sag Harbor

Southampton, Sag Southampton
Harbor
Councilman

Status quo
acceptable?
No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Impose a curfew, limit to taxpaying citizens,
return to the way it was. Otherwise favors
closing. Ban "uber' helicopters; limit usage to
true EH residents. Impose curfews.

No, impacts
contrary to 50 years
of env.
Achievements in
EH. Killing the
goose that lays the
golden egg.

Close airport- no middle ground-if keep open
can't use for other uses such as trails and
parks- lives are at risk. If keep open, future
Town Board can accept FAA money. How will
small planes only be enforced? Small planes
fly low, make noise, and use leaded fuel. No
balancing wit1% with concerns of the rest of
the population. Montauk is a smaller airport.,
its private and has fewer facilities. Need to
modernize LIRR as high speed rail.

General theme

Position

Airport not necessary for "uber" helicopter
dangerous and noisy
users. Limit use of airport to certain type of
aircraft; impose curfews. More year rounders
who are affected by adverse impacts than
"users' who aren't from here. Local voices are
being drowned out. Reuse the airport for
recreation and place for children to play.
Negotiate between those who want to close
and those who want status quo.

Close airport

Perhaps a mixed-use situation

noise, environment,
increased usage

close airport

Status quo not acceptable. North Fork has no for repurposing airport space and for
economic benefit to airport staying open.
improving train system.
Damage to environment needs to be stopped.

traffic, helicopters,
noise, environment

close airport

no

There are technical issues in the Sierra route.
Cloud ceiling needs to be 1000 ft but the
planes fly 300-400 ft over the houses.
Special VFR clearances are not provided for
certain operations.

airport user, routes

open with
restrictions

No

He commends the East Hampton Town Board
for looking at light ops and complaints. Most
complaints are close to the airport, but he
knows people 20 miles out that are affected it they knew who to complain to, they would.
Southampton Town Board has asked them to
fly out over the ocean rather than over
Southampton. He's concerned about the
diversion impacts and economic issues. There
are no restrictions at Gabreski - they're doing
voluntary noise abatement routes, and the
airport has a larger area of pine barrens
around it.

moved from Queens to Riverhead, so used to no
airport traffic. Things didn’t get out of control
until 2019. Helicopters constantly flying in
early, late, has witnessed unsafe practices by
pilots, air traffic causes noise pollution,
suspects that erosion on North Fork bluffs is
caused by air traffic

Noise; they've been studying flight patterns
and came to the conclusion that the status
quo is unnacceptable, especially the recent
change in helicopter roots. The November
route crosses over 5,000 homes and
businesses. Southampton is getting a lot of
the flights - 19-20,0000 operations per year
on the western part; 7-8,000 to the east.
Potential impacts of potential airport closure
on the Gabreski airport in Southampton is a
big concern.

Ideas for balancing

Close airport and use for ecological purposes
What is best for people using airport?
Drive instead of fly, Not use Montauk either,
Westhampton airportOnly alternative is to
close
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Many constituents are concerned about the Noise untenable, but
unintended consequences of potential
worried about
changes. Is a modified version of the airport diversion impacts
and/or operations even possible, or will it just
shift traffic/routes somewhere else?

Open with
restrictions

Questions

What will airports
look like in 10
years?
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60

1

Montauk

East Hampton

Member of
CCOM, Town
Energy
Committee,
Montauk CAC

61

1

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Pilot

62

1

Southampton

Southampton

Resident

63

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

64

1

Laurel

North Fork

Resident,
Southold noise
steering
committee

on north fork, southold noise steering
no
committee, connection is the noise present all
the time. Not impacted by helicopters. If the
airport closes there will be an increase in jet
noise. Living on the north fork, we have no
benefit for what happens in East Hampton.
There is no benefit to us on the north fork.
The frustration has been. It used to be
romantic to have planes flying over head. Five
years ago, with the helicopters. The
companies can’t control these pilots.
Heliflight, cold wing aviation. They’ve been
told to follow routes, but they say to hell with
it and they take a short cut. FAA does not
support fines. No consequences.

If the airport closes there will be an increase
in jet noise. All water route to the airport
would be what I need. Planes going to the
south shore should go. Better enforcement

65

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Unacceptable noise, impacts on quality of life,
serenity, peace and quiet.

Close airport. If leave open n for just noncommercial, who will enforce? Emergency
conditions would allow large planes to land.

66

1

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

ZBA chair, running for Town Bd.; listening

Listening

67

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Air traffic makes living at house unlivable,
forty years ago no issue. Airport causes
pollution, disturbance, polluting to Georgica
Pond/aquifer

no

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Concerned with carbon footprint & env.
No, its been given
Impacts
too much
accommodation.
Like loving
something to
death.
Moved to Sag Harbor 2014, airport is an
No, things are going
attractive feature for him and of a resort area. in wrong direction.
But there are
solutions- Town can
limit no. , size,
frequency of
planes; require
pilots pledge with
respect to alt. &
route. Airport has
economic valueprovides 850 jobs.
Lives under the departure path. Small planes
don’t bother the residents.
Impacted by some jets, mostly helicopters;
quality of life problem- noise, vibration, fear
for safety. Incorporates airport noise into
decisions for entertaining.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
Would like to see closure but concerned with
diversion to Montauk. Modification has
consequences too. & consequences. Agrees
with Barry & Jane-only 1% use; too many
issues with keeping it open even for small
planes
Open to balanced solutions which exist to
address environmental & quality of life issues

no

Town needs to restrict jet traffic. Supports
complete closure of the airport.
No: noise, quality of Favors closing airport for env., noise, quality
life, safety
of life reasons. Doesn't want impacts to be
transferred to Montauk. Hopes there's a way
to restrict impacts to Montauk too.

Something needs to change. Decision won't
be made before election. Would never vote
for FAA control in future.
Status quo not acceptable. Airport should be
closed. Airport land has multiple other uses.
Small percentage of people benefit from the
airport and the environmental impact is
significant. Better ways to serve community
with airport land than keeping airport open.
Airport land is owned by town and should
serve the individuals that live in town. Harm
to surrounding area is significant.
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General theme

Position

Closing airport
won’t top problem
of overhead flights,
traffic & noise.
Flight Aware might
track other flights
overhead. Airport is
regulated as a Class
D during summer
months.

jets

close airport

Environmental, quality Close airport
of life, noise issues;
concerned with
diversion to Montauk

Balancing needs of 1% against 99% is already
skewed. Needs of 1% can be met by flying to
Gabreski. Inconvenience of 1% should not
outweigh impacts to 99%.

Questions

helicopters, noise

open with
restrictions

Unacceptable noise,
impacts on quality of
life, serenity, peace
and quiet.

Close airport

Location has direct access to Sag
quality of life, water, close airport
Harbor/Noyac/town. Use land (2/3 size of
pollution, environment
central park) to host philanthropic events,
farmers markets, transform hangers into art
galleries, expand playing field for
Hayground/Ross Schools. Other possible uses:
drive in movie theater, cell tower to improve
reception

Diversion study just
released- wished
there would have
been a
presentation of
that report. Wants
facts before having
discussion.
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68

1

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Did due diligenece before purchased homehelicopter noise gotten extreme. Negative
impacts on animals too.

69

2

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

affected by noise

70

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

71

2

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Absolutely does not support the status quo. No
Noise is exploding from Net Jets, Blade, etc.
Has changed the character of the airport 180
degrees. Water pollution creates a risk to the
community, as well as the volume of air
pollution, including carbon, that is being
release.
In flightpath. Diversion study shows flight
No
every 2-3 minutes in Montauk. Choke point on
roads… need infrastructure study of diversion
impacts. Can’t enjoy outside when flights go
over. Don’t fix E Hampton and move problem
to Montauk

72

2

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

73

2

Springs

East Hampton

Resident, Chair
Springs CAC

Status quo
acceptable?
NO, status quo
untenable amt. of
commercial traffic.
Supports rec flyers.
No commercial
traffic
no

With the majority of Montauk people,
Yes, but empathizes
concerned about closin g the airport because with those affected.
you'd just transfer the problem to Montauk.
Studies show Montauk would take a huge
amount of traffic, causing tremendous
problems.
Increase in traffic over springs and over louse no
point. One small plane and a helicopter over
laus point. Not new but an escalation.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Close if can't regulate. If can onlu modify,
impose curfews.

General theme

Position

Disturbed by change – morning flights, etc. –
was never like that. Need to be controlled and
go back to what it used to be (a few years
back)
Supports closure in part because the "pilots Disagrees that jets are in and out quickly - it is
pledges" have not been respected. Short of
short, but very disruptive and relentless.
closure, eliminate all jets and helicopters,
starting with Blade and Net Jets. Impose
restrictions on low-flying planes.

noise

Keep open with
restrictions

Complete closure presents
safety/infrastructure issues - only 1 way in
and out of Montauk

Open with restrictions

Not sure what the answer is, just that
Montauk needs assurence that the problem
will not just shift from one place to another.

Ideas for balancing

Noise, traffic

Close airport if can't
Close airport
ensure strict limits on
type of aircraft

Don't just shift the
problem elsewhere.

Open with restrictions. Who is advocating for Stay open f there can be a transition from
Increased usage
large jets at airport?
what it is now to an airport that can
accommodate smaller planes. If that’s not an
option, yes it should close and reopen as what
it was, a smaller airport that accommodates
smaller.
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Questions

What regulations is
the Montauk
Airport subject to?
What is the extent
that Easthampton
can issue
regulations that
cover both
airports? What are
the legal issues that
would prevent a
compromise
solution? Can FAA
letter be posted to
town website?
What are the
future alternatives?
What is the role of
the FAA timeline?
What are legal
issues that would
prevent
compromise?

Open with
restrictions

Open with
restrictions

If kept open as
public airport, you
couldn’t restrict
helicopters, large
jets? Airport that
can accommodate
twin engines and
medical? What if its
not a public
airport?
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74

2

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

75

2

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Pilot, flight
instructor

76

2

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

77

2

Bridgehampton

Southampton

78

2

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

79

2

Washington DC

Washington DC

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
not kept up by sound but a mile from airport, no
over labor day we had non-stop helicopters. I
want to find out where the issues are. Don’t
want this to become a problem. I think there
are some time for compromise but ways to
move forward.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Open with restrictions. Medivac: There are
only certain areas where they can land. If its
bad weather, there are limitations. If EH
shuts, other airports will suffer from
helicopter diversions. Can’t hear the birds
because of the planes.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Questions

Class C charley has higher restrictions. Much
more regulated—might be option. Class C air
rules have additional restrictions that would
help to limit problematic uses.

increased usage,
helicopters

Open with
restrictions

How do you limit
the helicopters to
prevent them from
going elsewhere?

Flight instructor, charter pilot, helps with dog Yes
and cat rescue. He's fine with the status quo,
but happy to modify.

Has some thoughts and potential solutions.
He tries to fly over the ocean; takes students
over the Bay. Not a fan of the right hand
November Route for helicopters, should stick
with the Sierra Route over the ocean. Not
sure the Class Charlies would work with the
limited traffic, but could require mandated
TRSA and also get rid of VOR over Sagaponack
- that would get rid of the transient traffic. In
terms of diversion, there's only so many
choices - nobody's going to Mattituck.

Jets are in and out quickly; helicopters are the Many possible
Open with
bigger issue. Get rid of the November Route, solutions exist to
limited changes
expand Tower coverage and require TRSA.
mitigate noise impacts to operations
The diversion study didn't take into account
all of the possibilities - closing the airport is
not a solution.

Level of air pollution has escalated pace, there no
is a social contract between airport and
residents of EH, not supposed to be a
commercial use airport, for decades. The
change over the last few years has broken, if
no measures are taken, would like to voice my
concern. Noise is unbearable. Action must be
broken.
Resident, Friends Concerned about pollution; flights early
no
of Long Pond
morning/night, affects conversations. oJets
Greenbelt
going over nature preserve, flying low,
disruptive of wildlife
Resident
Helicopters flying over head Thursday to
no
Monday. Quality of life here is negative

Complete closure. the airport has been
repurposed as a commercial airport. I feel
that modifications are so severe that there is
no other path than shutting it down.

pollution, increased
usage, noise

Close airport

unclear, open with restrictions or complete
closure

noise, environment,
water

Keep open with
restrictions or
closure

Complete closure. Open only for medivac

helicopters, increased Medivac only
usage

National
We advocate for business aviation. My focus _
Business Aviation is on airports.
Association

Open with restrictions.Keep it open and find Control of air: there are very strict voluntary
modifications to coexist with the community. programs in place in East Hampton. These
can be changed quickly and easily. Once you
have regulations through the FAA process,
you aren’t able to change the procedures. The
other point that’s important to note is that its
public. Need to look into the future. Electric
revolution. Vertrical and landing aircraft.
Class C would cover a wider area than a
typical air space. Ultimately you see that
around larger airports, like Islip. EH has
operations that peak during the summer.
From FAA perspective wouldn’t make sense.
With voluntary procedures. If airport is open
for emergency services it has to be open for
everyone (not position they agree with)
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Open with
restrictions

A record of
Medivac operations
would be very
helpful. Something
more granular.
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

80

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

Quiet Skies
Coalition

35 years ago, we didn’t know airport would
become what it is. Now have jets, helicopters,
etc. flying low directly over house. Can’t have
a conversation on her deck, can’t hear friends
due to noise. Concerned about safety. Public
health – water contamination; Lead from
pistons; Property values increased due to high
wealth facilitated by airport; Climate crisis –
conflicts with gasoline use of aircraft

81

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

82

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

83

2

CT

84

2

85

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
For airport closure. Been involved with issue
for 12 years – Quite Skies Coalition.
Restrictions of type of aircraft; Timing of
flights, didn’t get anywhere, FAA then sued
town. Not sympathetic with local pilot issue –
not many, and harmful.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Airport has 47 acres of super fund site - 200
acres of airport can be repurposed – out of
~600 total acres at site

noise, environment,
water

Closure

Noise is major issue. Fairness issue is stunning. No
Nonessential benefit at the expense of many.

Closure

Noise

Close airport

Pilot; Resident,

Private pilot who flies back and forth to
No
Florida. Hobbyist spending 1-2 days a week
flying. Built the newest hanger. The airport is
an importand economic and connectivity
resources , but he does not support the status
quo. Impact can and should be modified.
Sympathises and empathizes with those who
are affected - he flies over the water if he can.

Keep the tower open more to direct traffic to
the best routes. Most residents would be fine
if you could eliminate the noise. Studies have
shown that over 50% of the complaints are
from low-flying aircraft that are not even
landing at East Hampton.

Increase the Tower days to expand control
over Class D Airspace. Airport manager has
done away with special AFR so choppers can't
go low on cloudy days.

Airport is important.
Noise is a a problem,
but can be mitigated
with aircraft control.

Open with
restrictions

CT

Pilot

pilot who uses the airport

airport user

Keep open with
restrictions,
compromise

Wainscott

East Hampton

Pilot

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Seen airport grow, private pilot. Need
no
emergency airfield. Aware of pollution,
chemicals, superfund site.
200 flights per day. Ruining our lives. Absolute No
outrage. Like outdoor activities and to leave
windows open. Noise. Notion that empty
helicopter can disrupt all of us. A matter of
fairness and values for the Town—can enjoy
beach and quiet. Incessant noise. Very low.
Invasion of visual privacy. Global
warming/carbon footprint

compromise, not closure. -Superfund issue
should be settled separately from aviation –
two separate issues. Airport management is
solution
not in favor of closing airport. FAA can
regulate airplanes. If closure, planes will fly to
Montauk and fly over.
Doesn't believe compromise is possible (for
Noise, increased usage
closing airport). Maybe compromise from
where issue is today. Can't let machines
destroy life.

86

2

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Noise. Environment. First moved in-occasional No
noise. Dad was a pilot. Sympathize with that.
But not at expense of what we are suffering. 35 jets per hour. 2 miles from airport sounds
like an explosion. Helicopters are a 5 minute
experience. Menacing and anxiety producing.
Numbers of jets just keep increasing. More
people have money to buy planes, so problem
keeps getting worse. Stops conversation.
Need to do things inside.

87

2

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

88

2

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Primary residence is in the City, but spending No
more time in Wainscott - not really affected
that much by the airport.
Planes/hets go over her house. Drinking
no
water. All affected by chemicals in water,
whether we have a well or not – town water is
affected. We should not contaminate water
for convenience of a few. Airport is affecting
land that we all need.

no

No

Possible to keep open for local pilots, but
better to close for community. We need to do
more outreach, to represent more non-pilots
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airport user, pollution Keep open with
restrictions
Close airport

noise, environment, increased usage, jets,
helicopters

noise, water, pollution Keep open with
restrictions

Questions
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Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

89

2

Springs

East Hampton

Resident, East
Hampton Energy
Sustainability
Advisory
Committee

They have a climate declaration and an
emergency declaration - run on all renewables
by 2030. We're on the front line of climate
change impacts. The health impact os noise
must be recognized.

90

2

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Recreational
aviation

91

2

Wainscott

East Hampton

92

2

Springs

93

2

94

95

Status quo
acceptable?
No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Interested in use of the airport for energy
generation and energy-efficient housing;
bring to fullfillment the climage action plan.

Ideas for balancing

airport adds to variety of activities available in No, status quo
the area. Learned to fly at EH airport. Renegatively affects
routing has created winners & losers.
many peoples lives.
Helicopter traffic
out of control

Commercial flights don't benefit Town or
airport. Modify airport to limit aircraft you
don't want. Keep in mind that weather affects
fights- can't dictate allowable times due to
weather unpredictability. Many airports have
voluntary restrictions that work- research
these. Determine what your goals are, then
work on solution to meet goals.

Shorten Runway 10-28 to make jet landing
more difficult but not too short as it is needed
during windy conditions for smaller planes.
Examine helicopter regulations- can require
remain at high altitudes until over airport then
allow to drop down? Examine controls that a
Tower can impose. Realize that flights over
water still require flying over land at some
point. Leverage regs with Blade and
commercial operators i.e. follow our rules or
you will be totally banned.

Resident

what would kill Montauk, is currently killing
Wainscott. Was peaceful. Now 7-11AM
constant helicopter. Repeats in evening. The
place prospered when people couldn’t get
here in ½ hour. Will be if they couldn’t again.
Heli only serve tiny fraction of population.

Compromise isn’t possible because of
noise, increased usage, helicopters
investment that operators have in the airport.
They will keep fighting if airport is open. Need
to close to shut off their efforts.

East Hampton

Resident

Attending as a candidate for Town Board, and No
therefore may be part of any future decisions
about the airport. Has experienced the noise
and also interested in reducing carbon
emissions - at least stop planes from leaving
empty. Doesn't support the status quo impacts have been growing for 20 years.

Primarily listening to the conversation

NYC

NYC

Stop the Chop

live in NYC in flight path to Hamptons.
President of Stop the Chop NYNJ. This is
impacting people all over the area: New York
to Montauk. This won’t be the fix to
everything, but would be a start. Noise main
issue. Lead also an issue. Noise is health
impact. Triggers fight/flight…Climate change.
90 gallons of fuel per flight.

For closure. Town tried to reach a
helicopters, noise, pollution, environment,
compromise. Federal laws prevent that. Town climate change
spent $2millon on lawyers to try to
compromise. There are no other options

2

Southampton

Southampton

Airport
Employeee

Works for FBO, largest employer at the
No
airport. Was a resident of East Hampton for
15 years, now lives in Southampton.
Personally affected by the November Route working with upper management to find
solutions. People want to keep jobs but
people don't understand the implications.

By forcing people to go to Gabreski people
would just shift to a smaller plane and
continue to East Hampton anyway. Big
mistake to cut off access without thinking
about all of the implications.

Technology is changing. They're putting in
Noise is a problem, but
charging stations and getting ready for electric technology exists to
aircraft. Could modify Class C - expanding
mitigate impacts.
tower control to ten nautical miles and up to
4000 feet, which would require a $1M radar.
Temporary closure could end ANCA
requirements, then the town could reopen.
[see Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990]

2

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

New to issue. Long time resident. Hardship for No
people who have lived in area for long time,
invested in homes, came out to retire and
want peace and quiet. Concerned about
potential traffic increases in Montauk if East
Hampton airport closes.

May not have all facts needed to move to a
solution. Prevent jets and helicopters from
destroying quality of life.

noise, traffic

No

No
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General theme

Position

Better uses for the
land than airport

Close airport

Questions

Can you modify
runways to limit
the size of jets
coming in?

Open with
appropriate
changes to
operations

What is the traffic
into Montauk right
now?
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Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

96

2

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Western end of runway. Decades long
resident. I’m not here to close the airport. I
think there should be some common sense
restrictions. No one needs to be woken up at
2 a.m. by big jets. These planes bring business
to the community. We get all the traffic, but I
just want common-sense rules.

97

2

East Hampton/NYC

East Hampton

Resident

A lot of people use airport to go back and
No
forth. It’s a convenience. Increases value
proposition to town. Importance convenience
for people who are trying to divide time
between city and other aspects of life. Makes
it possible to be here on the weekend.
Helicopter noise is too much.

Against full closure. Montauk airport does not noise, helicopters, convenience
have same capacity, small planes, helicopters
only.

98

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

concerned about possible additional Montauk no
air traffic concerned about likely
developments planned at end of east lake
drive, that's going to increase vehicular traffic

Stay open. charter flights are required to fly
right over Hither Hills and that area, they
don't have any choice, FAA decides. For Blade
(helicopter), an immense number of their
flights would be redirected to Montauk if East
Hampton closed – that data was not in Town
database – the numbers are staggering – this
needs to be entered into Town data – they
cite 60% of the air traffic is for people going to
places in East Hampton, 40% of air traffic is
from people going to points west. Points west
could easily land in Montauk and limo to their
final destination, but the study discounts the
40% of air travelers who live in points west,
this is a significant oversight by the report.
There needs to be meaningful restrictions or
prohibitions at Montauk airport. The planning
of Montauk airport is tied in with other
expansions at the end of road, including a
substantial wind farm. Drainage from the
airport and surrounding development goes
into Lake Montauk, causing a water issue.

99

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

concerned about seaplanes and helicopters. no
Eastlake drive accidents have been
horrendous, emergency services couldn't get
there (would be even worse with additional
vehicular traffic). I'm a retired firefighter

The hours of airport operation used to be
restricted- they should be again.

100

3

n/a

Cooley Law Firm

101

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Air traffic to Montauk getting worse. Too
small to handle jets. If EH wants to close,
divert to Westhampton, not Montauk. Never
been to EH airport.

Continue EH airport. Only 200 families
affected by noise from EH airport. If too
much, divert to Gabreski.

Does a small group of people in EH have the
right to make decisions to divert air traffic to
Montauk? Listen to Montauk United.

102

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

In the flightpath of Montauk airport; any
increase would be untenable. Lives right
behind Gosman's; gotta suck it up right now.

Can the town purchase the Montauk airport?
Keep both airports open, but limit the number
and size of aircraft. Limit housing around the
airport, and maybe take some housing by
eminent domain. Keep them both as small
regional airports, making sure to provide for
continued emergency management
capabilities - what happens when a big
hurricane hits and you need medivac.

Not sure how you go about making a decision. Keep both airports
To the extent the town can implement
small
restrictions that make it unattractive to fly in
and out, that makes sense, but if Montauk
remains private concerned they will have
incentive to grow. Would like to see the town
buy it so the town can control both airports,
then implement a comprehensive solution.
(Mark and Marjorie agree).

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Keep open with restrictions. The argument
that helicopters will go to a private helipad?
There is no facilities. You would also be into
an area that is very industrially used. EH
dump. On the bistrian side of things.

Yes. Handles
various types of
aircraft. Divert to
Gabreski not
Montauk.
No
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Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Noise, increased usage Open with
restrictions

Keep EH open, don't
divert to Montauk

Retain EH
airport, don't
divert

Open with
restrictions

Questions
Under both public
and private. Need
to clarify what
actually can be
done or can’t be
done? Where is
this?
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103

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

104

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

105

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about diversions to Montauk.

106

3

Springs

East Hampton

Listen only

107

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Town
Councilwoman
Resident

108

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

109

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
concerned about what will happen if EH
People in Montauk agree that status quo in
airport closes
EH is unacceptable
Too much air traffic in East Hampton
Need more regulations
Diversion to Montauk will create a great crisis. Yes. Not much
Closing EH not a solution- transfers serous
control over airport problem from one part of town to another. If
to begin with
close EH, Montauk will receive 52% of planes
now going to EH- i.e. 35,000 drop offs and
pickups which will go through other
communities. Transfer problem from a
sparsely populated part of Town to Montauk
not a solution. Montauk has a larger
population and economic base.
no

Concerned about the increased traffic getting no
transferred to Montauk. Noise and increased
traffic due to more and more jets Concerned
about the same situation happening in
Montauk.
Labor day - too many helicopters and planes.
East Lake Drive - No shoulder. Very
dangerous.
concerned about traffic diversion, will
no
negatively impact the community, very
concerned about the data available to the
community-

Concerned with impacts from diversion. If
increase flights to Montauk, will bring more
people, pollution, and exacerbates issues that
currently exist. Selfishly wants Montauk to
remain the same

Does not support airport closure. Need to
reduce helicopter and jet flights. Need to
maintain medivac and emergency access to
airport. Need to keep Montauk airport to
serve local interests, including the fishing
industry.

Not in favor of closing the airport
Reduced limit or stop commercial flights
could help
Need to limit commercial air traffic and
helicopters

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

potential increased
usage of MTK

open with
restrictions

3 or 4 studies done by Town- none mention
Montauk. Montauk is 20% of the Town- but
are not considered. Closure of EH airport
could be a windfall to Montauk airport. Town
has no interest in study of Montauk. Flights
would be over land not water going to
Montauk. Even if Town bought Montauk
airport, FAA controls due to grant assurances.
Help EH but not at expense of Montauk. Once
Montauk gets helicopters, will never get if of
them
Change status of airport to "Class C" to allow concerned about
more restrictions on flights. Work with pilots impacts on Montauk
association to change flight paths. Modify
pricing.

traffic, jets,
helicopters, safety

Keep airport open. most complaints are about
helicopters, and the Town can limit helicopter
traffic – two types of helicopters are
responsible for over half the helicopter
complaints- the step of totally shutting down
the airport is unnecessary

No. Status quo not Emphasis on preservation in Town of East
working but doesn't Hampton-should help with this issue.
want impacts to
Montauk
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Concerned
about impacts
on Montauk of
airport closure.
Does not
support full
closure of
airport, would
like to see more
restrictions such
as those
possible through
a Class C
designation.
Medivac and
emergency
access should be
maintained.
Skeptical of
existing studies
provided by
town and
concerned that
Town may not
legally be able to
make needed
open with
restrictions

Open with
restrictions

Environment, taxes, and infrastructure needs Don't take actions to
to be considered in balancing.
divert traffic to
Montauk

Retain but
improve to
reduce impacts

Questions

Need a more
granular study of
airport jobs,
interviews with
people who work
and fly into airport.
Need a traffic study
for vehicular traffic
impacts in
Montauk of
closure. What
feasible, legal
options the Town
has given that they
have received
federal funding in
the past for the
airport? Could E.H.
and Montauk,
other small airport
nearbys collectively
apply for Class
C/Class Charley
designation?
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110

3

East Hampton Village

East Hampton

Resident

Doesn’t mind small planes, jets have huge
impact, tighter constraints instead of closing
airport

111

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned with diversion to Montauk &
increased traffic. Projections that Montauk
will get 11,000 more flights/yr.. Lake Dr. one
lane in each direction. Diversion will create
horrendous traffic problems. Planes &
helicopters already park on roadway as
there's not enough room.

112

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident, Airport on airport Diversion Committee
Diversion
Airport doesn’t affect him much (lives in
Committee
Montauk)
Helicopter landings at Montauk airport will
increase significantly if East Hampton airport
closes
not acceptable to shift burden to Montauk
Diversion study wouldn’t specify amount of
air traffic, only what airports could accept
certain aircraft

113

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about diversion. Noise. Car traffic. no
Very dangerous road already. Adding more
traffic would be dangerous. Concerned about
pollution. Concerned about if Montauk
Airport was expanded. Interested in limiting
jets and helicopters at EH Airport…

airport should stay open. too much traffic in
East Hamptonfeel like the airport needs to
stay open. Don’t know what the solution
would be. Concerned about impacts on
Montauk…There isn’t a clear simple answer.
Need to consider value of quiet.

114

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concern with increased traffic on small roads
in Montauk
More driving from airport in Montauk, more
fuel
Safety issue

115

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Montauk, half a mile from Montauk airport
no
Concern with increased traffic on small roads
in Montauk
More driving from airport in Montauk, more
fuel
Safety issue
Curiosity. Wants to learn if there are any
no
opportunities to repurpose the airport
completely. Most of the homeowners are
complaining because the rules have changed
and the situation is completely different.
Earlier there were single-engine Cessnas and
now it’s helicopters and turbojets.

116

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Not affected by the airport today, but assume No
that air traffic would increase at Montauk
airport if East Hampton airport closed. An
increase in vehicular traffic would follow.

It's not fair to kick the problem down the
Town put restrictions on the ferry terminal;
road. Keep the airport open, but shut down could you use a similar approach for the air
the jets and keep it for smaller planes.
traffic?
Montauk isn't big enough for big planes; he's
more worried about helicopters. Is there a
place to build a separate heliport?

117

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Happy to listen to the conversation.

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Needs more regulation, jets are main
problem, fly low and noisy. As physician,
concerned about medivac
Possible to have medivac and not other
problematic elements of airport

NO , but concerned
with impacts to
Montauk. Flights
into Montauk clos
to buildings;
already have had
accidents & near
misses.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

jets, noise, medivac

Open with
restrictions

Consider tools for EH airport such as closing
one or more runway, reducing length of
runways. Consider economic/taxation
approaches. Increase landing fees of
helicopters $50,000 or so. Strike a dela with
Montauk airport owners before regulate EHleverage threat of change.

Yes. Status quo
acceptable, as a
Montauk resident
If town can put
restrictions on
airport, should be
coordinated effort

What control is
there over
Montauk airport
given that it is
rivate and has
accepted FAA
funds.

traffic

would town buy the airport?

Concerned
about diversion

concerned
about diversion,
open with
restrictions

traffic, potential
increased usage of
MTK

what are the
possibilities about
expansion of
Montauk Airport?

Concerned
Who will regulate
about diversion airport if FAA is
not?

The only way to get anything done is to design traffic, increased usage open with
an exit strategy.
restrictions
Otherwise, the airport will increase prices and
have twice as many flights and twice as many
cars and the rich people are going to go out
there and they are going to pay $8,800 to land
a play even if it only cost $80 a week
before.Make a website where people can go
online and acquire a landing time. It will help
to control the number of flights and times.
Put two golf courses and charge appropriate
fees.
Maybe the LIRR will have to increase their
frequency.
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Questions

Control jets and
Open with
helicopters, but not by restrictions
shifting them to
Montauk

Can the Town buy
the Montauk
airport?
Need to look at CPF
funds. But they
have very stringent
regulations
Jurisdiction is all
under the FAA. Are
there no
regulations for
decibels, times, and
the number of
flights per hour,
flying height?
Can the owners of
Montauk Airport
increase their
capacity?
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118

3

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Changes in airport over past 30 years have
been negative. Increasing noise, helicopter &
jet frequency

119

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

120

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Planes in Montauk come over yacht club over
from CT
Concerned about traffic
Concerned with diversion impacts on
Montauk & Montauk airport. Montauk airport
not designed for big planes & large volume.
Montauk roads can't handle add'l traffic

121

3

Riverhead

North Fork

Resident

122

3

Montauk

East Hampton

123

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Status quo
acceptable?
No. Totally
unacceptable. Stop
noise & env.
Pollution in all
airports

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Consider purchasing or closing Montauk
airport as well as EH. Would have considered
modifying EH airport several years ago, but
has now transformed so dramatically, has
devasting env. Impacts. Likes the notion of
compromise. Past attempts to control didn't
work. Town doesn't have the authority to
divert. Only option to close & re-envision
airport

Ideas for balancing

Don't close EH but manage. Prevent transfer
of traffic to Montauk.

Work with FAA. Where are people going from
EH airport

Won’t work, lots of promises
BLADE: “Wants to be good”
Only 1% of people are using airport, and
crushing people
Close airport and open for other purposes

Finally changed routes to Wainscott, which
just shifts problem
Only solution is closure
Eventually close Montauk

increased usage,
traffic, noise,
helicopter,
environment, water

Close airport

Resident, Hither Concerned about increase in air and vehicular no
Hills resident
traffic to Montauk Airport.

Helicopter flights and pollution are the main
problem and needs to be addressed. Do not
support full closure of airport.

Changes to pricing for flights to reduce
nuisance flights, perhaps reflecting ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance)
criteria.

concerned about
impacts on Montauk

Would not
support closure
of the airport,
but support
modifications of
flights through
pricing, for
example.
Concerned
about impacts
on Montauk.

Resident

Thinks there needs to be more regulation
People were aware that they were buying
property by airport
Airport should stay open but should be more
regulation

yes

NO, something
should have been
done 10 years ago

North Fork, crushed by helicopters and sea
no
planes; part of RiverHead Task Force; live
under C1C2 Route since changed; seen lots of
changeAirport growing and growing and
consequent decline in quality of life
Someone said Montauk will see 10% increase,
10-15% Meadow Lane
Westhampton 10-15% if airport closes9,500
helicopters per year at EH
Helicopters are burning lots of fuel and then
leaving empty
Leaded fuel – siting on superfund
East Hampton had to line water tubes

most helicopters fly exceedingly low and are yes
very noisy
Already planes with banners flying in Montauk
believes most traffic will go to Montauk if
airport closes. Airport access is on residential
street, needs traffic study. Concerned about
noise pollution, ecologically sensitive. Will be
upset if airport closes.
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General theme

Need a solution for all 4 airports. Works in
Concerned with
public health- 1st principle-"do no harm".
diversion impacts
Community & env. Is harmed. The needs of
the many override the needs of a few
individuals. Large portion of the community
feels its being ignored for the needs of a small
population trying to control everyone.

traffic

Position

Questions

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk

Concerned
about diversion
Where are people
going from EH
airport? 60%
goindg east?

helicopters, noise,
Concerned
pollution, environment about diversion
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124

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident, 20 year Concerned about impacts on Montauk from
summer
airport closure.

125

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident, 40 year Concerned about the impact of closing on
seasonal visitor t Montauk, including increased traffic on East
Lake Drive, increased plane crashes nearby,

126

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to EH airport- concerned with
Montauk diversion. Empathizes with EH
neighbors, but concerned about impacts to
Montauk

127

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

128

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to EH airport- concerned with
Montauk diversion. Empathizes with EH
neighbors, but concerned about impacts to
Montauk
Concerned about diversion… infrastructure
no
that would need to be constructed (fuel, etc).
East Lake Drive—not suitable, safety hazard.

129

3

Montauk

East Hampton

ProfessionaI
aviation

pilot, Montauk resident. Diversion will
overwhel Montauk. EH couldn’t; control EH,
don't transfer problem to Montauk

130

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO but concerned
Montauk diversion. Sympathize with EH but with diversion to
doesn't want problems with diversion.
Montauk.

131

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO, but concerned Don't close EH, negotiate with FAA &
Montauk diversion. Sympathize with EH but with diversion to
purchase Montauk airport.
doesn't want problems with diversion.
Montauk

132

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Montauk, right off old highway, how will
Montauk react to any decision

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
Closing the airport isn't solving a problem, but
rathering shifting the problem, and creating
ancillary problems.

no

Does not support airport closure. Pursue
other measures to reduce noise and
environmental impacts.

General theme

No but don’t' close East Hampton doing a poor job in including
Montauk into process

Don't close EH, negotiate with FAA &
purchase Montauk airport.

Tiered pricing system, shortened runways,
concerned about
signed contract with the Pilots Association
impacts on Montauk
with stricter rules in place of current voluntary
measures.

no
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what enforcement options are there beyond
fines. What could be done to substantially
impact people who are breaking rules

Full closure of
airport is
unacceptable.
Supports using
potential or
partial closure
(such as turning
off airport
landing lights) as
leverage for
modifying
operations/rules
.

Would like to see a
comprehensive
Environmental
Impact Statement
for impact of
airport closure on
Montauk.

Manage

Why can't FAA
control? Many regs
imposed after 9/112 small airports
would e eay to
regulate by
comparison.

concerned
about diversion

Large planes bring supplies and things needed Diversion to Montauk Retain EH and
for EH. Once airport is close, its forever,. Look impacts
regulate
fo rsolutions.Can't close because 40% of
complaints come from 10 households. Town
operating in bad faith saying closing won't
impact Montauk.
diversion impacts
Don't close

If close EH & people can't fly jets to EH, they
will find other modes of travel such as
helicopters. WE have no idea what will
happen if EH closes. Diversion study doesn't
predict. Regulate and see what happens.

Questions

Does not
support closing
the airport and
would like to see
other measures
to existing
airport
operations that
are carefully
developed to
avoid secondary
problems from
these changes.

Montauk diversion
impacts

Concerned about diversion

Position

Diversion impacts

Don't close,
negotiate

potential increased
usage of MTK

Concerned
about diversion
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133

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Aid to Ken Willis Does not live close to the airport. Attended
the meeting on behalf of the Republican
candidate Ken Willis. The Montauk airport
was not built to handle large volumes of
traffic
Most people are concerned about the
increased helicopter traffic
Does not want to see any changes in the
Montauk airport. Feels the EHA should stay
open. It is an important place in the town,
especially during emergencies.
Lots of sympathy for the EH residents.
The water contamination issue was very scary
and it could have continued for years

134

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

135

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

136

3

Sagaponack/CT

Southampton/CT

Professional
aviation

Pres. of Experimental Aviation Association.
Commutes daily btwn edh airport & Ct. lies in
Sagaponack. Airport is important to
community. Looking to future- too expensive
to live on East End of LI. Airport is essential for
the future. Only people > 45 are on zoom call.

137

3

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

not impacted now. Cited stats about jets per no
day. 60 jets per day on weekends. Number of
jets and helicopters is undesirable.

138

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about the traffic build-up that
would occur in the future. One lane in and
one lane out.

139

3

Washington DC

Washington DC

ProfessionaI
aviation

140

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

141

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
no

Diversion to Montauk concerns. If its bad for
EH, it will be bad for Montauk.

No, restrict noise
but don't divert to
Montauk
No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO- Montauk has
Montauk diversion
already changed
from a family to a
party town

Abstain: Airport
isn't the problem
it's the volume of
aircraft that's the
problem.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Open with restrictions. Need to consider
environmental issues
Avoid transferring EH traffic to Montauk
Limit the helicopter and plane trafficFind a
balance and address everyone’s
needs.Everyone agrees on limiting the
helicopter and plane traffic? Yes.
Montauk does not take big jets...

Ideas for balancing

Restrict but retain airport

East Hampton to restrict

Manage both EH & Montauk airports . Impose
overall caps on all acroliths into EH air space.
Leverage ownership of EH to manage air
traffic to acceptable levels.

Airport is a convenience for a small subset of
population but has a large impact on many.
Doesn't agree that these needs should be
balanced- already out of sync. Questions is
wrong- should be how to balance community
needs with other community needs. Limit
impacts from small # of people- options
include jitney, train, electric cars. Not a big
price to pay.
Abstain: Problems are a sign/symptom of the Balance is a key term. Town Bd is approaching
development of the East End.
this in a great way by getting opinions from
everyone. Not sure what's the difference
between building a new house or adding air
traffic on east end.

General theme

Position

traffic, noise,
increased usage,
helicopters

open with
restrictions

Retain and regulate

Retain and
regulate

Concerned with
diversion impacts

don't close,
manage

East End has already Abstain
drastically changed
since he grew up.
Increases in aircraft
volume just one of the
many changes.

airport is so far out of control. There is no
solution that would be acceptable. How
would you enforce meaningful rules. People
would just pay a fine and move on. Need to
ban commercial jet and helicopter. What
creates the greatest value to largest number
of property owners? Is that really an airport.

Agree with everyone.
Planes flying extremely low over residential
areas in Montauk.
Not in favor of closing the EH airport. Needs
to be open to accommodate different
situations.
NBAA rep. Commercial component
Yes. Status quo has Working together has been successfulcontributes the most to maintinaing airport
been changing due creating new routes, higher altitutes. Need to
infrastructure. Airport was bit with purpose of to diligence of pilot look at neighboring airports as part of
bringing people from NYC to Hamptons.
community system. Mandoatory procedures take a long
voluntary curfew
time to implement, but make improvements
year to year- promising.
Diversion to Montauk concern. Montauk is
No
Don’t close but control # of flights
private and Blade etc. will divert to Montauk if
prohibited from EH
Concerned traffic will get worse at Montauk. No but don’t' close Concerned that restrictions are not floowed
Diversion to Montauk impacts. Closing EH will
now and won't be in future. Develop solution
be devasting to Montauk
good for everyone, not just a minority of
population. The more that EH can be
managed and made workable, the better

concerned
about diversion,
close airport

no
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Questions

traffic

Compromise- reach decisions jointly. New
Work together,
technology few years away- less costly. People compromise. Be
fly to EH because that's the destination where patient
they want to go, not Westhampton

Don't close but control

Make EH work, don't divert to Montahk

Open with
restrictions

Retain airport

Diversion to Montauk Retain airport
impacts
and control # of
flights.
Retain EH, don't divert Retain EH
Airport & enforce
to Montauk
regualtions
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142

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

143

3

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident, Quiet
Skies Coalition
member

144

3

Fire Island

Fire Island

President of Fire Fire Island resident – President of Fire Islander n/a
Islander
association – here to listen to the debate
association
primarily because I understand routes of
helicopters have changed- most now goes
over Fire Island, I'm interested in how to
balance the needs of people who need air
travel vs people who live here.

145

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

near Montauk airport

146

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

147

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

CAC subcommittee
yes
People in East Hampton bought property
knowing airport was close by
Concerned about impact of noise, air
pollution, and environmental impact
No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO- impacts to
Montauk diversion
change of character
to Montauk
unacceptable.

148

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO, as first
Don't close either airport, but if controls don't FAA still has controls. If regulations don't work Diversion impacts
Montauk diversion. E Lake Drive already over responder, can't
work, close. Regulate Montauk airport.
close north airports.
capacity. Difficult to respond to emergencies handle more traffic.
in Montauk already. Noise already problem.
EMT's have difficulty in responding

Don't close,
manage both

149

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Uses airport, wants to refine operation rather yes
than close
Concerned about medivac access. Voluntary
curfew with helicopters. Thinks there would
be significant economic impact if East
Hampton airport closes. Thinks noise can be
alleviated with quiet skies technology.

Concerned
about diversion

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
No connection to EH airport- concerned with NO but don't
Montauk diversion. East Lake Dr. already
increase traffic to
dangerous: accommodates bikers, walkers,
Montauk
marina users, restaurant users., parkland
users. Can't handle more traffic.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Not affected by EH airport, just concerned
with diverting traffic to Montauk.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Home one mile from airport. Helicopters and no
jets from East Hampton Airport pass over
house, noise and pollution are intolerable.

Modify operations to limit helicopters if
possible, would like to find middle ground,
however supports closing and re-opening for
hobbyists, small planes only, if necessary.
Voluntary provisions have been tried and
have not worked. Bird habitat at the airport is
a positive.

Jobs may be lost by airport closure, but this is noise, pollution,
minimal compared to the general economy of ineffective pollution,
the town, versus the thousands of people that habitat value of airport
are severely disturbed by the airport noise.

Position

Questions

Noise and
pollution from
helicopters and
jets are
intolerable,
significant
action, including
potential
closure/reopeni
ng of airport
must be taken
to stop this
problem.

Would like to see a
more
comprehensive
study on impacts to
Montauk, including
development,
economic, and
diversions.

concern about
helicopters at EHwould regulating
the number and
type help everyone
move forward?

no

potential increased
usage of MTK

Concerned
about diversion

noise, pollution,
environment

Concerned
about diversion

Manage both EH & Montauk airports . Impose If EH has authority to manage flights, Town
overall caps on all air fligths into EH air space. has an obligation to do so. Need to limit #s.
Leverage ownership of EH to manage air
Shifting burden to Montauk is wrong.
traffic to acceptable levels.

problem is seasonal and episodic, not fair to
shut down airport and drive traffic to
Montauk
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airport user, medivac
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150

3

Hither Hills

East Hampton

Resident

151

3

Montauk

East Hampton

152

3

Montauk

153

3

154

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Not directly affected by East Hampton Airport No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Resident

Lives on flight path to Montauk. Doesn't want NO
more traffic. Montauk not designed to handle
more traffic. Noise, traffic, safety concerns.
Montauk feels like it’s the dumping ground.

Keep EH open, divert larger jets to
Westhampton

East Hampton

Resident

No current effect from EH airport (in
Montauk)
Sympathize with those affected, but
But concerned about what bringing in more
traffic would mean

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

Lives under flight path.; noise interrupts
NO- there will
speak, unacceptable vibrations, 2x or 3x more always be ways to
frequent this summer than in the past.
get around regs if
leave open.

Blade has commercialized airport- not
designed for this amount of traffic. Close EH &
Montauk airports. Find alternative uses for
land i.e. solar fields.

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

has used are service at airport frequently.
Concerned with diversion to Montauk who
owners Montauk airport

Compromise. Diversion study not sufficient.
Closing EH will cause Montauk airport to
expand,

Diversion study needs data from Montauk
airport

155

3

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

no

Jets and rental helicopters really changed
anything
Compromise doesn’t workVolunteer
restriction
didn’t work. Keep airport open, but charge
more fees
Rental = $150 to fly out, very affordable and
easy
People with money using
Afraid this won’t work, only answer is to close

Charge ludicrous fees for use and allow small helicopters, jets, noise, open with
Cessna-type aircraft
pollution
restrictions
In mean time, while law suits begin, can we
start imposing larger fees?
Not reluctant about money for [?]

156

3

Hither Hills, Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Wainscott, close to airport, 30 yearsPlanes
turned into jets
Helicopters increased
Increase into constant drone
Friday the worst – jets bombing over the
house; Some people hop off and then go
home empty; Feels like he’s living in a war
zone; Grew up in Queens, so used to it;
Terrible stench from fumes; Money is no
object to users
Was hoping town has restrictions on airport,
but haven’t
Only gotten worse
Concern of traffic

no

Open with restrictions, more regulation

he only way to succeed is to work together
traffic
with the EHA and negotiate with the airlines
to limit their hours and number of flights. It is
a common practice all over the world.
Heathrow Airport (UK) does not allow
landings between 11 PM and 6 AM.
Similar restrictions can give be given to EH
and Montauk airports.

No easy solution; you will make people mad Find a comprehensive Open with
no matter what you do. Pass a law to issue
solution
restrictions
notice to residents that "you are in the flight
path, and it's your decision to buy a property.
What to tell people? Things change, growth
occurs, mobility evolves, you can't change
that. Agrees with the idea of issuing chits to
ration landings. If the seller is motivated,
maybe can purchase the Montauk Airport
with open space fund and turn it into open
space.
Montauk has been short changed in this
process. Wants more participation from the
Town Board.

no
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Problems with
Diversion

Retain EH
airport, divert
large planes to
Westhampton.

traffic, potential
increased usage of
MTK

Concerned
about diversion

Questions
Can any use be
made of
conservation
money - the
Peconic Fund?

Unacceptable impacts Close EH &
from noise & vibration Montauk
airports

Can Montauk
airport expand?
Since its private,
can town of East
Hampton regulate
Montauk airport?

Open with
restrictions

The Town of EH
tried to charge
more for landings
but the FAA did not
allow them. Can it
be done at
Montauk airport?
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157

3

NC Resident - Paid NC Resident - Paid Professional
by East Hampton
by East Hampton aviation
Community Alliance Community
Alliance

Commissioning studies and reaching out to
community. Closing is draconian.

158

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about impact of closing on
no
Montauk, particularly increased vehicular and
air traffic, increased airplane crashes into the
gate, Crabby Cowby, or pond.

159

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

160

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

161

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

162

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident,
Concerned
Citizens of
Montauk

163

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Yes. Users of airport
have adopted pilots
pledge and things
have improved.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
40% of noise complaints come from 10
households. Closure is extreme. Pilots pledge
works- includes curfews and noise limits.
Current solution is to work with the Town.
Pilot pledge goes away if close airport. If close
airport, will have massive lawsuits and will
never reopen. Need to deal with noise. Get
reasonable people to the table.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Questions

Does not support airport closure. Does not
trust the Town to buy and manage
redevelopment of the property.

Improve railroad schedule to provide other
options for travel.

concerned about
impacts on Montauk

Not in favor of
full closure of
airport,
particularly not
redevelopment
by Town.
Supports
modified
operations,
restrictions on
flights at EH
airport, skeptical
of the
enforceability of
voluntary
measures.

What are the
current voluntary
agreement/provisio
ns for pilots?

Diversion to Montauk will have major traffic No but don’t' close Hearing is too late- need to start over and
concerns. Quality of life in Montauk ahs alrady
develop a compromise.
changed-Having airraft overhead every 2 to 3
minutes for $80 million in revenue not worth
it. Frequents Gin Beach- already affect3ed by
Montauk airport. Electric aircraft years away.

Reach a compromise- hearing too late

Don't idvert, retain EH Retain EH
airport
airport, don't
divert

Lives under flight path. Concerned with
excessive traffic from diversion; impacts on
wetlands & infrastructure.Montauk airport
not built to hanc- never built to handle
commercial traffic.
Lives in Montauk. Developed concerns by
reading about the problems over the years.
No personal connections
Concerned about impact of closing on
Montauk, exacerbating existing hamlet issues,
including development pressure, vehicular
traffic, pollution.

Retain EH airport with modifations

Don't close EH and
divert to Montauk

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk

n/a

n/a

NO, stay open with EH doesn't need to close- can remain open
modifications
with modifications.

n/a

n/a

no

Does not support airport closure. Restrict
times and types of flights.

concerned about possible additional Montauk no
air traffic
My relationship with EH airport, as a Montauk
resident, is how much of the terrible traffic is
generated by the airport.
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Airport contributes $77 million per year to
economy and 800 jobs. If close airport, there'll
be a lot of litigation.

Improve railroad schedule to make this option concerned about
more viable for working people.
impacts on Montauk

Full closure of
airport is
unacceptable.
Supports
restrictions on
flights at EH
airport.

Need more
comprehensive
traffic study. What
is source of water
quality issues at
Navy Beach?
We couldn't put a
McDonalds
downtown because
of traffic, therefore
wouldn’t traffic
generated by the
airport be a major
concern?? A traffic
study needs to be a
requirement.
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164

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

165

3

Montauk

East Hampton

166

3

Springs

East Hampton

167

3

Wainscott

168

3

169

3

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Near misses at Montauk Airport every year.
NO- complaints
Concerned about increase in volume from
from Queens to
diversion. Diversion study slanted- doesn't
Greenport to
account for regular growth in activity and size Montauk.
of aircraft beyond diversion.
Something must
change.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Difficult to say- unsure what authority Town
has over other airports. Need to manage
traffic, pollution, noise, quality of life,
protection of communities.

Resident

No connections. A serious fear of what will
happen to his community due to the airport
expansion. Closing the EHA or banishing the
helicopters will transfer the traffic to
Montauk.

Keep airport open. The Diversion Office needs The problem has to do with the Town
supporting the EHA.
to ask the pilots to determine the potential
increase in traffic at the Montauk airport.
The operators say that 62% of passengers will
land their planes in Montauk if the EHA is
closed down. In peak season, there will be
4484 additional operations in Montauk, which
is a 106% increase from the current
operations. It will require adding 9
helicopters, leading to enormous traffic.
The report made assumptions that if the EHA
is closed, people will go to Westhampton but
that is not true. The people who made the
report are not familiar with the area.
Montauk is in the middle of a swamp. There
was an airport crash in Great Reed Pond and
it was very difficult to get the equipment out
of the pond.
East Lake Drive is unsafe for pedestrians and
bicyclists.
The road is used by heavy vehicles to reach
the airport.

Observing tonight's discussion

East Hampton

East Hampton
Town Board
Resident

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident, Rough Concerned about impact of closing on
no
Riders Landing
Montauk, particularly increased vehicular and
air traffic. Existing traffic to Montauk airport is
noisy.

no

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Role of government is to balance needs of
Concerned with
community. Community needs & interests
diversion impacts
should take precedent over needs of business.
Role of government is to protect the needs of
the population..

traffic, pollution,
environment

No- excess noise & Town needs to take control of both Montauk
traffic.
& EH airports. Need to control time of day &
of flights. Try to control time of day,
frequency, # of flights of broth airports. If
can't, close airport.
concerned about traffic. Its crucial to protect no
closing airport is unrealistic. We are who we
Montauk from problems in East Hampton.
are. Montauk is part of East Hampton—need
Don’t have infrastructure for traffic. Noise
to think together. There is too much air
pollution from planes flying over beach. Can’t
traffic—especially jets and helicopters. Need
image jet noise. Don’t divert problem to
limits to what is allowed in E Hampton. We
Montauk. Need to address core issues in East
don’t want to move problem to Montauk…
Hampton—too many jets and planes. East
Need to stand up and say enough.
Lake Drive too narrow. At night when there
are bikes, its scary and treacherous.

Position

Concerned with Who reads email
Diversion
sent to HTO? Do
they go to all 5
Board members,
consultants?can EH
require diversion to
Westhampton? Can
East Hampton
establish
requirements for
private Montau
airport?
keep airport
open

Impacted by noise, mostly helicopterscontinuous stream from morning &
throughout day; env. Impacts to Georgica
pond.

Existing traffic to the Montauk airport is a
problem. Would not want to see an increase
from closure of the airport.
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concerned
about diversion

concerned about
impacts on Montauk

Questions

Would not want
to see diversion
of flights/air
traffic to from
East Hampton
Airport to
Montauk
airport.

EHA tried to limit
the hours and
number of flights
but the Court of
Appeals struck it
down. The Court
said they cannot do
it without the FAA
approval.
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170

3

Mattituck

North Fork

Status quo
acceptable?
Mattituck Airport Noise disruption from helicopters, sea planes, N0 close airport.
Committee
jets; safety concerns, drinking water concerns,
no insurance requirement for private pilots

171

3

Hither Hills, Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

concerned about increased traffic to Montauk

172

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

173

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

174

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

175

3

Amagansett

East Hampton

176

3

Montauk

177

3

178

Affiliation

How affected by airport

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
Regulations won't be effective therefor need Close airport
to close airport. FAA Part 161 won't be
effective because it won't be property
analyzed.

General theme

WE are all part of the town, and he is
Yes, but recognizes
sympathetic with people living near the East it need to change.
Hampton Airport as well as those in Montauk.
He doesn't care if the millionaries can't fly in.
Planes take off and fly right over gurney's.
Some sort of compromise is needed. Volume
of traffic is ridiculous- can't even make a call.

Happy enough with the status quo in
Montauk, just banner planes and coast guard
helicopters; but when they eat as Gosman's
they can see it's a safety issue.

Solve the problem by Open with
restricting landings
restrictions
everywhere; don't just
shift flights to
montauk.

Not complete closure of EH airport. Control #
of flights

Resident

Owns a plane at Montauk. Concerned with
No
diversion to Montauk by helicopters. Flying
unapproved routes
lives on West Lake Drive, concerned about the
current volume of air traffic
here to listen
no

East Hampton

Resident

in flight pattern

no

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about incoming traffic, especially
helicopters, can’t imagine consistent traffic .
Air pollution would impact surrounding
natural areas. Montauk airport really just an
airstrip, not sure how Montauk

no

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Diversion to Montauk if EH closes. Increase in
helicopter, and overall traffic, noise concerns

179

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Diversion to Montauk concerns wil increase
air traffic. Planes fly over land not water and
noise will get worse.

No. Question why
closure is even an
option

NO to clousre. Retain and restrict.

180

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

concerned about the effects of a closure or
restrictions at EH airport.

no

Closure should be a non-starter, would be a
disaster waiting to happen, even restrictions
would effect Montauk with helicopters and
seaplanes. More restrictions are needed at
Montauk Airport first, then Town can do what
it needs to do at East Hampton airport.

181

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

182
183

3
3

Montauk
Montauk

East Hampton
East Hampton

Resident
Resident

Diversion to Montauk if EH closes. Increase in
helicopter, and overall traffic, noise concerns.
Increase in vehicle traffic in Montauk and E
Lake Drive a concern
concerned about issue
no
It would be catastrophic for Montauk to allow no
2-3% of people with helicopters and jets to
move their traffic to Montauk

Drastically reduce traffic b y providing chits
for a limited number of landings, and when
they're used up that's it. No real knowledge
of the East Hampton Airport, but concerned
about traffic and safety at Montauk if things
change at HTO. The amount of landings can't
keep growing - the acceptable level has
already been excluded. Cap the landings
overall, thn negotiate with Montauk Airport bid out the chits, don't leave it the way it is,
there has to be a cap.

Position

Questions

Noise disruption from Close airport
helicopters, sea
planes, jets; safety
concerns, drinking
water concerns, no
insurance requirement
for private pilots

concerned
about diversion
concerned
about diversion
thinks there needs to be more regulation
Beth thinks status quo is ok because it keeps
helicopters out of Montauk

helicopters, traffic,
Concerned
pollution, environment about diversion

Express train needed to divert some of air
traffic
Work with businesses. Only a handful of
people are complaining. Compromise

Diversion unnacetable Retain and
restrict.
Comprosmise
with businesses

Surprised there has been no query of
Montauk airport to see what their position is,
Town should work in tandem with the
ownership to make sure any restrictions to EH
airport are at least as rigorous in Montauk,
whose roads and infrastructure are not set up
for that.
Regulate and restrict air traffic and
Don't close but control both airports
Diversion to Montauk
restrictions at both airports. What is done to
impacts
EH airport will affect Montauk
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Open with
restrictions

Retain and
regualte both
airports.

how many people
are really
complaining, what
is the gravity of the
situation?
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184

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

185

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

noise from helicoptes to Montauk already a
problem. Diversion increase this by 10X.

186

3

East Hampton Village

East Hampton

Resident

187

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

No problem with the status quo, but ate
dinner at the club house sometimes and
conversations had to cease until the
helcopters landed.
any changes to airport will impact adjacent
no
park. If we expanded airport would have
impacts on park. But not opposed to airport
now.lives several miles from Montauk airport.
Not that concerned about it. Real danger in
Montauk is helicopters… What is happening in
EH is totally unacceptable. Jet and helicopter
noise. Environment concerns

not realistic for a wealthy community like this Size of planes and frequency. Hours
to not have an airport. Doesn’t make sense to
close. But its not sustainable and not fair to
neighbors. Has to addressed. Reduce

188

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

User of airport, concerned with diversion to
Montauk

Closure would be a disaster. Why is it on the
table? Compromise best solution.

189

3

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

Lives under approach & takeoff flight path;
jets biggest problem

190

3

Southampton

Southampton

Professional
aviation

Livelihoods dependent on airport. Nerve
wracking. Montauk doesn't have a towerdiversion to Montauk will be a big problem.
No dedicated routes for Montauk exist

191

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Traffic concerns on E and West Lake Drive.
no
Important to keep roads to ourselves. They
can’t be wider and there can’t be more roads.
Roads have peds, bikes. Jets should go west to
West Hampton. No accommodations for
commercial planes

192

3

Montauk

East Hampton

ProfessionaI
aviation

Lives in Montauk, wants to keep airports as
they were originally. Business interests of a
few, such as Blade are ruining it for all, don't
mix the tow. Small pilots do good for
community- ARF rescu, other emergency
rescues. Helicoptes & jets have gotten out of
hand.

193

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Interested in Tom Bogdan's opinion
Concerned with diversion

194

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Lives very close to airport, can’t imagine
helicopter traffic . East Lake Drive traffic very
heavy already, and used by pedestrians

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Lives half of the year in Westchester and New No
Jersey. Interested in the quality of life issues.
Not affected personally by airport operations,
but aware of helicopters. Are there any
actual proposals for Montauk Airport?

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Likes the idea of chits to control the number Control flights, but not Open with
of landings. Would be very concerned about at the expense of
restrictions
any increase in activity; worried abou the
Montauk
environment - an increase can’t be good for
things.

No, restrict noise
Don't divert to Montauk
but don't divert to
Montauk
Yes, but recognizes Can you just tone it down a bit.
it needs to change.

Yes, not concerned
with EH airport
noise
NO- flight pattern &
# of flights regs
needed
Closure is not
acceptable. What
can be done to
make population
happy and retain
airport?

Don't close, control . Reduce # of jets &
change flight patterns.
Strive to keep tower in operation whenever
airport open. Consider reclassifying airspace
to control for 10 nautical miles and 4,000
feet. Larger aircraft are ethe most quiet. Jets
increase alt. as fast rate, quieter than
helicopter. Larger aircraft means don't need
as may flights. Trying to get a demo for
quieter planes. Ready in 3 to 5 years.

Don't divert to Montauk

Don't divert to
Montauk

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk
Compromise is needed Open with
to reduce impacts
restrictions

helicopters, diversion

concerned
about diversion,
open with
restrictions

Room for compromise. Ridiculous to close if 3- Concerned with
5 years planes will be quieter. Can people be diversion impacts
compensated for noise?
Noise & # of flights
problems

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk
Control don't
close

reach a compromise that surrounding
Concerned with
communities can live with. Decision-making is diversion impacts
nerve-wracking. Have beehives at airportharvesting honey. Trying to schedule activities
for all to use airport

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk

Close airport

No, need to make
changes

Ban commercial aircraft

Stop accepting FAA funds; don't close EH but Differentiate between Retain and
regulate now that FAA is out of picture.
general aviation and
regulate
Closing is extreme. Will have economic impact commercial aviation
onher and her husband who own a
hangar.Wished people knew more of what
private pilots did- help with emergencies. Very
important to differentiate between general
aviation & commercial aviation.: one causes
the problem the other doesn't.

Compromise. If only 10 households affected,
do something to protect those 10 households.
Don't impact all of Montauk.
Yes

We need airport
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helicopters, traffic

Concerned
about diversion

Questions
Does Montauk
have the ability to
limit flights?
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195

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

196

3

Montauk

East Hampton

197

3

Sagaponack

198

3

199

200

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Lives on flight path to East Hampton.
No, curb
Montauk can't handle more planes- no
commercial traffic
parking, more traffic, environmental concern, to both Montauk &
pollution. Noise from helicopters & jets.
East Hampton.
Traffic will continue
to sneak in- not
acceptable.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
Can't close either airport but can regulate.
Regulate both airports
Need to find a solution. Need to consider the
community not just the commuters.

Resident

work on town dock. Planes are very low. What no
are unintended consequences of that? been
here 40 years. Air traffic is increasing.
Unintended consequences. Need to have
detailed study of impacts on airports that
traffic will be diverted to.

Don’t want Montauk to become the heliport.
Don’t know the history of the project. Seems
like wealthy people have lobbied to have a
problem go away. Montauk puts the
environment first. People put land first,
environment first. Any advancement of
closing airport and pushing to Montauk,
needs detailed study of environmental impact
on Montauk. Shellfish hatchery less than ½
mile from airport. Piping plover habitat
nearby. Traffic. East Lake Drive can’t handle
it. Montauk increase in turbo-props.
Concerned about helicopters. Neither airport
is acceptable. Both unsustainable.

Southampton

Resident

no

Closure. Can’t take waiting another 2 years to
solve problem
Divert to Westhampton right now
Compromise does not work – has only
increased

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

under flight path Sagaponack North
Impact on life is untenable
Late at night, early morning flights
Restrictions have not helped
Curfews, etc.
Instead of making airport better, has made it
worse
Disturbing ecosystem, people, and life

No

Kee open and impose regulations and
enforcement

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Diversion to Montauk concerns.& congestion. No, restrict noise
but don't divert to
Montauk

Limit commercial activity, time of day
controls, flight path controls, altitude
regulation, enforcement. Airport doesn't need
to close
Can restrict noise from leaf blowers, must be
a solution for aircraft noise. Retain
consultants to find out what is done
elsewhere.

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned about impact on Montauk of
airport closure, impact on conserved
properties. Concerned by noise and exhaust
from existing airport traffic, impacts on
groundwater.

Need to reduce flights into the airport.
Concerned about closure of airport.

Supports congestive pricing, more
enforceable regulations for traffic, a "glider
law",

no
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General theme

Position

Questions

Can't handle diversion Retain airport
to Montauk
but regualte

Airport benefit to a few. Negative impact on a
lot. Future is uncertain. Need to understand
what is possible in Montauk
–regulations—now and an in the future.

concerned
Where do people
about diversion, who land in airport
close airport
end up?

increased usage

Close airport

Impacts to quality of
life, noise, people,
ecosystem

Keep open,
regulate and
enforce.

East Hampton must redress issue- hasn't done Retain and regulate
so in past. Montauk is strongly oposed as well
as concerned,

concerned about
impacts on Montauk
of closure, and
environmental impacts
of existing airport
operations

Retain and
regulate

What is done in
other communities
to restrict aircraft
noise?
Would like to see
more thorough
cost benefit
analysis. What has
the increased air
traffic brought to
East Hampton?
What have people
gained? What are
the big businesses
and donors that are
driving the increase
in flights? Need
more transparency.
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201

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

202

3

North Haven

East Hampton

Resident, Deputy North Haven resident. Increased traffic going no
Mayor of North to EHA. Change in the traffic pattern.Noise
Have
and air pollution are big problems. East
Hampton did not take big jets 10 years ago.
Northfork residents have been troubled by
these helicopters.
These residents do not get any benefits from
the airport.

Need an East-end community working
together to stop the helicopters.
Did not have this problem 10-15 years ago.
Noise and air pollution are big problems.
All residents need to work together. Not just
the ones that use the airport.
NYC residents sending children to school in a
helicopter (twice a day trip).
Need to work with the Town of EH to find a
solution. The Town can certainly limit the
number and times of flights.

203

3

East Hampton

East Hampton

Professional
aviation

East Hampton resident, pilot, member of EH
aviation Assoc.

204

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

205

3

Hither Hills

East Hampton

Resident

Moved to Montauk due to remote location,
yes
enjoys outdoors in Montauk. Already noise
traffic from helicopters
People are attracted to Montauk because of
its remote location
She lives in the City primarily and has seen a No
huge increase in traffic. Wonders about sea
planes and other innovations changing things.

Limit helicopters, time of day for helicopters, Do not close the airport even temporarily.
possibly limitation on # of helicopters,
Regulate helicopters. Use Part 161 to regulate
regulate flight routes, restrict commercial
aircraft
Would not be ok with increased helicopter
traffic

206

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Doesn’t think people care about airport.
yes
Concerned about traffic impact
Diverting traffic to Montauk would negatively
impact ecology. Concerned about medivac. In
the town’s interest to maintain ownership and
regulate airport better. Use revenue to reduce
town tax burden on residents. Would like to
see airport stay open with regulations

207

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Diversion to Montauk of helicopters if close
EH airport

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
No direct connections. Two-fold interest. EHA no
expanded in the last decade beyond the scope
of the airport. Negative effects on people. Air
traffic. Quality of life in Montauk.

No

No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
The status quo is unacceptable.
The volume of traffic at EH is increasing way
beyond what is environmentally acceptable,
both from a noise and air pollution
standpoint.
Need to reduce the traffic volume.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

The only way there will not be unintended
traffic, quality of life
consequences to the Montauk airport is if the
Town purchased the airport and control the
operations.
The town of EH has done everything to
accommodate increased volume from all
avenues.
The businesses are doing well. But they were
doing well 10 years ago too.
Need to be a focus on limiting in a holistic way
so that all parts of the town are considered.
Look for creative solutions to purchase the
airport.
traffic

Retain airport,
regulate helicopters

noise, traffic,
helicopters

Measure traffic and noise levels and put a
. Wholistic problem needs a wholistic solution. Find a comprehensive
limit on any given day or month. Give people Need to make sure all of the issues have been solution
alternative means of tranportation vetted, then produce an aggregate summary.
carpooling, train, bus. Montauk airport is too Need to communicate the inputs, what the
small to expand services. Not sure of what
arlternatives are, and then why the decision
would work for East Hampton airport. You
was made. Montauk is a community of
can't get a motel room in Montauk, they don’t communities, and a lot of folks struggle with
have enough workers. Provide better ferry
the technology.
service
supports keeping airport open, town needs to
medivac, environment
answer questions, want board to support yearround residents

Don't close but control # of flights
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Don't close but control

Position
open with
restrictions

Open with
restrictions

Retain airportdo not close
even
temporarily
Concerned
about diversion

Open with
restrictions

Concerned
about diversion

Diversion to Montauk Retain airport
impacts
and control # of
flights.

Questions
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How affected by airport

208

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

not effected by EH airport. More concerned
about traffic (flights). Concerned about
closure and the impact that would have on
Montauk. Montauk airport wasn’t created for
number of helicopters at EH airport. In a
touristy area. Can’t handle traffic. Concerned
about pollution in water. Clubhouse—having
meal and could taste jet fuel. Montauk—more
dense. More of a problem in Montauk. could
be a solution to control it. If what happened in
EH happened in Montauk would be even
worse because we don’t have infrastructure.
Don’t have runways, facilities, etc. Should see
what

209

3

BLADE

BLADE

Professional
aviation

President of Blade- EH airport affects the
business which has operated for 7 yrs. at EH.
Concerned will divert to Montauk if EH
restricts or closes. 100% of Blade operations
will divert to Montauk if close EH. All
customers report they will still fly.

210

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident,
Concerned
Citizens of
Montauk

Concerned about impacts on Montauk,
particularly East Lake Drive, from airport
closure. Existing airport operations are
becoming an extreme concern.

211

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Montauk
Chamber of
Commerce

Montauk chamber of commerce Interested in n/a
everyone’s thoughts

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Airports have lots of different rules. Don’t
need to close EH Airport. But should control
it. Need to put rules in place.

Ideas for balancing

Restricting helicopters to EH will cause 100% Work together; embrace new technology.
diversion to Montauk and same # of flights
over EH as currently. Airport generates over
$80 million/yr.- all coming from commercial
use. Blade has contributed >$300K Covid
relief to EH. Aggregating many people in one
flight that would otherwise charter separate
flights. Industry has made great progress .
95% compliance with pilots pledge & working
on Town's noise abatement regs. all in a few
months. Work together for creative solutions
for reduction in noise. Town can embrace
new technology- electric aircraft with zero
emissions & solution to noise. Educational
sessions about advanced technology to the
community needed. Small minority of people
vocal about noise- during covid, there was a
drastic reduction in aircraft activity yet
complaints didn't drop. Complaints don't
represent majority of community. Closing EH
won't solve anything- same amount of aircraft
will come to SH & Montauk. Commercial
activity doesn't mean huge aircraft.

no

General theme

concerned
about diversion,
open with
restrictions

Closing won't solve
any problems. Town
should work with
aviation industry to
develop a solution to
noise problem.

Montauk airport is for sale. The Town should
consider purchasing and preserving the
Montauk airport land in perpetuity as a
preserve for its ecological value.

n/a
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Position

Retain airport

Concerned
about impacts of
E.H. airport
operations on
residents, but
also concerned
about airport
closure on
Montauk
residents.
Would like to
raise possibility
of Town
purchase and
closure of
Montauk
airport.
n/a

Questions
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212

3

East Hampton

East Hampton

Professional
aviation

Professional pilot- relies on airport for
business. Impossible to run business without
aircraft he uses. Also volunteers as first
responder and used medevac. Airport saves
lives. Helicopters are noisy. If ban jets, people
will fly into Westhampton-shift problem
elsewhere. Impossible to land helicopters
without instrument landing under many
conditions- need airport. medevac won't land
in many conditions

213

3

NYC

NYC

214

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

215

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Status quo
acceptable?
No, noise is
unacceptable. Need
more control.

Listening to learn

Concerned with Diversion to Montauk if EH
No. Noise is an
closes,
issue
No connection. Small and heavily trafficked
no
traffic in the summer. No acreage to absorb
the sound of the planes. East Hampton is
surrounded by trees and is a much better site
for the airport. . Most of us do not need the
airport. A small segment of the population is
demanding these services and disturbing the
remaining, relatively, large group.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Airspace is as important as airport itself. If
close airport, will have less control over
airspace. We could work with facility to
change to Delta airspace. Look into FAA regs.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Operate control tower more hours and more
part of year. Work with FAA. Don’t' allow
commercial operators to take advantage.

Closure will loose
control. Increase
operations of control
tower

regulate, don't
close

Work out something to regulate the traffic
and type of aircraft at all 4 airports. Climate
crisis not a time to increase air traffic
pollution anywhere.

Work together. Community should take
precedence over individuals

Balance all airport
traffic

NG

traffic

open with
restrictions

Concerned with
diversion impacts

Don't close EH will divert to
Montauk

potential increased
usage of MTK

Concerned
about diversion

potential increased
usage of MTK

Concerned
about diversion

Need to think about the general population.

216

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concern with noise; Montauk airport is very
constrained, terrible road access, dangerous,
concerned about diversion to Montauk,. Only
one rad into and out Road conditions
dangerous. Issue is as big as climate change
and sea level rise. Diversion study doesn't
discuss helicopter landings on Navy Beach,
Sag Harbor & Westhampton/

No, town has tried
to regulate and has
been struck down
by courts.

Closure should be on the table as status quo Compromise with all constituents.
unacceptable and voluntary restrictions
Compromise that doesn't lead to destruction
failed. Close and reopen with more
of Montauk.
restrictions. Nature of compromise- everyone
unhappy. Consider Town acquisition of
Montauk airport.

217

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned with diversion to Montauk if EH
closes, airport needed for emergencies in
case other routes get cut off

Doesn't want to
impact Montauk

Don't close. Wants to keep Montauk special- Work together.
closing EH will harm Montauk. Work together
to find a solution that's less painful.

218

3

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Only solution is to close airport. Regulations Can't underestimate financial means and
don't work. Commercial interests always find influence of aircraft service companies to get
a way around regs.
around regs. Must close airport.

219

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

220

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Negatively affected by flight path & airport for NO
years. Concerned with pollution of aquifer &
precious drinking water supplies. Regulations
on EH airport haven't worked in past.
Helicopter pilots show no respect for
community or laws.
interested in finding information about the
no
airportNot super affected by EH
Concerned about future concerns
Live in Montauk, so not affected by EH
no
airport; But concerned how Montauk can be
built up; Runway can be built, bathrooms built
Could change

221

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned with diversion to Montauk if EH
closes, and expansion of Montauk airport to
accommodate need

NO

Difficult to balance both sides. Concerned
that Montauk will suffer by regulating or
closing EH. Control # flights & times

Don't close but control

Diversion to Montauk Retain airport
impacts
and control # of
flights.

222

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Concerned with jet noise flying to Martha's
vineyard; diversion to Montauk if EH closes

Yes- closure will
harm Montauk

Restrict commercial flights but retain airport

Don't close but control

Diversion to Montauk Retain and
impacts
restrict
commmercial
flights.
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Questions

How many people
need these planes?
Maybe a handful
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223

3

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

224

3

Springs

East Hampton

225

3

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

watched change, had to drink bottled water.

226

3

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

Springs corridor overdeveloped. Want to
no
preserve the town as a whole by this decision.
Economic: the airport does not service the
community of East Hampton, it serves other
communities.

227

4

NYC

NYC

228

4

Sagaponack

Southampton

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?

Would it be safe to increase flights at
Montauk Airport? He's concerned that
Montauk will be come a dumping ground.
Resident,
no great connection to airport, occasionally go no
President of
over for fundraisers, but sympathetic to
Duck Creek Farm disruption and traffic. reported that airport
Association,
can accommodate more emergency landing
Member of
spaces for helicopters, but not true. Not
Accabonac
about local pilots anymore; out of control by
Protection
high commercial use. Fossil fuels high use by
Committee,
planes.
Member of
Springs CAC
no

New Yorker for 68 years, looking to move out
east
Listening in to understand impact as he
actively looks to purchase land

Resident

Home in November route, moved to home in no
2019 unaware of issue, now impacted by
noise (30-40 helicopters a day), concerned
about impacts on aquifer and climate,
monofunctional use of airport land.

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Questions

Respects need to keep airport open on hobby Time for town to respect rights of local pilots environment,
basis – desire to fly for pilotsnot in favor of
to practice what they want to do, but also
pollution, traffic
protect everyone else’s right affected by
should include supervision, regulation of
expansion. oWe have to consider effects of
timing and height, and environmental
closing airport on other places. Rational policy
regulation
to protect small local pilots, but also protect
everyone else. Land of airport could be used
for affordable housing

Keep open with What do we do
restrictions
with land of
airport?

Closing airport should be made in context of
environmental crisis we’re in; need to address
issues through regs
Open with restrictions. Need to reduce
carbon footprint of jets. 40% of people are
going to Southammpton. Noise and usage
both problems.

water, pollution

Keep open with
restrictions

Noise, environment,
over use

Open with
restrictions

Lived next to La Guardia, patterns and time
affect people’s lives
Structure helicopter/small planes route over
ocean
Can’t control jet flight path
Limit types of traffic
Supports closing the airport. Concerned that Would consider closure and reopening airport
modifications to operations will not be a
if changed to a much smaller footprint and
sufficient and permanent solution. Would
extremely limited operations.
like to see land used to create a 600 acre park.

n/a

n/a

noise, environmental
impacts, money
influencing process

Airport should
be closed and
converted to
parkland. Or,
reopened as a
much smaller
footprint/imited
use airport and
parkland.
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Who is using the
airport? Where are
the people going?
We need to know
the ultimate
destination? We
need more granular
information and
need to look at the
economic situation.
The tourist traffic?
: Can we close
some of the
runways?
Wouldn’t that in
effect limit the use
to medical ? What
does the Town
want? Jets coming
in from the
weekend are bad
for the
environment, bad
for the town. What
does the town
want or need?

What is the
minimum amount
of space needed by
a small private
airport? What
options are actually
feasible, given the
FAA funding
arrangement?
What options are
feasible to get to a
modified airport?
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229

4

Easthampton, NYC

East Hampton

Resident

2 miles from airport (East Hampton Village)
Hear aircraft everyday, right over yard
Been in area for decades, always have heard
air traffic
Vulnerable area
Will have category 3 hurricane in next 20
years that will close roads, supplies
If roads are wiped out, we need airport
Airport is critical part of infrastructure

230

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

231

4

East Hampton Village, East Hampton
NYC

232

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Status quo – needs to change
Many people affected
But, if we close airport, unintended
consequences
Increase car traffic
Public safety perspective
2-3 places where emergency flights can
happen in area
East Hampton airport needed for hundreds of
people who use EHA for medivac

Increase in aircraft traffic to Montauk if EH
closes; diversion impacts; traffic problems in
Montauk

Yes, don't want
diversion

Infrastructure study should be performed
before any decisions or changes made

Resident

Lives under flight path. Noise is out of
control.Environmental impacts concern.

No

Close airport temporarily to evaluate access
point & practical limitations

Resident

Montauk resident. Share the same
concerns with the group.

no

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Economic incentives/disincentives
climate change, traffic, open with
Increase cost – BLADE will not run multiple
noise , Medivac
restrictions
flights per day if certain expense
Create airport authority that uses funds from
traffic for public purposes
Conservation land
Has experience in government that put in
disincentives for bad conduct
Set of rules that majority of people can follow
Ex: reduce fixed wing traffic by 50%
Change of technology in sound of aircraft and
fuel might change context
People need to be imaginative and consider
everyone’s positioneveryone in favor of
reducing commercial traffic to some extent
Retain airport, prevent
diversion to Montauk;
conduct infrastructure
study
Noise out of conrol

jets, helicopters

Ban F72s or heavy helicopters - might solve a
lot of issues
The town of Southampton want to do it at the
helipad
Noise . Hears jets 1-3 AM. Can't enjoy a meal NO
Close temporarily and see what can be done. Would need to cut back activity by 50-60%outside
Curtail large aircraft.
would lessen noise level but is that possible?
Would still need a number of flights coming in
at same time
Planes & helicipters annoying but are needed No should be
Don't close. Understand the frustration, but Look at decibel levels & duration of time. Can
to support the economy. We're a resort
restrictions. Too
even if did impose a $20,000 fine, it wouldn't regulate noise from leaf blowers. Solution
economy and airport is needed. But need
many people in the mae a difference. Regulations other than
should be mutually supportive. Ground beef
more restrictiosn.
community are
financial needed. Zero tolerance.
costs 3x as much in Citarella as it does in
unhappy
Cleveland- living here is a choice.

233

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

234

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

235

4

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

likes the airport. Relationship with it has been No
symbiotic except during the last 10 years
when things have changed significantly- it’s
now untenable, unbearable. Also here to
defend my neighbors. Less than 1% of the
population is the problem, exclusive use of
600 acres dedicated to less than 1% of people.
feel for local pilots.

would have said 20 years ago that the status
quo is acceptable, but every year it gets worse
now, and now the status quo in
untenable.unlimited helicopters and jets at
the airport, operations never end, we’re
negatively impacted. South Hampton bears
the brunt of all of this because they descend
over S.H. on the way in. Unfair that aviation
industry has made zero concessions about
this airport- residents can not get one
concession from private air operators/ air
lines- airport closing is the only option I see.

Users of Airport are not residents, 1% of
noise, increased,
population, just don’t want to wait in traffic
helicopters, jets
99% of residents don’t use Airport and are
being dumped on
Told that we should have asked our real
estate brokers before buying home
Feel bad for people like John Dunning but not
wealthy users of Airport
Can’t see any balance

236

4

Riverhead

North Fork

Resident

strongly affected by and opposed to
no
airportLive over 22 miles away from airport
Before changed routes, used to hear air traffic
throughout the weekend
All helicopters used to take north shore route
Goes right over head on cloudy days, 400 feet

Status quo needs to change
Environmental .concerns – lead pollution.
Planes fly low.

everyone in favor of reducing commercial
traffic to some extent
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Position

Retain airport;
do not divert to
Montauk
Close or close
temporarily to
evaluate
Open with
restrictions

Noise and impacts
unbearable.

Temporarily
close and see
what can be
done
airport is important for Don't close,
local economy. Don’t regulate
close but deal with
noise

close airport

environment,
Close airport
helicopters, increased
usage

Questions
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Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

237

4

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

Helicopter & airplane noise & traffic

238

4

East Hampton Village

East Hampton

Resident; Pilot
family

239

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

240

4

East Hampton

241

4

242

4

Status quo
acceptable?
No but don't close

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
Airport is an important transportation conduit Doesn't want to shift problem to Montauk
for Town. Changes: limit hours, limit type of
aircraft, charge higher fees to increase tax
revenues for Town, consider buying Montauk
airport. Not sure what Town can do; don't
develop the land.

General theme

Position

Protect groundwater
recharge, develop
affordable housing

Undecided,
leaning towards
closure

Husband a small plane hobbyist, and the
families been flying for years; knows many
people in the industry, mechanics, etc.
Remembers the good old days…

No

Jets are the biggest concern, then Blade-type
helicopters. It would be great to have more
options. Small planes don't seem to be the
problem. Her relatives always went to
Gabreski - GHO was for locals.

Closing it seems draconian. Limit the capacity return to small planes Open with
somehow to bring it back to the way it was
restrictions
before. She understands it was extension of
the runway that allowed jets to come in.
Residents' voices need to be heard, because
this is our home. Should have a separate fee
structure for locals.

Pilot, Resident

Local private pilot. Bought property in East
Hampton in 2013, for proximity to airport
Frequent user of airport facility, COVID has
made it so he does have to commute to
primary residence. Previously doing 40-50
operations a year, 47-year-old plane. Yearround resident, as a pilot fundamentally
against over-regulating airport but
understands....sees dramatic increase in de
facto traffic over last year or so, gotten to
point where fee structure, FBO, is actually
catering more toward problem aircraft and
not towards local pilot who uses airport as
parking garage for lack of better term.
Would like to see how airport was used in
years past, by residents of East Hampton to
hop/skip/jump wherever they need to be
As economist, thinks there is middle ground,
it’s become economically viable for larger
aircraft
Tax it, use landing fees, facilities, raise usage
fees to make it uneconomical
Would likely sell property in East Hampton
and move towards Debresky

No

Would like to see airport use modified to
benefit residents of East Hampton
Thinks operation should be modified.

Thinks prices should be increased, first with
helicopters, tax $1000 a seat. Majority of
incoming users on helicopters are going to
Southampton
Encourage nonresidents to use alternative
airport

East Hampton

Resident

Impacted by noise on personal level,
concerned with pollution nor all

No

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident

NYC

NYC

Stop the Chop

airport user, traffic,
increased usage

Open with
restrictions

People will still go to Hamptons if can't fly.
People have more options now- many
Seeks solution to address noise& other issues working from home, don't need to commute
but not close. Keep open for emergency
on Fridays.
purposes. Ban helicopters & limit jets.

Intolerable noise
impacts. Ban
helicopters, limit jets

Keep open but
fan helicopters,
limit jets.

We cannot hear what’s happening when
No
helicopters and planes are landing and taking
off. contaminated water is a bad issue here,
our child had Non-Hodgkins lymphoma in his
20s from the contaminated water.

if we limited the airport to just a private
airport there might be some jets and
helicopters but nothing like you see now.

water, noise,
helicopters, pollution

open with
restrictions

Aircraft noise, pollution aircraft. 501c3
No, quality of life,
represents thousands impacted by
noise pollution
helicopters, esp. Blade. Shakespeare in the
Park is disturbed. Helicopters fly extremely
low create vibrations & unacceptable noise. >
9,000 signatures on petition asking for peace
& quiet.

People will still go to the Hamptons if can't fly. Since most of airports are regulated by FAA,
Planes have lead toxins, people are dying
what can East Hampton do? Town has lost
multiple lawsuits- issue very important. How
does ANCA apply?

Noise, vibration, toxin Close airport
pollutions intolerable
for may thousands.
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Questions

Since most of
airports are
regulated by FAA,
what can East
Hampton do?
Town has lost
multiple lawsuitesissue very
important. How
does ANCA apply?
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243

4

Sagaponack, NYC

Southampton/NYC Resident

Summers in Hamptons, chose to live near
airport for commuting convenience. It's loud
but there's a tradeoff.

244

4

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

245

4

Washington DC

Washington DC

246

4

Bridgehampton

247

4

248

Status quo
acceptable?
Yes & no. Airport
should remain open
but with some
changes

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Important to remain open. Make changes to
reduce noise from helicopters which receive
50% of noise complaints but comprise only
30% of flights.Sikorkski S76 helicpoter
comprises 75% of helicopter fllet & creates
large noise impacts. Its used for rideshaaring.
Ban or limit flights formthis aircraft.
Represents a minor adjustment to
management but with a large positiove
beneifit to address noise impacts. Examine
next loudest aircrat and limit or ban. INcrease
landing fees. Only jets using airport are
privately owned.

Noise; protect water recharge area

No.

Repurpose for affordable housing, protect
water recharge area. Leaning towards closing.

Professional
Aviation

works with National Business Aviation
Association. Airport plays important role in
region. Brings in visitors; offers opportunity
for medical air lift; supplies during natural
disasters.

No. Status quo can
be improved.
Community has
shown sensitivity.
Loo at a regional
approach inlcuding
Montauk.

Electric helicopters few years away; fixed wing Airport is important
Retain airport
palnes are close to being certified. Shortfor community. Tweak
sighted to close airport now and take away
voluntary regualtions.
opportunities for future generations.

South Hampton

Resident

Bridgehampton since 1979
No
Concerned about community, in 1979 very
few things flying over house in. Now planes
flying so low they can see numbers on plane.
Helicopters are terrible
Nurse - thinks valid for trauma situations.
Concerned about noise and the environment.
Thinks small number of people putting large
carbon footprint

Keep airprot open. Important role in air
transportation. Other airports see more traffic
which means other nodes will accept more
aircraft. Loo at Martha's Vineyard or
Nantucket. East Hampton has VOR . Have
ability to adjust flight paths. Come together
and tweak what has been suggested
voluntarily- not cumbesome regulatory
procedure.
Upset by traffic flying directly over home,
doesn’t know what they need to do as
community to care for each other (lives in
Bridgehampton, it’s an East Hampton airport)
Taxing won’t necessarily change behavior of
people with deep pockets

Thinks we should support Long Island
Railroad.
More trains great way to go, better for the
environment

noise, medivac,
climate change,
environment,
helicopters

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Every helicopter landing is 10X more annoying NO, should be
htan landing of any other vehicle- brain can't restrictions
track it.

Don't close.

Not fair or reasonable to close. Its part of
what the Hampton's are. Its part of why
homes are so valuable.

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Never used airport; noise impacts the worse
ever this year. Noise, pollution to aquifer
biggest concerns.

No. Not
Close airport
acceptable.Noise &
pollution

airport is important for Don't close,
local economy and
regulate
part of who we are.
Don’t close but deal
with noise
Noise and aquifer
Close airport
impacts

249

4

East Hampton Village, East Hampton
NYC

Resident

Lives under flight path. Noise is out of
control.Environmental impacts concern.

No

Close airport temporarily to evaluate access
point & practical limitations

250

4

East Hampton

pilot

locally based pilot

No

The town does need to come up with
concessionsstakeholders need to get
together, pilots need to make concessions,
Gary is very cognizant about adhering to pilot
pledge and curfew. in July, the FAA did
approve the use of unleaded fuels for piston
airplanes, there will be no more leaded fuels.
concerned at the end of the day, the
helicopters are creating problems for
everyone, including me and my colleaguesthere’s too much money at stake for Blade.

East Hampton

Affiliation

How affected by airport
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Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

There's a way to balance through a modifed
revision of operations- ban or limit loudest
airraft. Economic report by Town didn't show
loss of tax revenues from sale of expensive
waterfront homes if owners can't fly their jets
to come to Hamptons. Ocean-front homes
likely to be owned by 1% adn can go
anywhere but choose South Fork for ease of
getting to. Property taes comprise 55% of
budget- if decrease from loss of ocean-font
homeowners, will have a big economic impact
on Town.

Importatnt to keep
open; small changes
can make big
improvements to
reduce noise

Retain airport

Serves only 1% of pop. Not sure how to
balance the needs. Would cutting traffic in
half e enough? Would netjets comply? Airport
not meeting sustainability goal.

Noise out of conrol

There are two reports, one from EH alliance
and one from Town, one showing 21 million
and one showing 80 million in revenue, it
actually is a big deal. Children love airports,
why not have a playground, why not have
educational

airport user

Open with
restrictions

Close or close
temporarily to
evaluate
open with
restrictions

Questions
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town
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How affected by airport

251

4

Noyac

Southampton

Resident

Jets flying at low altitude.

252

4

Noyac

Southampton

Resident

253

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

254

4

Montauk

255

4

256

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Too much helicopter and jet traffic
Used the airport once to fly to college
How was it sustained earlier?
Stop these helicopters from flying over
residential areas

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Can they ramp up the trains?

jets

Open with
restrictions

Airport serves some people but is a big
problem for many.2021 changed flight paths

No. Doesn't work.
Better things can
happen. People
who have plans can
find a way to fly
someplace else.

Have tried many things- Fly friendly, changed Loss is small by comparison to # of people
routes etc. If charge more, that would go to being disturbed.
airport. Sense of fear- what could happen if
opened up 600 acres. Close airport for a
period of time and see what happens. Less
than 1% of pop uses the airport

Too many people
adversely affected.
Don't be afraid to
close.

Close airport

Resident

n/a

No

Agreed there is no status quo- things keep
getting worse, there’s more and more traffic,
and no protections.
Don't divert to Montauk
prioritize residents' needs over corporations

n/a

n/a

East Hampton

Resident

Diversion to Montauk if EH airport closed

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

No airport too
noisy, and
unnecessary
no

4

Watermill

Southampton

Resident

Don’t live near the airport. Impacted by the
airport traffic even though it is not anywhere
near the airport. NOISE.
Environmental Impact
Proximity to the aquafier. Water
contamination is a big problem
Feels like lives in Queens- moved to South
No- impacts to
Close airport of if kept open, limit for medical
Fork for natural beauty, clean air, water and quality of life, noise, uses only.
quiet. Danger from low-flyng planes
clean air, clean
water, carbo
footprint, lead
pollution, safety,
climate emergency.

traffic, increased
usage, noise,
environment, water

Open with
restrictions

257

4

Watermill,
Southampton

Southampton

Resident

Enduring a barrage of helicopters, sea planes No
and jets; very unhappy, have to stop speaking
at barbecues when they fly over.

He's least happy with 1.helicopters, followed Could you limit the airport to residents by
by 2.sea planes, then 3.Jets and 4.use of
charging big fees for non-residents?
unleaded fuel. This is not Bridgeport; people
come for vacation, relaxation and the
environment. Let's look to the future - rail,
electric cars, etc. - and lower our carbon
footprint. Worried that you couldn't make
changes permanent - would rather just close
the airport and return it to open space for
wildlife. Town has declared a climate
emergency - which option is best for the
climate?

258

4

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Resident

Planes with propellers are fine; make it a local Would be happy if the airport could be for
return to small planes, Close airport
airport for local pilots. His father was a
prop planes only, but wondering how it would but close if issues can't
hobbyist, but it's been ruined for them.
work, and also how to make it permanet and be resolved permently
not subject to future change in leadership.
Can you use electric vs. non-electric aircraft as
a dividing line as well?

259

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Resident since 2001. Impacted by the
No
November Route, though there doesn't seem
to be a set flight path for jets. Jets,
helicopters and sea planes, with associated
noise, stress, worry about health problems.
No problem with small planes and private
pilots. The helicopter traffic has increased in
the last 6-7 years, and jets seem to be a Covid
phenomenon.
East Hampton resident and restaurant owner. No, but don't close
Concerned with economic impact of closing
airport on Town and her restaurant.

Only serves 1% of community, South Fork
Noise, water quality ,
place of natural beauty,. Airport operations
air quality, quality of
counter to Climate emergency. Repurpose for life impacts
ballfields, parks, solar farms for benefit of all
not 1%

Needs to keep open but impose restrictions. Hoping for common ground. Closing airport is
Find compromise- deal with noise issue. Don't extreme-not the answer. Has had planes over
close
her home all summer- sympathetic to noise
issue - wondering flight paths can be
changed. Closure will have huge effect ton
business. If her clientele end trip in
Westhampton, won't come to East Hampton.
But people shouldn't have to deal with noise.
Need to see what is possible legally.
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Noise, pollutions,
climate impacts

Questions

Close airport

Close airport

airport is important for Keep open but
local economy. Don’t regulate.
close but deal with
noise

How would you go
about limiting
access to small
planes?

Why does the
airport have to be
closed entirely in
order to change
operations?
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Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

260

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Lives directly in flight path of jets flying into
EH. Noise significantly impairs his ability to
enjoy his property. Leaded fuel is a poisonous
toxin

261

4

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Pilot

262

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

263

4

Noyack

264

4

265

266

Status quo
acceptable?
No, close airport

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Was formerly a recreational airport. Blade and
others have driven up traffic enormously.
Small town shouldn't have such a busy
airport. Cutting down on jets & helicopters
would help town- bring more people out to
enjoy the peace and quiet.

Flying is hobby Part of region’s environment,
country’s culture
Lives near airport to use it

no

Resident

burnt out on working with airport, history of
this issue is plagued by corruption, nothing
changed over 15-20 years of trying, only
gotten worse. Pessimistic about anything
happening

No

Southampton

Noyack Civic
Council

no

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Resident

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Air traffic noise at home, Noyack Civic Council
concerned about quality of life impacts from
flight departures from EH, including pollution,
noise as a nuisance and impacts on child
development.
I live in Bridgehampton, on the flight path of a
lot of jets, especially on Monday mornings,
Friday afternoons
South exit route for helicopters affects daily
life; noise disruption from sea planes, jets,
helicopters in general

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident, Town
airport advisory
committee, chair
of Northwest
Alliance

No

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Benefits only a few # of people and impacts
many. Airport serves .01% not the vast
majority. Self policing isn't working. If here
were a solution, would favor, but private
interests always trump. Doesn't want to divert
traffic to Montauk. Ban commercial traffic.
convert land to affordable housing for people
who work here

Airport noise and
disturbance
intolerable. No
solution. Create
affordable housing,
solar farm

Close airport

But wants to find tolerable solution for all
everyone in favor of reducing commercial
Doesn’t want a large number of people upset traffic to some extent
Most of increased usage of airport is
commercial
Wouldn’t be opposed decreasing commercial
traffic

airport user

open with
restrictions

no status quo- things keep getting worse,
there’s more and more traffic, and no
protections.FAA altitude requirements are
never enforced. at one time there was
concern about all the lost income if airport
closes- it’s baloney, it’s ridiculously low, it’s
nothing.
Noyack Civil Council would like to see the
airport closed and repurposed.

noise, traffic

close airport

I don't like the seasonal big jets that come in.
East Hampton is not a big place for big jets.

jets

No, unsustainable # Enough land for both airport & affordable
of jets & helicopters housing; water recharge area should be
preserved.

long time summer resident, chair of
No
Northwest Alliance, on Town’s airport
advisory committee for a long time, wife and
he lived in City on East River, across from taxi
service to East Hampton. the real problem is
noise

if we opened the discussion for what other
kinds of things the space could be used for,
we'd discover that most people in the town
want this to be used for other uses.
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Questions

pollution, noise, health Airport should
& child developmental be closed and
impacts
repurposed.

Enough land for both airport & affordable
housing; water recharge area should be
preserved. Consider solar for buildings
if we can't figure out a way to control the
airport and so we shut it down, what then?
We have 800 acres of prime real estate- what
would replace it??

n/a

Noise, water impacts, Regulated &
reuse some
land; preserve
drinking water
noise
close airport

But also what do
we do about the
serious housing
problem in EH?
What do we do
about this land
being precious with
respect to the rarity
of natural
environments
here? What a park
this would make
for the public.
What about a good
school facility for
grades younger
than high school,
with athletic
facilities, which the
Town doesn't
currently have?
And senior citizens
need amenities, the
senior center is
next to the dump
currently.
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267

4

Southampton

Southampton

Resident

Many SH residents can't use their patios or
backyards due to aircraft noise & distrubanc.
Water quality & pollutuion concerns

268

4

n/a

n/a

Resident

Noise issues throughout the week
no
If EHA was closed, all traffic will be transferred
to Montauk. But the MA floods.
Major environmental issues with the beaches

269

4

Amagansett

East Hampton

Resident, Friends affected by flying in and out of airport
of Amagansett

no

270

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

only used airport for car rental. Concerned
with diversion to Montauk

271

4

Ridge, NY and
Montauk NY

East Hampton

Resident

Concern about impact on Montauk, concern
about overhead noise from routes to EH at
their other home in Ridge.

No. Not
Pragmatic ideas- addressing helicoptes & jets
sustainable. Reduce are the biggest issues. Start by taking
noise immediately pragmatic solutions immediately. Can't just
close and see what happens.
no
Need to reduce air traffic, particularly
helicopters and jets. Would support airport
closure but skeptical that the airport would
stay closed. Concern about development
pressure and whether Town could steer
developoment appropriately. Skeptical that
pricing measures would be sufficient to
restrict nuisance flights.

272

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

concerned with diversion to Montauk impacts NO- people fly all
times of day, at all
altitudes

Status quo
acceptable?
No. unaccepable.
We need to make
changes in the
name of global
climate change

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Close airport

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

No idea how to balance needs of someone
with a NYC Penthosue and ocean-front
hamptons home. Its not for us to do.Too
many people adversely impacted. Scale down
activities. Use for essential services only.
South Fork is very special, can' t replicate. Rich
won't just leave it and go someplace else.
Even if they did, someone else would buy
their homes and pay taxes.

multiple impacts:
noise, disturbance,
water and airp
pollutuon

Close airport

Questions

noise, environment,
water

Status quo is not acceptable
everyone in favor of reducing commercial
Aircraft coming in every 1-3 minutes between traffic to some extent
7AM and 8PM
Concentrated periods of year, particularly bad

Concernt that aircraft would get diverted to
Montauk or Westhampton

Concerned with
diversion impacts

Support closure and reopening a smaller
footprint airport with limited operations.

Doesn't want diversion to Montauk although Airport is an economic asset. People flying in
feels for EH impacts. Divert fight paths install are spending money, many own homes.
curfews, limit decibel levels, ban leaded fuel Airport provided access in emergency
situations its a lifeline after a hurricane or
disaster. Supports better mass transit. Don't
increase impacts to other parts of Town.
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noise, increased usage open with
restrictions

Retain airport
and regulate

Airport should
be closed and
reoped with a
small footprint
and limited
operations.

Keep open but
improve regulations,
improve alterative
mass transit

Keep open and
regulate.

Have heard a lot of
concern about
emergency
situations in this
and other
conversations
Want to hear back
from town about
concerns with
emergency
situations
What would be
plan if airport is
closed or reduced
in size?
Hear from town
and FEMAIf airport
closes, could we
use 100 acres to
create staging
area?

Who is generating
the bulk of the
current traffic, and
when did current
levels of traffic
start? How much
change could be
made without
closing the airport?
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273

4

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Resident

274

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Lives in East Hampton. Problems with the
noise.

no

275

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Noise pollution from airport

276

4

Noyac

Southampton

Resident,
Southampton
Airport
Improvement
Committee,
Noyac Civic

affected by flights flying over; lots of damage

No, many other
uses for space
no

277

4

ERHC

ERHC

Professional
aviation

Eastern Regional Helicopter counsel.
Attending to listen

Flight routes not created by industry. Change
every year, created by airport manager.
Correct that Wainscott south has heard more
traffic this year- was deliberate to spread out
noise between 3 routes.

278

4

Sagaponack

Southampton

Resident

Sagaponack, southwest of airport . Really
No
ruined life, bought house 10.5 years, airport
was loud but not as bad, weren’t jets or
helicopters. A few years later, when Georgica
route was changed, put helicopters through
Sagaponack. Large jets are really bad, runway
not meant to take large jets like Gulf Stream 6.
Flying 850 ft over house during summer

Hours of operation is important
Thinks limiting hours will increase
concentration of traffic to allowed hours
Something needs to change

Increase railroad capacity
quality of life,
LIRR needs improvements, could run more
helicopters, jets
frequently
Son-in-law used to take train but couldn’t get
seat. Would like to sea airport closed and
reopened for locals and for local residents. No
more commercial

Open with
restrictions

279

4

NYC

NYC

Pilot, Hanger at
the Airport

Home less than a mile than the runway so
no
flights go over home. Aviation hobbiest that
uses the airport for vintage airplanes and
regularly flies east on weekends. Concerned
about redevelopment scenarios for the
airport, skeptical that the space would be left
as trails. Less concerned about environmental
impacts of flights and values airport.
Understanding is that pollution is largely from
firefighters training facility, not the aircraft.

Does not support closing airport. Higher fees
should be charged for landing. Routes should
be revised for more even distribution of
flights, and for flights approaches at higher
altitudes. Rules changes limiting operations,
time and day, for flights. Concerned that
temporary closure of airport is just a
pretense/first step to permanent closure.

Would support reduced landing spots and
more distributed routing that doesn't
concentrate flights over the same people's
houses.

Airport should
remain open.
Supports higher
fees for landing,
limiting number
of landings per
day, hours, and
revising routes
to reduce
recognized
problemmatic
noise impacts.

How affected by airport

Status quo
acceptable?
Lives 5.5 miles from the airport. Many years of No
engagement in issue, have friends who use
private planes, friend that founded Blade
Has advocated for control of the airport
Clear that airport users have no intention of
“flying friendly”
Other means of control necessary. Impact on
environment a reality, especially on birds
One needs to look at other options
NO helicopters, no jets 7:30 am - 7:30 pm
Restoration of quality of life they all came to
Hamptons for

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Too many instances of egregious behavior
Pilots have no regard for population below
them, for safety, air jockeys that strike in over
home
Ship has sailed.

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Questions

Doesn’t think super wealthy will take train,
environment, quality Close airport
huge imposition on people’s lives, quality of of life, helicopters, jets
life, environment for small number of people.
No amount of money that’s too great for
these people
Small number of people, who may have
property but aren’t full-time residents
Ron Weasonthal founded Blade is a good
friend
Could site pilots of seaplanes, jets that fly very
low over house.
Woman gave East Hampton the land to teach
local enthusiasts to learn how to fly
Any ability to alter the flight patterns of the
noise
MA?
Limit traffic at both airports. But is it possible?

Keep undeveloped portion untouched; don't Few are tarnishing the way of life for many
despoil any more natural land.
Status quo is not acceptable
everyone in favor of reducing commercial
Unfortunate that people like Jonathan would traffic to some extent
be affected by closure (pilots)
But people who are negatively affected by
current conditions far outnumber the users of
the airport
Don’t see how you can justify keeping it open
Closing airport is only option
Need to address climate change, act as
community nowFAA Height restrictions don’t
apply to helicopters
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Position

Open with
restrictions

Noise & impact; better Close airport
use of land
climate change, traffic, Close airport
noise

airport user, aviation
enthusiast, concerned
about closure/
redevelopment
scenarios

How can the public
be assured that a
temporary closure
of the airport is not
just a tactic for
eventually
permanently
closing the airport?
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

280

4

NYC

NYC

Stop the Chop

Lives under 30ths st helicopte flight path
Many helicopters heading to EH.. Very
angerous.

281

4

Southampton

Southampton

Professional
avialtion

Lives near November Route. Livilhood
depends on airport . Works at airport-Sound
aircraft. Provides fueling services.FAA will
control even after grant assurances expire.

NO-Pilots chose to
fly SVFR even when
not needed and are
SVFR are being
abused. Helicopters
fly 300-400 feet
above people's
homesunacceptable.

Change status quo but don't close. Airport
Must find a way to balance. Wants their to be
important for medical emergencies. Working harmony in Town. Modern technolgy is
with a test group to see which routes are less catching up.
impactful. Charters have zero incentive to be
efficient and carry more passengers and have
fewer flights. Prioritize quieter aircraft.
Explore alternative routes.

282

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Increase in aircraft traffic to Montauk if EH
closes; diversion impacts; traffic problems in
Montauk

Yes, don't want
diversion

Infrastructure study should be performed
before any decisions or changes made

283

4

Wainscott

East Hampton

Resident, Pilot

3rd generation pilot; noise getting increasingly No too many
worse.
people unhappy

Ban large helicopters, jets with bionic boom,
sea planes. Reduce # of aircraft at any one
time- i.e. make charter service buy time slot &
limit them to that time. Base landing fees on
noise. Create a decibel level app for flight
tracking. Bernadette working on a more
comprehensive tracking system. Develop a
point system/penalty system where penalties
are assessed by altitude, time of day. no. of
touch asnd goes, ramp iddling etc. These
things can be managed w/o FAA restrictions
but not totally- there's still ANCA act - favors
industry. Courts will need to sort out.

284

4

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Pilot, Resident

Impacted by jet traffic noise

Not in favor of closure- understands
economics involved. Jets make a lot of noise
and serve very few. Has had to file many noise
complaints. Pilots not following Pilots pledge
in terms of routes and altitude. Most of the
helicopters are following pledge.

285

4

(late to meeting)

n/a

Resident

If they would just cut out helicopters would
be huge improvement
Hard to be in backyard
Could live with jets and other planes
Helicopters flying below 2500 feet

Status quo
What needs to change or stay to same? Do
acceptable?
you favor full closure?
100% unnaceptable- Full closure. Even small planes use leaded
moral issue.
fuel. EH airport one of highest emitters of
lead in NYS- 35th of 900 ranked places. Santa
Clara, Ca. colsing airport due to lead impacts
on children- higher than levels in Flint Mi. FAA
won't enforce rules. Even a small electric
drone makes a lot of noise- new technology
won't solve the problems.

No- not working

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

Retain airport, prevent
diversion to Montauk;
conduct infrastructure
study
Keep open, regulate

Retain airport;
do not divert to
Montauk

Nobody would allow a commujity to dump
their sewage . No easy balance. 30,000 flights
per year and increasig. Blade is gearing up to
greatly expand services. No middle ground.
Impacts hundreds of thousands of people
including env. Justice communities. Climate
change threatens our survival.

Faster & more luxurious trains would get
Keep open, but
people out quickly as an alternative. No
regulate and enforce.
reason for massive jets in this area. Solution Jets worse offenders
requires compliance with the law- pilots
pledge is not law. Need an enforce le law that
is enforced.
helicopters
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Keep open,
regulate and
enforce.

Keep open and
regulate, jets
particularly.

Open with
restrictions

Questions
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Hamlet or Town
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Affiliation

How affected by airport

286

4

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

Pilot, resident

Been flying since the age of 15, and involved
in the community. Flies a cirrus. Not directily
affected but recognizes the impact of noise on
residents beneath flight paths.

287

4

Sag Harbor

Sag Harbor

professional
aviation

288

4

East Hampton, New
Jersey

East Hampton, NJ Resident

289

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

290

4

NYC

NYC

Resident

291

4

North Sea

East Hampton

Resident

292

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Resident

Status quo
acceptable?
No

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Theres a lot of shared frustration about the
noise. There's a hobbyist component, but
also a lot of secondary economic activity
driven by the airport that's important to
people in town. The airport benefits the
more affluent, of course, but that brings in a
lot of wealthly clients for other East Hampton
businesses. If you shift all that activity to
Gabreski you could see it all disappear - need
to balance quality of life with economic
activity, and look closely at what would
happen if the airport closes. Look at what
happened in Bridgeport. Everyone wants a
healthy environment, but are you really going
to solve climate change by shutting down the
airport?

Ideas for balancing

If it's a choice between curtailing operations noise from jets and
and closing the airport, he'd choose curtailing - helicopters; protect
leave future options open.You could have
small plane use
differential pricing, but difficult to ration
landings. You could look at limiting the time
period when certain types could land.
Runway length is the thing. He's her to speak
for himself, which represents small planes.
Fees could impact Blade and others by
reducing their profits. Would be happy if only
prop planes were allowed, but it's the
helicopters that are teh real problem. Turbine
engines vs. reciprocating engines create very
different amount of noise - perhaps have
higher fees for turbine engines. There needs
to be clarity about what the choices are needs to be digestible, and local government
needs to keep all interests in mind.

open with
restrictions

Worked at airport since age 18; Sag Harbor
resident

Yes, best place to
begin a career. Do
not expand

Spends most of summer out in East Hampton,
based in New Jersey
Vice president of operation eastern region
helicopter council
Chair for 5 years, been on it for 15 years, been
heavily involved in airport issues
Been involved with route structure and route
enforcement
Here to manage expectations and provide
factual information as necessary
Never used airport; noise impacts the worse
ever this year. Noise, pollution to aquifer
biggest concerns.

No

Do not expand, add solar panels, deer
fencing, make airport more sustainable & eco
friendly, put a quota on both EH & Montauk
airport operations
As member of eastern region helicopter
council never thought status quo was
acceptable
Always receptive to change, hopes issue can
move towards meaningful conversation
Doesn’t think airport should close, residents
use airport

Do not expand, add solar panels, deer fencing, Retain airport, it’s a
make airport more sustainable & eco friendly, way of life
put a quota on both EH & Montauk airport
operations
helicopters, airport
user, increased usage

Retain airport,
make it more
sustainable &
eco friendly.
Open with
restrictions

Not sure how to balance the needs. Would
Noise & aquifer
cutting traffic in half e enough? Would netjets impacts
comply? Airport not meeting sustainability
goal.
noise, vibrations,
environmental impacts
from helicopters

Close airport

No. Not
Close airport
acceptable.Noise &
pollution

Helicopter noise, vibrations, associated with no
flights to EH increasing in the city, concern
about environmental impacts of this form of
this type of transit.
wife and Jim purchased home in North Sea in No
2012
Lives under November route, under constant
barrage or helicopters/planes/air traffic

Stop helicopter flights to EH airport.

Concerned about pollution. Not a lot of
no
problems because of noise. It has been the
noisiest summer in East Hampton. The airport
sits on a very fragile aquifer
A very small percentage of the population
creating a problem

Reluctant to turn the airport to the 1% who
use the airportThe town does not have
control over the airport
EHA problems are jet problems.
MA cannot take jets
Closing would mean shifting helicopter traffic
but not the jet traffic
Heavy helicopters contribute to the problem
disproportionately
The town does not have control over the
airport
EHA problems are jet problems.
MA cannot take jets
Closing would mean shifting helicopter traffic
but not the jet traffic

From air and water quality perspective,
untenable, not aligned with East Hampton’s
climate crisis
Noise/traffic issue. Thinks [balance] sounds
good in theory, but can see situation be
abused, fears that no matter what restrictions
are applied, doesn’t see situation changing
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General theme

airport user, traffic,
increased usage

Position

Helicopter
flights out of
airport should
be stopped.
Open with
restrictions

Lena Tabori:
Noise, pollution,
Open with
The Town has the opportunity to buy the
helicopters, jets,
restrictions
airport. Within a certain percentage.
water, increased usage
Best outcome - Town gets ownership of the
airport. Otherwise, there is 7 more years of
FAA control over the airport. Empathetic with
Montauk’s problems. Doesn’t want to transfer
the traffic.

Questions
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No.

Workshop

Hamlet or Town

Town

Affiliation

How affected by airport

293

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

how will closing airport affect Montauk?

294

4

Montauk

East Hampton

Resident

Annoyed by airport for years. Traffic has
continued to increase. Jets and helicopters for
which airport wasn't designed have increased.
.Compromises proposed, always some pilots
who feel rules don't apply to them.
Understands Blade wants to make money.

295

4

Noyac

Southampton

Resident

Noise concerns. Planes have been diverted
over Noyac.

296
297

4
4

n/a
East Hampton

n/a
East Hampton

n/a
Resident

298

4

Springs

East Hampton

Resident

No connection to the airport. Concerned
about the environment Status quo is not
acceptable

No

299

4

NYC

NYC

Professional
Aviation

Flight attendant- has flown into EH airport.

No. Not acceptabe. Close airport- its not sustainable. Only for the
Too much pollution billionaires. Large impact on many people.
& water quality
impacts

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do Ideas for balancing
you favor full closure?
East end of south fork will be seriously
everyone in favor of reducing commercial
affected if East Hampton affect
traffic to some extent
Status quo is not acceptable
Concerned about people affected in Montauk,
increased traffic
Can’t drive on roadCompromise is good thing
Disaster on end of long island could be a big
problem for emergency evacs
This is 2021, air traffic is basic part of
infrastructure, we shouldn’t be closing airport

No, pilots have
demonstrated they
don't play by rules
and are unwilling to
compromise. Lots
of money in EHdon't care about
rules or fines. It’s a
new generation of
visitors.

No. Status quo
disruptive to daily
life. Polarizes
everyone
n/a
n/a
House right under approach; owns a plane.
No- its clearly
Massive noise increase, mostly jets., probably separating th
helicpters too but not affected by them,
community- putting
Would like to see things dialed back to way
neighbor against
things were in the 1990s with smaller aircraft. neigbor. Not
Only when airport expanded with larger
sustainable or ideal.
aircraft that noise got worse.

General theme

We need the airport, but with a lot of
compromise and modification of current
operations.
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Questions

increased usage, traffic open with
restrictions

Shouldn't cater to the super wealthy- they just Impacts to quality of
trash the place anyway- don't care about the life, noise, people,
Town. WE shouldn't cater to them.
ecosystem

n/a
n/a
Keep airport open, dramatically decrease
noise. Jets & helicoters are problems. Busiet
airport in NYS on a Sunday. Shorten runway.
Ban jets & helicopters. Slot control
arrangement like at other airports. Cut slots
inhalf or third & sell off. People could come in
by jet but would need a slot- put up to an
auction. Slot system could reduce #s & noise
w/o closing airport.

Position

n/a

The 1% support a lot of people's jobs; she's
noise and
not in the NIMBY group, and empathizes with environment
Michael and Ron, but we need to make sure
we're not sorry one day after we close it.

Close unless you
can devise rules
that can't be
broken.

n/a

open with
restrictions

n/a
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Workshop

Hamlet or Town
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How affected by airport

300

4

Bridgehampton

Southampton

Resident,
Member of the
Friends of the
Long Pond
Greenbelt.

Lives in Bridge Hampton. Member of the
Friends of the Long Pond Greenbelt. The
airport is a major contributor to air and noise
pollution

301

4

Mattituck

North Fork

Resident

302

4

East Hampton

East Hampton

Professional
aviation

Status quo
acceptable?
no

What needs to change or stay to same? Do
you favor full closure?
Conversation tilted to the east
Real problems are going to be in SH
Montauk will not be loaded with helicopter
traffic
Helicopter users live in SH
SH residents are under the approach pattern.
SH residents are majorly impacted by the EHA
traffic
Living in the community since the EHA was a
private facility
Problems developed after it became
commercialized
The airport is a major contributor to air and
noise pollution
Close it for those reasons
But historical aspects need to be respected
If commercial aspects were out, we can live
with the airport

Ideas for balancing

General theme

Position

The airport can remain open in a much more
restricted and private type of use
Go back to its original purpose. Serve the
private plane owners.
EHA was commercialized because of the
economics of the situation

helicopters

Open with
restrictions

Been involved in airport issue for number of n/a
years
Discussed fielding helicopter complaints
coming in and going back from south fork
Rep. Lee Zeldin’s district manager Mark
Woolley
Thinks issues of helicopter was reduced due
to people moving out during Covid
Here to carry message, not supporting closing
it, job is no matter what to make sure noise is
reduced, traffic volume is reduced, protect
quality of life on North and South Fork

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

owns small business in East Hampton; also
pilot with a plane at EH airport. Airport
essential for his business, he flys
recreationally

Sell or have slots Shorten hours of operationno flights from 8PM- 9Pm. When uber won
lawsuits, Blade happened. Runways got
longer. Limit flights. Things may not have
worked in the past, but now Town has control

Biggest conern how to manage. Doesn't want
neighbros to be unhappy but relies on airprot
for his buisness. Lives right under approach
for planes not helicopters. If lived under
helicopter approach may favor closing airport.
Very conflicted personally.If close the airport,
it'll be like the wild wild west.

No. Not acceptabe.
Owns a restaurant
& sees 300 people
per night. Everyone
has a different view
but what's there is
not working.
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Questions
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No.
1

Residence or Affiliation
Airport User

Total No. Number and Position
Notes
169
169 total: 168 keep open ( some with mitigation); 1 close or Some also identified themselves as from
close to jets
EH, Springs, Amagansett, Sagaponack and
other nearby communities

2

Amagansett

6

6 total: 4 close; 1 close to commercial; 1 look for solution

3

Aviation Industry

9

9 total: 8 retain airport ; 1 retain as public use

4

Bridgehampton

28

28 total : 27 close airport; 1 wrote about adverse impacts

5
6

Cutchogue
East Hampton

3
123

7

East Hampton Business owner 3

8

East Hampton Village

8

9

Pilots

10

10
11
12

East Marion
5
Hampton's vacationer
1
Local resident ( non-specific) 4

3 total: 3 close airport
124 total: 33 close airport; 9 severely restrict or close; 1 close
or reduce in size; 64 against closing; 2 airport holiday/temp
close & re-open; 1 emergency use only; 1 objects to status
quo; 3 close to large planes & jets; 1 re-envision using new
technologies i.e. electric aircraft; 3 adverse impacts no
position offered ; 1 small planes only; 3 further study needed;
1 retain for helipad;
3 total: 1 close and redevelop for affordable housing; 1
conduct a Master Plan before acting; 1 conduct design
competition for reuse
8 total: 3 close airport ; 2 close & re-open; 1 control; 1 retain Some EH village residents identified
airport; 1 no specific position
themselves just as East Hampton Town
residents
10 total: 7 keep open; 1 make decision-making process
transparent; 2 retain and mitigate noise
5 total: 4 close airport , 1 close or mitigate
1 total: 1 ban helicopters
4 total: 2 close airport; 2 retain airport

1 of 3

Some Amagansett residents identified
themselves as EH residents and were so
listed
Includes Blade; Helicopter Assoc. Int'l,;
Nat'l Business Aviation Assn; Nat'l Air
Transportation Assn.; Montauk Aviation

Appedix IV: Position by Residence or Affiliation Summary of Written Comments
No.
13

Residence or Affiliation
Montauk

14

New York City

Total No. Number and Position
40
40 total: 2 against closing; 2 close airport; 1 DEIS required
before take actions; 33 diversion impacts unacceptable; 1
questions Town Board Position; 1 inaccuracies in Town
reports
9
9 total: 8 close airport; 1 retain and severely mitigate

15

North Haven

0

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Nork Fork (general)
Noyac
Orient
Sag Harbor
Sagaponack
Southampton Village
Shelter Island
Southampton Town
Springs

2
4
17
26
36
1
1
8
1

25

Wainscott

19

26
27
28

Watermill
Year round visitor
no listing

10
1
35

29
30

Groups or Organizations
Concerned Citizens of Montauk1

31

Coalition to Transform the
East Hampton Airport
Say NO to HTO

32

December 2021
Notes

Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, NYC general

4 identified themselves as North Haven residents and users of
airport . Were counted in airport users column
2 total: 2 close airport
4 total: 4 close airport
17 total: 17 close or change routes
26 total: 26 close airport
36 total: 28 close airport; 8 keep airport open
1 total: 1 close airport
1 total: 1 close airport
8 total: 6 close airport, 2 retain airport
1 total: 1 close airport ( 1 additional identified as a Springs
resident and airport user and was included in airport user
column)
19 total: 13 close airport; 1 mitigate noise; 4 retain & mitigate
noise; 1 update webpage
10 total: 9 close airport; 1 limit hours
1 total : 1 retain airport
29 total: 1 ban non-essential; 1 questions about options; 17
close airport; 2 close or impose reasonable mitigation; 6 keep
open; 1 shorten runway; 1 small planes only; 1 shorten
runway; 5 issues and comments offered

1 total: 1 cumulative actions pending require study in a DEIS

4

4 total: 4 close airport

3

3 total: 3 close ( one close and reopen not good )

2 of 3

Includes a petition with 13 signatures

Appedix IV: Position by Residence or Affiliation Summary of Written Comments
No.
33
34

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42

Residence or Affiliation
Total No.
East Hampton Energy
1
Subcommittee
East Hampton Helicopter
1
Noise Coalition, Citizens for
Airport Safety, Equity; Quiet
Skies Coalition
East Hampton Aviation
1
Association
Friends of Long Pond Greenbelt1
Montauk CAC
2

Montauk United
Deputy mayor of North
Haven
New York State DEC
Northwest Alliance
Noyac Civic Association

1
1
1
1
3

Number and Position
Notes
1 total: 1 close airport, all past attempts to control have failed
1 total: 1 modify airport- private fixed wing only

1 total: 1 Town sponsored studies are inaccurate
1 total: 1 change route
2 total : 1 email with multiple excerpts of meeting minutes
and a resolution concerned with Diversion; 1 resolution
pertaining to a firm plan in place if decision is to close and
reopen EH airport
1 total: 1 don't close airport
1 total: 1 close airport
1 total: 1 background info.
1 total : 1 close airport letter with 10 signatures
3 total: 1 close airport, 1 quieter more environmentally
friendly, 1 impacts from leaded fumes

43
44

Sag Harbor Hills Association 1
Settlement at Northwest
1
Property Owners Association

1 total: 1 close airport
1 total: 1 protect sensitive areas & wildlife corridors from
aircraft noise

45
46
47

Stop the Chop
US Congressmen
Wainscott CAC

5 total: 5 close airport
2 total: 2 consider economic benefits of the airport
1 total: 1 prefers full closure but if can't achieve, ban
helicopters, sea planes, jets, drones at a min. & don't sell
avgas.
0

48

5
2
1

610

December 2021

3 of 3

One letter with 10 signatures

36 signatures on letter

Zeldin; Garbarino ( Massapequa area)

Appendix V: East Hampton Airport Re-envisioning
Workshops Advertisements

The Town of East Hampton
invites you to attend:

Airport
Re-envisioning
Workshops
Workshop #1: Thurs., September 9th at 7:00 PM
LTV Studios, 75 Industrial Road, Wainscott, NY

Workshop #2: Friday, September 10th at 7:00 PM
Virtual Workshop on Zoom (See Town website for link)

Workshop #3: Monday, September 13th at 7:00 PM
Montauk Playhouse, 240 Edgemere St, Montauk, NY

Workshop #4: Monday, September 20th at 7:00 PM
Virtual Workshop on Zoom (See Town website for link)
The upcoming expiration of FAA grant requirements provides
an opportunity for the town to re-envision the future of the
airport. The workshops will combine a discussion of the facts
surrounding the airport with an opportunity for everyone to
present their ideas and opinions. Each workshop will have
similar content and format, with the understanding that
participants will not be expected to attend more than once.
Due to limited capacity, pre-registration is highly encouraged,
but not required. Town Covid-19 policies require all attendees
to wear masks.
To register for a workshop, and for more
information, please go to:
https://ehamptonny.gov/745/
Airport-Re-envisioning-Project
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The Town of East Hampton
invites you to attend:

Airport
Re-envisioning
Workshops
Workshop #1: Thurs., September 9th at 7:00 PM
LTV Studios, 75 Industrial Road, Wainscott, NY

Workshop #2: Friday, September 10th at 7:00 PM
Virtual Workshop on Zoom (See Town website for link)

Workshop #3: Monday, September 13th at 7:00 PM
Montauk Playhouse, 240 Edgemere St, Montauk, NY

Workshop #4: Monday, September 20th at 7:00 PM
Virtual Workshop on Zoom (See Town website for link)

The upcoming expiration of FAA grant requirements provides an opportunity for the town to reenvision the future of the airport. Extensive public participation is a key part of the process. Four
public workshops will be conducted over a two week period in September 2021, and will focus on
sharing and discussing essential facts regarding the airport and gathering ideas and opinions from
stakeholders, and the public at large. Each session will start with a brief presentation, followed by
small group workshop discussions.
Each workshop will have similar content and format, with the understanding that participants
will not be expected to attend more than once. Due to limited capacity, pre-registration is highly
encouraged, but not required. Unregistered attendees will be admitted on a “first come first
served” basis. An Eventbrite form will be posted on the Town website to register for both Zoom
and in-person meetings. Town Covid-19 policies require all attendees to wear masks. See Town
website for updates. Please allow ample time for parking and check -in, as the workshops will
begin promptly at 7:00 PM.
To register for a workshop, and for more information, please go to:
https://ehamptonny.gov/745/Airport-Re-envisioning-Project
Written comments are welcome. Email comments to: ReEnvisionHTO@ehamptonny.gov
or mail to: East Hampton Town Clerk, 159 Pantigo Road, East Hampton, NY 11937
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Airport Re-Envisioning Will be Subject of Four Upcoming Workshops
Airport Re-Envisioning Workshops
 ǡǦ ǡ
 ǦʹͲʹͳǤ 
 ǡ  
 Ǥ

Ǧ ǣȀ ȀȀͻͶͺ͵ȀǦ
̴ǦǦǦ̴Ǧʹ͵ǦʹͲʹͳǦͲͲʹ
Please register for one of the four meetings by clicking on a link below:
ǡǤͻǡʹͲʹͳ–ǡ 
ǣȀȀǤǤ ȀȀͳͺͶͺʹͺͳͳʹͷ
 ǡǤͳͲǡʹͲʹͳ–
ǣȀȀǤǤ ȀȀͳͺͶͺʹͺͺͳͳ
ǡǤͳ͵ǡʹͲʹͳ–
ǣȀȀǤǤ ȀȀͳͺͶͺͷͲ͵Ͳʹͳ

ǡǤʹͲǡʹͲʹͳ–
ǣȀȀǤǤ ȀȀͳͺͶͺͳͳʹͲ͵
 ǡ
      
Ǥ

Zoom meeting information for virtual workshops:
ǤǦ
  Ǥ  Ǧǡ
 Ǥ
East Hampton Airport Re-envisioning Workshop #2 (Virtual)
ͳͲǡʹͲʹͳͲǣͲͲȋȌ

ǣȀȀͲʹǤǤȀȀͺ͵ͳͶͻͺͷͶͶͻͺǫα ʹ  ͷ 
Ͳͻ
 ǣͺ͵ͳͶͻͺͷͶͶͻͺ
 ǣͳͷͺͲͷͻ

Ϊͳ͵Ͳͳͳͷͺͷͻʹǡǡͺ͵ͳͶͻͺͷͶͶͻͺ͓ǡǡǡǡȗͳͷͺͲͷͻ͓ 
  
ΪͳͻʹͻʹͲͷͲͻͻ
 ǣͺ͵ͳͶͻͺͷͶͶͻͺ
 ǣͳͷͺͲͷͻ
East Hampton Airport Re-envisioning Workshop #4 (Virtual)
ʹͲǡʹͲʹͳͲǣͲͲȋȌ 
ǣȀȀͲʹǤǤȀȀͺʹͷʹ͵ͺͶ͵͵ǫα ͵ͷͻͲͶ 
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Ͳͻ
 ǣͺʹͷʹ͵ͺͶ͵͵
 ǣ͵͵ͲͲ

ΪͳͻʹͻʹͲͷͲͻͻǡǡͺʹͷʹ͵ͺͶ͵͵͓ǡǡǡǡȗ͵͵ͲͲ͓ 
  
ΪͳͻʹͻʹͲͷͲͻͻ
 ǣͺʹͷʹ͵ͺͶ͵͵
 ǣ͵͵ͲͲ
Registration for the workshops is highly encouraged but not required. Because the
in-person venues have limited seating capacity, those who have pre-registered will
be admitted first, and unregistered attendees will be admitted on first come first
serve basis.
**Covid-19 Guidelines for in-person meetings: Masks will be required for all
attendees. Since the response to the Delta Variant continues to evolve, the in-person
workshops will be held in accordance with East Hampton Town Policies for public
meetings - please see the East Hampton home page for updates.
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Press Release Email List
1. Ambrose Clancy – Editor of the Shelter Island Report
2. Beth Young - Reporter for the East End Beacon
3. Carissa Katz – Reporter for the East Hampton Star
4. Carlos Sandoval – Reporter for the East Hampton Press
5. Carolyn Gusoff – News Reporter at WCBS – TV New York
6. Vera Chinese – Reporter for Newsday
7. Christopher Walsh – Reporter for the East Hampton Star
8. Dan Rattiner – Founder of Dan’s Papers
9. David Rattray – Editor of the East Hampton Star
10. David Taylor – Managing Editor at Dan’s Papers
11. Dawn Watson – Independent blogger, journalist and photographer
12. Doug Kuntz – Independent Photographer
13. EH Business Alliance – General mailbox for the East Hampton Business Alliance
14. EH Star Arts – General mailbox for East Hampton Star Arts section
15. Ellen Watson – Office and Facilities Manager at LTV (Local TV - Wainscott)
16. Erin Stephenson – Broadcast news producer at News 12 Long Island
17. Frank Vespe – EH Star “Guestwords” contributor
18. Gabrielle Fonrouge – Journalist for the NY Post
19. J.P. Salamanca – Reporter at Newsday
20. Jay Oliver – Long Island News radio host
21. Jeff Bragman – East Hampton Town Councilman
22. Jeffrey Freireich – Executive Director of the Business Alliance
23. Jennifer mcLogan – Reporter for CBS
24. Joe Shaw – Executive Editor of Press Newspaper Group
25. Kendall Cronstrom – Editor in Chief, NY Cottages & Gardens, Hamptons Cottages &
Gardens magazines
26. Kevin McAllister – Defend H20 Founder (Nonprofit for clean water)
27. La Voz – General mailbox for a bilingual newspaper
28. Lisa Finn – Journalist for Patch.com
29. LTV – General mailbox of Local TV in Wainscott
30. Luis Mostacero - Online Editor at Long Island Wins
31. Mara Siegler – Reporter for the NY Post
32. Michael Wright – Reporter for the Southampton Press and the Press News Group
33. Morgan Vaughan – Information Systems Director at LTV (Local TV – Wainscott)
34. New 12 – General mailbox for News 12 Long Island Assignment Desk (Television)
35. Stephen Kotz – Reporter for the Sag Harbor Express
36. T.E. McMorrow – Reporter for the Independent
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37. The Bilingual – General mailbox for Voz Latina (bilingual newspaper)
38. Tracy Brown – Reporter for Newsday
39. WLNG – WLNG Radio
40. WSHU – WSHU Radio
_________________________________________________________________
41. Joanne Pilgrim – Executive Assistant to the Supervisor
42. Anne Bell – Assistant to the Supervisor
43. Peter Van Scoyoc – Supervisor
44. Gabriella Gelir – Assistant to David Lys and Kathee Burke-Gonzalez
45. Jeanne Hutson – Assistant to Sylvia Overby and Jeff Bragman
46. Kathee Burke-Gonzalez – Deputy Supervisor
47. David Lys – Councilman
48. Jeff Bragman - Councilman
___________________________________________________________________
49. Agricultural Committee Members:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Alex Balsam
Bill Babinski
Brian Bistrian
Scott Chaskey
Peter Dankowski
Elaine Jones
Amanda Merrow
Bob Pucci
Jonathan Dayton
Kate Plumb
Pat Granfield
Dennis Limonious
Vicki Littman
Greg Donahue
Debbie Klughers
Layton Guenther
JoAnne Pahwul
Ian Calder-Piedmonte
Scott Wilson
Kim Quarty
Jeff Bragman

50. EH/Sag Harbor CAC Members:
1.

Carla Ash - carlaashbooks@gmail.com
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Jeff Bragman, Liaison – jbragman@ehamptonny.gov
Robert Brody, Secretary - lucascaitlin@yahoo.com
Jerry Butler - jerrbut@verizon.net
Brian Carabine - briancarab@aol.com
Prudence Carabine - prudencethc@aol.com
Katy Casey, Chairwoman - caseykaty@gmail.com
JB D'Santos - jdsantos@bhshamptons.com
Raul Guazhambo - raulhampton@hotmail.com
Jola Marcario - jolaouteast@optonline.net
MaryElla Moeller - maryellamoeller@gmail.com

51. AMAC Members:
1. Arthur Malman
2. Charles Ehren
3. David Gruber
4. James Brundige
5. Jeff Bragman
6. Kent Feuerring
7. Muni salthoun
8. Pat Trunzo
9. Steve Tuma
______________________________________________________________________
52. AMAC Meeting Notification Group:
1. Charles Ehren
2. Dr. Jon Korn
3. Erin king Sweeney
4. Gene Oshrin
5. Gene Polito
6. Mike Iannelli (Rep. for Chuch Schumer)
7. Jim Stone
8. John Cullen
9. John Kirrane
10. John Whelan – Chairman, Zoning Board of Appeals
11. Jonathan Sabin
12. Jose Arandia
13. Kathee Burke-Gonzalez
14. Kathryn Slye
15. Kathy Cunningham
16. Kent Feuerring
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17. Lori Anne Czepiel
18. Mark Berman
19. Martin Diner
20. Mary Puris
21. Michael Hansen
22. Michael Haverland Michael Wright
23. Pat Trunzo
24. Patrick Sullivan
25. Ron Klausner
26. Rudy Ratsep
27. Sheryl Gold
28. Sophia Clark
29. Susan McGraw Keber
30. Teresa McCaskie
31. Tom Bogdan
32. Tom Ogden
33. Trish Currie

______________________________________________________________________
53. Housing Authority Board of Commissioners:
1. Amando Ortiz
2. Arthur Goldman
3. Jeff Bragman
4. John Whelan
5. Joseph O’Connell
6. Katy Casey, Executive Director
7. Kevin Warren
8. Marian Zucker
_______________________________________________________________________
54. Wainscott CAC Meeting Notification Group:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Alex Gertsen
Anne Louvel
Betsy Battle
Chris Hayward
Daniel Spelman
David Eagan
Deirdre Daly
Denise Fulham
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9. Diana Weir
10. Douglas Carey
11. Frank Davidson
12. Henry Cornel
13. Holly Whitmore
14. Joe Macal
15. Lynn Cronin
16. Mara Kanner
17. Merle Raab
18. Michael Israel
19. Mike elkins
20. Mitch Solomon
21. Peter Schwartz
22. Stephen Kaufman
23. Susan Goodfriend
24. Vanessa Cornell
25. Virginia Edwards
_______________________________________________________________________
55. Wainscott CAC Members:
1. Anthony Liberatore
2. Barry Frankel
3. Bill Williams
4. Bruce Solomon
5. Carolyn Logan Gluck
6. Dennis D’Andrea
7. Jeff Bragman
8. John Whelan
9. Jose Arandia
10. Kathleen Begala
11. Lori Anne Czepiel
12. Pamela Mahoney
13. Sally Sunshine
14. Simon Kinsella
15. Susan macy
56. Montauk CAC Members:
1. Andrew Harris - andrewharris@stonecropwines.com
2. Barbara Grimes - barbaragrimes82@gmail.com
3. Barbara-Jo Howard - barbarajohoward@gmail.com
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4. Bill Akin - montaukian@gmail.com.
5. Bob Mulligan - rmull14@hotmail.com
6. Christopher Yula - christopher_yula@hotmail.com
7. Connie Cortese - conniecortese1@me.com
8. Dave Ceva - dceva@soleeast.com
9. David Freudenthal - david@freudenthal.net
10. Dick Monahan - rmona44020@aol.com
11. Edna Steck - ednamontauk@aol.com
12. Heather D'Agostino - hdagostino@ross.org
13. Jennifer Buklad - jbuklad@ross.org
14. Jerry Murtha - murthaman@optonline.net
15. Jessica James - wonderwoodnorfolk@yahoo.com
16. John Allen - jpa1344@optonline.net
17. John Chimples - chimples@mac.com
18. Julie Evans - jebrumm@gmail.com
19. Kathy & Richard Weiss - kathywss@yahoo.com
20. Kay Tyler - kay.tyler@montaukchamber.com
21. Laraine Creegan - laraine@montaukchamber.com
22. Larry Siedlick - ls@thembh.com
23. Linda Barnds - lbarnds38@hotmail.com
24. Lou Cortese - loucortese@me.com
25. Marcy Waterman - mewmhc71@gmail.com
26. Mike Tripp - mtrippnj@gmail.com
27. Montauk CAC Chairwoman, Diane Hausman - bchgls@aol.com
28. Paul Monte - paul@montehospitality.com
29. Ray Cortell - rcortell@aol.com
30. Richard Silver - richiesilv@verizon.net
31. Sarah Conway - sarahconwaysong@hotmail.com
32. Sharon Sennefelder - sasennefelder@gmail.com
33. Steve Kalimnios - stevek@royalatlantic.com
34. Theresa Berger - terrib3647@aol.com
35. Thomas Creel - tom@tomcreel.com
36. Tonia Ries - tonia.ries@gmail.com
37. Zack Zweig - zackzweig@gmail.com
57. Springs CAC Members:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Amos Goodman – amos.goodman@gmail.com
Betsy Ruth – bruth402@optonline.net
Brad Loewen – cloewen@aol.com
Connie Kenney – artgurl99@yahoo.com
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

David Buda – davbud@optonline.net
Deb Foster – debbrodie@optonline.net
Ginny Rizzardi – vrizzardi@aol.com
Howard Lebwith – gr8bonac@aol.com
Judy Freeman – judyehampton@gmail.com
Judy Grodin – grodinjudith@gmail.com
Loring Bolger – loringbme@gmail.com
Mary Beth Lee – juliam47@optonline.net
Michael Antonelle – magutret@optimum.net
Pat Brabant – pmbrabant@aol.com
Reg Cornelia – rwcornelia@yahoo.com
Susan Harder – sharder@optonline.net
Tina Piette – tpietteesq@aol.com
Tina Plesset – tplesset@optonline.net
Zachary Cohen – lzcohen@optonline.net

58. Amagansett CAC Members:
1. Britton Bistrian
2. Susan Bratton
3. John Broderick
4. Dawn Brophy
5. Caroline Cashin
7.Michael Cinque
8.Michael Diesenhaus
9.Bill Discipio
10. Lisa Farbar
11. Thomas Field
12. Jeanne Frankl
13. Carl Hamilton
14. Elizabeth Hotchkiss
15. Michele Hugo
16. Dana Kalbacher
17. Michael Jordan
18. Rona Klopman, Chair
19. Vicki Littman, Vice Chair
20. Jim MacMillan
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21. Amanda Merrow

22. Tina Piette
23. Julie Sakellariadis

24. Shari Thompson
25. Bob Thompson
26. Joan Tulp
27. Deborah Wick
28. David Hillman
29. Jaine Mehring
30. Lena Tabori
______________________________________________________________________
59. Arts Council Members
1. Barbara Siebel Thomas
2. Carol Steinberg
3. Edwina Lucas
4. Jane Martin
5. Janet Jennings
6. Jeanne Hutson
7. John Whelan
8. Kate Goldman
9. Richard Mothes
10. Scott Bluedorn
11. Teresa Lawler
12. Sylvia Overby
60. CHOF Advisory Board Members
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adam Miller
Eric Schantz
Jeanne Frankl
Jeanne Hutson
Jill Fleming
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6. Job Potter
7. John Whelan
8. Kathee Burke-Gonzalez
9. Katy Casey
10. Marco Wu
11. Michelle Thompson
12. Randall Parsons
13. Scott Bluedorn
14. Sylvia Overby
15. Tom Ruhle
16. Wickety Hotchkiss

61. Energy Sustainability Committee Members:
1. Aubrey Peterson - aubrey.peterson@ehschools.org
2. Biddle Duke - biddleduke@gmail.com
3. Bill Chaleff - bill@chaleffandrogers.com
4. Bradley Brooks - brooks_bt@yahoo.com
5. Dieter Von Lehsten - dvonlehsten@me.com
6. Francesca Rheannon - rheannon05@gmail.com
7. Gordian Raacke - gordian@renewableenergylongisland.org
8. Jeanne Hutson
- hutsonjeanne@gmail.com
9. Jeffrey Bragman - jbragman@ehamptonny.gov
10. Joan Mcgivern - jmcgivern@suffolklaw.com
11. JoAnne Pahwul - JPahwul@EHamptonNY.Gov
12. Kimberly Shaw - KShaw@EHamptonNY.Gov
13. Krae Van Sickle - krae@krae.net
14. Lauren Steinberg - LSteinberg@EHamptonNY.Gov
15. Lena Tabori - lena@welcomeenterprisesinc.com
16. Linda James - lindabjames@me.com
17. Lynn Arthur - lynn27@gmail.com
18. Mary Ann Eddy - meddy@sagharborny.gov
19. Michael Hansen - mhnsn1@gmail.com
20. Paul Munoz, Chairman - pmunoz210@gmail.com
21. Richard Silver - richiesilv@verizon.net
22. Rose Brown - rbrown@easthamptonvillage.org
23. Scott Bluedorn - scottbluedorn@gmail.com
24. Susan McGraw keber - susankeber88@gmail.com
25. Sylvia Overby - SOverby@EHamptonNY.Gov
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62. Business Committee Members:
1. Paul Monte – Chairman
2. Laraine Creegan
3. Mark Mendelman
4. Chris Pfund
5. Kathy Cunningham
6. Michael Cinque
7. Rick Whalen
8. Jim MacMillan
9. Bill Mavro
10. Lynn Blumenfeld
11. Kay Tyler
12. Leo Daunt
13. Mark Smith
14. Robert Ross
15. Roy Dalene
16. Steve Haweeli
17. Tom Hermann
18. William Hyland
19. Eric Schantz – Planning Dept.
20. Sylvia Overby – Liaison

63. Anti-Bias Task Force Members:
1. Louise Bergerson
2. Michael Butler
3. Kevin Chabla
4. Audrey Gaines
5. Kim Jones
6. Adriana Leon
7. Vicki Luria
8. Priscila Ortega
9. Jack Perna
10. Michael Sarlo
11. Rosa Scott
12. Anna Skrenta
13. Larry Smith
14. Edna Steck
15. The Rev. Walter Thompson
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16. Mike Tracey
17. Debra Winter
18. Katherine King
19. Sylvia Overby
20. Jeanne Hutson

64. WQTA Committee Chair – Christopher Clapp
65. Nature Preserve Committee Chair – Rick Whalen
66. Adolescent mental health and Substance Use Task Force Chair – Adam fine
67. Waterfront Advisory Committee Chair & CARP Chair – Rameshwar Das
68. Fisheries Advisory Committee (Former) Chair – Arnold Leo
69. Jeff Smith
70. Stefen Lind
71. Jonathan Sabin
72. Eliot Meisel
73. Steve Dunaif
74. George Dempsey
75. Steve Tuma
76. Bernadette Ruggiero
77. Chris Montero
78. Rob Weisenthal
_______________________________________________________________________
79. OLA – Minerva Perez (Will share Spanish version on social media when we have it)

80. Village of East Hampton - Jerry Larsen
81. Village of Sag Harbor - J. Larocca
82. Village of Sagaponack – Don Louchheim
83. Village of North Haven – General mailbox
84. Town of Southampton – Jay Schneiderman
85. Town of shelter Island – Gerry Siller
86. Town of Southold – Scott Russell
87. Town of Riverhead – Supervisor Aguiar
88. Village of Southampton – Jesse Warren
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89. US Congressman Lee Zeldin – Lead aircraft contact: Sarah Talmage:
sarah.talmage@mail.house.gov
90. Kirsten Gillibrand – Long Island Regional Director: Magdalonie Campbell
Magdalonie_campbell@gillibrand.senate.gov
91. Chuck Schumer – Long Island Representative: Garrett Armwood
Garrett_armwood@schumer.senate.gov
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TOWN OF EAST HAMPTON

EAST HAMPTON AIRPORT
159 Pantigo Road
East Hampton, New York 11937

Jeff Bragman
Town Board Liaison
Tel: (631) 324-2620
Fax: (631) 324-6280
jbragman@ehamptonny.gov

THE TOWN OF EAST HAMPTON
PRESENTS FOUR AIRPORT RE-ENVISIONING WORKSHOPS
PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Date: August 23, 2021
The expiration of FAA grant assurances provides an opportunity to re-envision the future of the airport.
Extensive public participation is a key part of the re-envisioning process. Four public workshops will be
conducted over a two-week period in September 2021, and will focus on sharing and discussing essential facts
regarding the airport, and gathering ideas and opinions from stakeholders, and the public at large. Each
workshop will start with a brief presentation, followed by small group discussions. Similar content and format
make it unnecessary to attend more than one. Pre-registration is highly encouraged, but not required. In-person
venues have limited seating, and unregistered attendees will be admitted on a “first come first served” basis. An
Eventbrite pre-registration form will be posted on the Town website for all Zoom and in-person workshops.
· Workshop #1: September 9th at 7:00 pm - LTV Studios, 75 Industrial Road, Wainscott, NY 11975
· Workshop #2: September 10th at 7:00 pm - Virtual Workshop (Zoom link to be provided on Town website)
· Workshop #3: September 13th at 7:00 pm - Montauk Playhouse, 240 Edgemere St, Montauk, NY 11954
· Workshop #4: September 20th at 7:00 pm—Virtual Workshop (Zoom link to be provided on Town website)
Please note:
• Participants should allow ample time for parking and check-in, as the workshops will begin promptly at 7:00 pm.
•

Town Covid-19 policy requires all attendees to wear a mask for this event. See Town website for updates.

Written comments can be submitted to the Town Board by email or post mail:
ReEnvisionHTO@ehamptonny.gov or East Hampton Town Clerk, 159 Pantigo Road, East Hampton, NY 11937
All related documents are available for review on the Town website:
https://ehamptonny.gov/745/Airport-Re-envisioning-Project
For more information, please call the East Hampton Town Board office at 631-324-2620.
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LA CIUDAD DE EAST HAMPTON

AEROPUERTO DE EAST HAMPTON
159 Pantigo Road
East Hampton, New York 11937
Jeff Bragman
Enlace con la Junta Ciudad
Tel: (631) 324-2620
Fax: (631) 324-6280
jbragman@ehamptonny.gov

LA CIUDAD DE EAST HAMPTON
PRESENTA CUATRO TALLERES PARA VISUALIZAR EL FUTURO DEL AEROPUERTO
OFRECIENDO OPORTUNIDADES PARA LA PARTICIPACIÓN DEL PÚBLICO

PARA COMUNICADO INMEDIATO
Fecha: 23 de agosto del 2021
El vencimiento de las garantías de subvención de la FAA ofrece una oportunidad para volver a imaginar el
futuro del aeropuerto. Una amplia participación del público es una parte clave del proceso de concepción. En
septiembre del 2021 se celebrarán cuatro talleres públicos durante un período de dos semanas, se centrarán en el
intercambio y la discusión de datos esenciales relativos al aeropuerto, la reunión de ideas y opiniones de los
interesados y del público en general. Cada taller comenzará con una breve presentación, seguida de discusiones
en grupos pequeños. Contenido y formato similares hacen innecesario asistir a más de uno. El pre registro es
muy alentador, pero no obligatorio. Los lugares en persona tienen asientos limitados, y los asistentes no
registrados serán admitidos a base de la "orden de llegada". Se publicará un formulario de preinscripción del
Eventbrite en el sitio web del pueblo para todos los talleres de Zoom y presenciales.
Taller #1: 9 de septiembre a las 7pm - LTV Studios, 75 Industrial Road, Wainscott, NY 11975
Taller #2: 10 de septiembre a las 7pm - Taller Virtual (enlace de zoom a ser proporcionado en el sitio web de la ciudad)
Taller #3: 13 de septiembre a las 7pm - Montauk Playhouse, 240 Edgemere St, Montauk, NY 11954
Taller #4: 20 de septiembre a las 7pm—Taller Virtual (enlace de zoom a ser proporcionado en el sitio web del pueblo)

Tenga en cuenta:
•
•

Los participantes deben dejar tiempo suficiente para estacionar y hacer check-in, ya que los talleres
comenzarán puntualmente a las 7:00 pm.
La política del pueblo referente a Covid-19 requiere que todos los asistentes usen una mascarilla
para este evento. Vea el sitio web del pueblo para actualizaciones.

Los comentarios escritos pueden enviarse al Ayuntamiento por correo electrónico o correo postal:
ReEnvisionHTO@ehamptonny.gov o East Hampton Town Clerk, 159 Pantigo Road, East Hampton, NY 11937
Todos los documentos relacionados están disponibles para su revisión en el sitio web del pueblo:
https://ehamptonny.gov/745/Airport-Re-envisioning-Project
Para más información, llame a la oficina de la Junta de East Hampton Town al 631-324- 2620.
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